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Abstract
Production o f quality injection m oulded parts is a com plex task that requires a deep under
standing o f the interaction between m achine settings and in-m ould param eters. This thesis
reports on the m onitoring o f the polym er dynam ics during the injection cycle and proposes an
effective control schem e for the process.
The study is focused on an Arburg 25-tonne injection m oulding m achine which is hydraulicallyactuated. For the m odelling and sim ulation of the filling and packing phases, the dynam ics of
both the m achine’s hydraulic circuit and the polym er (polypropylene) behaviour were investi
gated. The sim ulations were validated on a modified version of the injection m oulding m achine
in w hich a specially instrum ented m ould was used.
To assess the extent o f solidification o f the part and identify phase changes during the cycle,
two m onitoring m ethods were studied. One m akes use of ultrasound transducers while the
other utilizes fast-response therm ocouples. Both m ethods were found to enhance the control
o f the process. The ultrasound feedback provided sufficient inform ation for quick set up o f the
controller in real time.
A hybrid m inim al controller synthesis (M CS) controller was developed and evaluated experi
m entally for the closed-loop control of flow and pressure trajectories. The algorithm does not
require a priori inform ation about the plant dynam ics. To reduce the M CS sensitivity to noise
in the feedback signals, a modification of the M CS is proposed and validated. This approach
is shown to enhance the perform ance of the machine.
A m ajor disadvantage in conventional m oulding is the difficulty in influencing the m olecular
orientation at the core. Vibration o f the m elt polym er has been applied by previous researchers,
by m eans o f additional injection cylinders, because control o f fast-acting screw dynam ics could
not be achieved with conventional control m ethods. A new m ethod is proposed here, where
vibration o f the screw in a conventional m oulding m achine is controlled by the hybrid MCS
algorithm .
The m echanical properties o f tensile specim ens produced with vibration w ere com pared with
parts produced by conventional m oulding. They show significant im provem ents; part warpage
is reduced by up to 30% and tensile m odulus is increased by around 10%.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Background

The injection m oulding o f therm oplastics is a widely used m anufacturing process for the pro
duction o f low cost and lightw eight m aterial products.

Parts are m oulded efficiently on a

m ass production scale with m echanical properties which often surpass those o f metals. The
products range from low-quality sim ple-geom etry parts to very com plex ones with strict di
m ensional tolerances. Econom ic constrains have raised the need to increase productivity and
im prove the autom ation o f the injection m oulding process. These param eters alongside with
the use o f m ulti-cavity moulds have perplexed further the control of the process, where ad
vanced control m ethods are necessary to m eet the new specification tolerances. Therefore a
better understanding o f the polym er m elt behaviour during the process could aid the control of
the polym er viscosity in order to produce consistent parts with desired properties. Advanced
m onitoring m ethods could be used to visualize in-m ould param eters such as the m elt polym er
dynam ics and identify phase changes, estim ate the extent o f solidification of the part and alert
for process variations in real time.

M achine process param eters and polym er processing conditions are very interlinked and to
gether have a great im pact on the quality o f the produced part. For the injection m oulding
process, param eters o f great im portance are: injection speed, holding pressure, polym er pro
cessing tem perature, mould tem perature and part cooling rate. Precise control o f these param 
eters during the injection cycle, helps to control the polym er’s m olecular structure in the cavity
and part final properties, that determ ine the physical appearance o f the m ouldings, such as
residual stresses, shrinkage and warpage. However in order to control the filling and packing
phases, the profile o f the injection velocity and holding pressure should be optim ized, while
m aintaining the processing tem perature o f the polym er and m ould tem perature nom inally con

1

stant. Therefore fast adaptation of the process control when other parameters change (mould
geometry, material) is essential in order to achieve good quality of products. A deeper insight
into the process enables the design of a robust controller be realised.

1.2

D e s c r ip tio n o f th e I n je c tio n M o u ld in g P r o c e s s

Injection moulding is one of the most important processes for the manufacturing of plastics. It
is an automated sequential process where raw material is converted into a moulding in a single
operation. The mould is the heart of the injection moulding machine where the melt polymer
is injected to take the form of the cavity. Injection m oulding machines are hydraulically driven
which provides a very compact and efficient method o f power transmission with the in-line
screw. Injection moulding is a cyclical process which involves a num ber of auxiliary equip
ments to assist the productivity, such as mould temperature control, polym er dryers, robots
for moulding handling and moving lines. The process has been extensively described in the
literature, in [1, 2, 3, 4], A schematic of the injection moulding machine is shown in Figure
1.1

.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the Injection M oulding Machine

Three units can be identified: the hydraulic unit, the injection unit and the clam ping unit. The
hydraulic unit involves the actuation of the screw and is linked with the injection unit. Inside
the injection barrel the melt material is prepared while the screw provides the means for forcing
the melt to enter the mould cavity. The clamping unit applies a considerable force to keep the
mould closed as the cavity pressure rises during the injection cycle. A sequential operation of

all units is necessary in order to transform the raw material into the final product. There are four
main phases associated with the m oulding process: the plasticization phase, the filling phase,
the packing phase and the cooling phase. During these phases it is im portant to efficiently
control a num ber o f process param eters [5].

Initially in the plasticization phase, a certain am ount of m olten plastic is prepared, according
to the required volum e (Appendix A .l). The m aterial is fed through the hopper inside the
barrel in the form o f granules. The barrel tem perature is m aintained at the necessary level,
according to the material specifications. The material is m elted and m ixed as the screw rotates.
The m elt polym er gets accum ulated at the front section o f the barrel where the build up o f
pressure forces the screw to move backward. A t this period a back-pressure is applied to the
screw m otion to achieve a hom ogeneous blend of polym er. The screw rotation speed is set
accordingly, to reduce excessive shear, which can result in degradation or scorched resin. The
param eters associated with the plasticizing phase are shown in Figure 1.2.

Barrel, Nozzle & Mould Temp

Barrel Melt Tem perature

Shot Size

Barrel Front Melt Volume

Screw Rotation Speed
Barrel Front Melt Pressure
Screw Back Pressure

Figure 1.2: Schem atic diagram of the Plasticization Phase

N ext the fillin g phase com m ences, where the m ould is closed and the injection unit is advanced
forward. The nozzle o f the barrel is pushed against the sprue bushing o f the m ould, where a
preset hydraulic pressure ensures a firm contact during the filling and packing phases. The
prepared shot size from the plasticization phase is injected as the screw moves forward. The
screw velocity can be constant [6 ] or can follow a varying velocity profile. W hen the velocity
trajectory is profiled, the polym er flow-front velocity is kept nom inally constant throughout
the different cavity cross sections. In this way the control o f the m olecular orientation and skin
structure is achieved, avoiding the creation o f flow marks. M oreover the flow front velocity
could be reduced at critical sections, such as gates to avoid shear heating and increase again
when filling the cavity. The point of injection in the cavity is im portant since it influences
the flow orientation and m echanical properties of the part. The param eters associated with the
filling phase are shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Schem atic diagram o f the Filling Phase

W hen the cavity is filled the transition to packing phase occurs and the m elt polym er density
changes. Additional m aterial is packed into the cavity to com pensate for the polym er shrink
age during part solidification. The transition from filling to packing phase should be closely
controlled; otherw ise the cavity pressure can reach excessive levels which would affect the
dim ensional stability o f the part. In the packing phase the pressure inside the cavity should be
either m aintained constant or m ade to follow a specified pressure trajectory. Effective control
o f the pressure reduces the sink marks, and m aintains the part w eight constant. Depending on
the pressure profile, flow-induced residual stresses can be form ed and may cause part warpage
if not allowed to relax during the cooling phase. It is im portant to allow sufficient tim e for the
gate to solidify to avoid melt material flowing back to the barrel. W hen the gate is solid the
volume inside the cavity is constant and no further m aterial can be injected. The param eters
associated with the packing phase are shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Schem atic diagram o f the Packing Phase

The solidification o f the gate marks the beginning o f the cooling phase where the m olecules
could relax to their initial state o f equilibrium , depending on the cooling tim e and m ould cool
ing rate. As the part solidifies it shrinks from the outer surface layer towards the centre, where
the polym er is still in a liquid state. Consequently, the outer surface layers have a prim e so
lidification that prevents the inner layers cooling freely. This can result in therm ally induced
residual stresses with a com pressive profile at the surface and tensile at the core. The param e
ters associated with the cooling phase are shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Schem atic diagram o f the C ooling Phase

The cooling phase lasts typically 70% o f the injection cycle tim e and the part m ust be ejected
as soon as it is solid. Prem ature ejection of the part should be avoided when the cavity is
still under pressure, otherw ise part distortion may occur. U sually the part is ejected at a higher
tem perature than the mould tem perature, to increase productivity. In order to reduce the overall
cycle time, the plasticization phase in the barrel com m ences at the start o f the cooling phase.
Therefore the next material dosage is prepared for the next cycle. Often the plasticization
finishes before the end of the cooling phase. W hile the screw is stationary the heat conducted
to the polym er (from barrel heaters) improves the therm al uniform ity and hom ogeneity o f the
melt.

1.3

Current Problems in Injection Moulding

In this section an introduction is given for the w ork that has been published for the m onitoring
and control o f the injection m oulding process. A m ore detailed literature review o f the melt
polym er dynam ic behaviour and m ethods that could enhance quality o f products and improve
their m echanical properties is given in C hapter 4. M oreover, the literature review o f m odem
control strategies for controlling the injection m oulding process is given in C hapter 5.

1.3.1

Com plexity o f Process Control

The injection m oulding of plastics is a very com plex and tim e dependent process. There are
many param eters involved in each phase w hich require precise control in order to maintain
part quality. Even when process param eters do not change, small variations exist between
the parts. However the level o f control can be further im proved to m inim ise the tolerances
and m aintain repeatability throughout the injection cycles. Generally the control of the in
jection process is categorised to: phase-dependent, cycle-to-cycle and all-phase control [7].
The phase-dependent control is the m ost pragm atic approach as each phase can be separately
controlled and a bum pless transfer algorithm can be utilised to m aintain the control signal con
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tinuous. Cycle-to-cycle control is quite attractive as injection m oulding is a repetitive process
and inform ation from the previous cycle could be used to im prove the next one. However as
param eters do change from cyc]e to cycle and disturbances occur, m ore iterations would be
necessary in order to im prove the perform ance o f the machine. Finally, all-phase control is a
very difficult and dem anding task for the m oulding process as it requires a deep understand
ing o f the process dynam ics (hydraulics and rheology). So far such an effective approach to
all-phase control has not yet been realised [8 ].

Generally the m ost efficient approach would be the one com bining inform ation about the pro
cess m achine param eters and the in-m ould param eters during the process. A dvance instrum en
tation techniques, including non-invasive m ethods are available to use, therefore inform ation
about the polym er behaviour in the cavity would enable the controller in real tim e to take cor
rective actions to optim ise product quality. For these reasons over the last decade researchers
have tried to sim ulate the injection process [9 ,1 0 , 11] in detail and apply various control m eth
ods [12, 13, 14] to m anipulate the process param eters. Sophisticated software program s such
as C-M old and M oldflow contributed to a better understanding o f the process param eters and
allowed prediction o f the final m echanical and physical properties of the products. On the other
hand, control m ethods such as expert system s, neural networks, adaptive control, etc., help to
im prove the dynam ic perform ance of the m oulding m achine, in order to m aintain part dim en
sional accuracy and part w eight nom inally constant from cycle to cycle. The strengths and the
weaknesses on each control m ethod have been reviewed in [15, 16]. M odification to aid the
(flow and pressure, P-Q) controllability o f the hydraulic circuit has been realised in [17] with
the use o f a proportional flow control valve and a proportional pressure control valve. Some of
the areas where progress needs to be done are the repeatability in the part quality, m echanical
properties, the design o f energy efficient m oulding m achines and achievem ent o f faster cycle
times to increase the production output and reduce the cost [8 ]. In order to achieve these tar
gets, efficient m onitoring m ethods should be applied to aid the control o f the process in real
time.

1.3.2

Polym er M elt Flow Behaviour

Polym ers have several properties that need to be considered when designing a product or setting
up the injection m oulding process. W hen plastics are in their m elt state are com pressible
and their viscosity can change depending on flow-gradients and processing tem perature. On
the other hand, plastics shrink during solidification and their volum e changes considerably.
Bearing these properties in m ind enables for a better understanding o f the m oulding process.
A t the start o f the filling phase, as the polym er m elt enters the cavity, a frozen layer is form ed
from the contact with the cold wall. The initial tem perature o f the m ould wall and polym er
affects the thickness o f the frozen layers, which increases during the filling phase. There are
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two distinctive flow regions inside the mould cavity affecting the melt flow rate and viscosity:

• In the mould cavity - Hele-Shaw Flow. This type of flow refers to morphological in
stabilities such as non-equilibrium growth of crystals and differential solidification that
occur. Often a less viscous fluid displaces the more viscous fluid.
• At the advancing front, Fountain Flow. The fountain flow continuously splits along
the mid-plane allowing the polym er molecules on this interface (melt-air interface), to
acquire a velocity com ponent that forces the fluid element down the channel.

High injection speeds reduce the cooling rates resulting in thinner frozen layers at the end of
filling. Usually the frozen layers are formed in the direction o f the flow and have a parabolic
shape, as seen in Figure 1.6.

Fully developed
flow

Frozen Layers

Flow Front
Fountain effect

Tensile Stresses
Formed

Compressive
Stresses Formed

Figure 1.6: Polymer Melt Flow Behaviour in a Rectangular Cavity

Close to the gate, due to the high shear stresses developed, the temperature is high and very thin
(frozen) layers are formed [18]. In the direction of polym er flow, the elongational molecular
orientation is higher close to the cavity walls due to the high shear friction that occurs. This is
affected by the flow-front velocity profile (fountain effect). At the same time, in the skin layer,
the orientation is reduced by the molecular relaxation that occurs [1]. At the centre of the flow
channel the degree of orientation is minimum (molecule at rest) as there is no shear effect [18].
All of this can be seen in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: M olecular Orientation during the Filling Phase
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For this reason the packing and holding pressure can influence the orientation at the core of
the part. When the holding piessure is extended at constant temperature, the specific volume
is sm aller due to a higher com pression of the polym er melt. The weight of the produced part
increases and the percentage o f shrinkage is smaller [18].

In the cooling phase, residual stresses are formed with a tensile profile at the core and com 
pressive at the surface (Figure 1.6). The lower the wall temperature is, the sharper is the stress
profile [18]. However, if the cooling time is shorter, lower residual stresses are formed. The
part relaxation process takes place after ejection, when shrinkage and warpage are no longer
mechanically restricted. If the holding pressure exceeds the limits and the part is highly pres
surised, the possibility of ejecting a part being still under pressure is possible. In this case the
stresses are tensile at the surface and compressive at the centre o f the part [18].
Another important factor, which is influenced during the cooling phase, is the degree of crystallinity of the polymer (semi-crystalline). The slower the cooling rates are, the more time
is available for the molecules to relax and return to their initial state. The structure of the
molecules is called spherulites and is composed from crystalline and amorphous regions. As
the polym er cools, the spherulites grow until they are constrained from others close to them
[18], as seen in Figure 1.8. The num ber and the size of the created spherulites greatly affects
the mechanical behaviour of the produced part (improved crystallinity results in a higher Young
Modulus, etc.). However, high degree o f crystallinity reduces the impact resistance of the part.
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Figure 1.8: Spherulitic Growth during Part Solidification, from [ 18]

Finally due to the flow orientation, the mechanical properties of the produced part are enhanced
in the direction of flow rather in the perpendicular direction. In general, before the moulding
of a part is planned, there are many factors to consider.

1.3.3

Effects of Processing Parameters during the Injection M oulding Process

Precise control of flow, pressure and solidification during injection would allow final properties
of parts such as shrinkage, warpage and residual stresses to be tailored to meet part specifica
tions. Flow and pressure trajectories should be carefully designed in order to maintain an
optimum level of control in the repeatability of dimension and mechanical properties of the
moulded parts.

1.3.3.1

Screw Velocity

The injection screw linear velocity determines the flow pattern in which the polym er melt is
injected in the cavity. It has a great influence on the m olecular orientation and thickness of the
frozen layers during the filling phase. It is dependent on the material (viscosity) being used,
flow path geometry and processing conditions (barrel-mould-material temperature, etc). Since
the polym er’s behaviour is viscoelastic, a certain filling profile must be followed to ensure
that the cavity is filled before gate solidification. Some researchers believe that the optimum
velocity profile is to maintain the screw velocity constant in order to keep flow-front velocity
constant [6]. This ensures good part quality and repeatability in each cycle. A schematic
illustration of the flow front velocity including the primary and secondary flows is presented in
Figure 1.9.

Flow front velocity
Secondary flow

Contours

Primary flow

Gate of the mould

Figure 1.9: Schematic of Flow Front Velocity including the Primary and Secondary Flows

However, it is very difficult to maintain a constant flow-front velocity due to the complexity
of the moulds geometry and the velocity dynamics, which is non-linear and time varying [19].
For these reasons, in the moulding of complex parts it is necessary to use multiple gates to
maintain an even orientation throughout the part.
The injection speed at the beginning and at the end of the filling phase must be set low, to
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im prove the orientation of the m elt polym er and ensure a sm ooth transition to the packing phase
[18]. A bum pless transfer control algorithm is norm ally used to ensure a sm ooth transition [13].
This,prevents excessive packing that could result in m aterial dashing and high residual stresses
(if inadequate relaxation takes place). The flow-front velocity should be high at less critical
flow paths such as sprue and runners and low at gates and other critical areas [20]. In addition,
the velocity profile should be selected to m inim ise the filling tim e while at the sam e time
m aintaining a uniform flow front velocity & tem perature [20]. Careful design o f the m ould
runner and gate is also crucial to avoid excessive shear heating w hich can dam age the polym er
melt. Because the polym er flow rate and flow front position are difficult to m easure, other
process param eters such as screw velocity and cavity pressure can provide this inform ation (by
assum ing no leakage past the screw and no com pressibility o f the m elt polym er).

H igh injection speeds could increase the shear heating at the gate, reduce the Young M odulus
and increase the injection pressure [21]. Inevitably the initial tem perature o f the m elt being
injected will increase due to the shear heating effect. Flow m arks, sink marks (on the m oulded
part surface) and variability in part weight may occur. On the other hand, low injection speeds
may produce a poor m olecular orientation in the produced part and a decrease in the Young
m odulus [21]. In addition, the flow front velocity could becom e unstable (secondary flows
develop) if prem ature solidification o f the polym er m elt takes place. This would result in a
partially filled cavity (short shot). A solution to this problem would be the use o f hot runners
where no solidification (of runner) takes place; only the m oulded part is ejected from the mould.
This reduces the scrap material (that needs to be recycled under norm al conditions) up to 20%
[8 ]. Overall, an average injection speed m ust be selected (results in even m olecular orientation
and m echanical properties) which does not require excessive injection pressure to fill the cavity.

Low er injection pressure during the filling phase ensures low residual stresses and optim um
part quality [22]. A good com bination would be a fast filling rate followed by high packing
pressure and rapid freezing of the gate. This is m ainly because the thickness o f the frozen skin
form ed during the filling phase will affect the packing phase especially when a thin gate is used
[23].

In addition, if cooling & viscosity variations occur during the filling phase inside the mould,
these will affect the flow front and the pressure drop at that particular path. As a consequence
the flow m ay eventually stop (due to the high pressure drop) and continue elsew here where
the conditions allow. Therefore, instead o f having a sm ooth flow, a chaotic unstable condition
(flow hesitation) is form ed which in turn can lead to poor surface finish and sm all short shots

[22].
During filling the m elt core tem perature changes continuously as the flow front travels along
the length and width o f the cavity. The solidification rate varies at different sections o f the
cavity, hence the shear stress varies as well. N ear the gate the shear stress is m axim um and the
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m elt tem perature rises as high shear heating takes place. Due to the shear heating effect the
m elt tem perature could rise up to 40°C (depending oh the processed polym er) above the barrel
tem perature [24] during injection. Therefore an optim um m elt tem perature should b e adopted
to avoid burn m arks at elevated tem peratures or m elt ripples at low ones [2 2 ].

1.3.3.2

Holding Pressure

For the packing phase inform ation o f the hydraulic pressure is necessary in order to profile the
holding pressure. The holding pressure is applied at the end o f the filling phase when the mould
cavity is alm ost full. The feedback signal o f the hydraulic pressure transducer could be used
as an accurate indication for the transition from filling to packing phase [25]. The pressure
will force the m elt polym er to com pact and follow the shape o f the cavity in order to produce
parts with high dim ensional accuracy and free from surface defects. A high packing pressure
reduces the shrinkage in all directions (cavity pressure increases), however shrinkage is always
higher in direction perpendicular to flow and low er in the flow direction [26]. D uring packing
phase an elastic strain is developed in the skin layer, which is rem oved at the end o f the packing
phase (as pressure drops to atm ospheric level). This improves the surface appearance o f the
part, reducing surface defects such as sink m arks, etc. In addition, extension of the holding
pressure prolongs the duration in which the additional polym er can enter the cavity.

The pressure profile has a clear effect on the viscosity w hich can shift up the glass transition
tem perature, Tg. An increase in the Tg during the packing phase will allow the m elt material to
solidify faster, thus reducing the cycle tim e [27]. The increase in the Tg and injection pressure
will result in a m ore uniform part with sm aller m olecular structure (spherulites) throughout the
part. This enhances the optical transparency and tensile strength in am orphous polym ers where
fast cooling is desirable to obtain small uniform grain sizes [27].

A stepped pressure profile (downward) at the end o f packing can reduce the variation in the
thickness o f the part (especially in direct sprue cases) as the risk o f m elt m aterial com ing out
o f the unsolidified gate is reduced [23]. D ifferent packing profiles affect the w eight o f the
part, and over-packing should be avoided especially in cases w here the fill rate is low. This
is because low fill rates allows for higher thickness o f frozen skin to form during filling phase
(result in higher w eight parts). Once the gate is solidified, packing pressure has no further
effect and unnecessary energy is wasted. Internal pressure and stress relaxation take place
depending on the percentage o f the core still in a m olten phase.
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1.3.3.3

Cavity Pressure

To control the injection m oulding process and tune the process param eters effectively, con
tinuous m onitoring o f the cavity pressure is required. Valuable inform ation can be extracted
about the part weight, degree o f forming, possible flash and m orphology of the part [28]. In
the filling phase the cavity pressure is very low (l-3 b ar) and rises suddenly at the end of the
phase. A sudden peak indicates the transition to the packing phase. The position o f the cavity
pressure transducer is critical for m onitoring the transition. For control purposes the change
in the derivative o f the cavity pressure (dPc/dt) can optim ise a good sw itching point from flow
to pressure control [29], A m ore detailed analysis of the cavity pressure profile can be found
in A ppendix A .2. In the packing phase the cavity pressure should have a constant profile for
a period o f time. This can ensure a uniform packing o f the cavity and constant part weight.
However, research has shown that many factors such as hydraulic oil tem perature, packing
pressure and polym er-cavity bulk tem perature affect the part w eight [30]. During the cooling
phase the part starts to solidify and the cavity pressure is decreasing (from the peak value).
This happens after the gate is solidified and the volum e in the cavity is constant. An indication
o f this fact is a change in the pressure slope. If the pressure sensor is very close to the gate, the
solidification o f the gate occurs at the m om ent that the pressure is m axim um [30]. Sometim es,
after the solidification o f the gate, a second peak m ay occur due to the flow halt effect (at the
nozzle).

T he solidification process can no longer be controlled by the actuation system , but only by
m anipulation o f the tem perature o f the m ould and heat transfer rate. In a research study it
was shown that a m ould coolant tem perature control system is effective for this purpose [31].
A nother study was concerned with the dynam ics of the cavity pressure where a self-tuning
controller was used for both flow and pressure control. A nonlinear and tim e-varying behaviour
was found in relation with the hydraulic servovalve opening. Due to this nature a forgetting
factor was used with the self-tuning regulator to function properly [29]. In another study [30],
two control m ethods were proposed. The first approach was concerned with the control o f the
peak cavity pressure via a self-tuning control and the bulk tem perature via a cascade strategy
for the coolant tem perature control. The second approach, which gives better experim ental
results, is focused on the control of the cavity pressure. This is used to com pensate for bulk
tem perature fluctuations from cycle-to-cycle [30]. M ould tem perature control is not used in
this research.

1.3.3.4

Polymer & Mould Temperature

The processing tem perature of the polym er and m ould tem perature are two param eters that
determ ine the injection cycle tim e to a great extent. A low m ould tem perature could reduce
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the cycle tim e as rapid solidification occurs when the m elt polym er com es in contact with the
cold wall [5]. However, higher filling rates and holding pressure are necessary in order to
m ould the, part successfully. Qn the other hand, a. higher processing tenjperature improves the
disentanglem ent o f the molecules lowering the shear viscosity level [32], For sem i-crystalline
polym ers and particularly for polypropylene a low m elt tem perature may result in a low Young
m odulus due to the form ation of (3-phase spherulites. However, the im pact resistance o f the
produced part is greater. To increase the Young m odulus in such a case, a high m olecular
orientation is required followed by a rapid cooling o f the part, where less tim e is available for
m olecular relaxation [2 1 ].

The m elt polym er and mould tem perature have aiso a great effect in the profile o f the holding
pressure. W hen the m ould tem perature is higher, the cooling rates are lower and it takes more
tim e for the gate to solidify; further m anipulation o f the holding pressure can be achieved. In
addition, w hen the m elt tem perature is higher, the viscosity is low er and the pressure drops
at the flow path sections are lower too. However, the shear heating that occurs near the gate
will raise the tem perature o f the melt. If the tem perature reaches excessive limits a chemical
degradation o f the polym er m ay occur [18].

Generally, the tem perature control o f the m ould during the injection cycle is very crucial to
ensure the production of parts with constant quality. The m ould heat transfer rate and effi
ciency o f the cooling system are the prim ary param eters that can be used for control o f part
solidification. Some suggested controlled variables are, the cycle average surface tem pera
ture, cycle average m ould metal tem perature, cycle peak tem perature and partial cooling time.
B ased on these variables a control algorithm is proposed in [33], for the control o f the cycle
average surface tem perature based on experim ental data. A nother approach provides a good
m ethodology to estim ate the part w eight through the bulk tem perature o f the part for control
purposes [34]. Tem perature m easurem ents close to the cavity wall with heat conduction model
are used. In another study, simulation o f the injection m ould cooling process was developed
with the use o f a m odified boundary elem ent technique. The surface tem perature o f the cavity
was estim ated on a cycle average basis [35]. The algorithm used provides a good description of
the cyclic transient characteristics o f the m ould cavity surface tem perature. This was achieved
within three iterations. Hence the tem perature o f polym er and m ould should be controlled at
an appropriate level.

1.3.4

M onitoring o f Product Q uality

The m onitoring o f the product quality in the injection m oulding process occurs in two stages.
In the first stage tunning o f the process param eters ensures to produce parts o f an acceptable
quality level. In the second stage a m onitoring system is set to identify param eter variations
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and take appropriate control actions. Traditionally this has been perform ed m anually by trial
and error were the com m issioning engineer would set the m achine depending on his level of
expertise. A fterwards the moulded, parts, would be visually.inspected and, dim ensions would,
occasionally be m easured to evaluate the level o f quality. This process should be repeated for a
few tim es in successive injection cycles until an acceptable level o f quality is attained. On-line
equipm ent to m onitor material properties such as polym er viscosity and m elt flow index are
used as well to feed back this inform ation to the process controller. However these equipm ents
are expensive and require highly skilled personnel. A m ore efficient m ethod is the em pirical
approach where a m odel is build by perform ing a regression analysis. In this D esign O f Exper
im ent (DOE) approach, data are acquired from a series o f experim ents where the input data that
produce the best quality attributes are taken as the optimum . The em pirical m odel is then used
to m ap the input param eters to the output variables to predict product quality. A num ber o f
researchers [36, 37] have used DO E approach in order to define an optimum operating process
window for the process. However this m ethod is tim e consum ing and requires a large num ber
o f param eters to be studied. A nother approach widely used in m anufacturing is the Statistical
Process Control (SPC) approach where m easured variables, such as part weight, etc. [38] are
sam pled and com pared with the process m ean values. Variation within certain limits classify
parts as acceptable. A more prom ising approach is the application o f Neural N etw orks which
can be used to “learn” the com plex relationship betw een input and output param eters in order
to predict part quality. Neural N etw orks have been used to predict part quality in injection
m oulding with prom ising results [39, 40].

An alternative approach is proposed here, where instead o f m onitoring process param eters
based on em pirical m odels, inform ation for the m elt behaviour is extracted by the use of two
non-invasive methods. Determ ination of the extent o f solidification o f the m oulded parts, de
tection o f flow-oriented defects (such as short-shots and flashing) as well as identifying phase
changes in real tim e is believed to be the key issues in controlling quality.

1.3.5

M onitoring o f Part Solidification

The extent o f solidification o f the m oulded part is a critical in-m ould param eter which, if m on
itored, could ensure repeatability in part quality and reduction in the running costs. If the part
is ejected on time, a considerable reduction in the cycle tim e can be achieved, considering
that cooling corresponds to 70% o f the injection cycle. For this reason establishing a direct
relationship between the polym er properties and the solidification rate o f the part would be a
challenging task. The m anipulated variables w hich could be used for possible control tech
niques include:

• The reduction in cavity pressure during cooling and its variation after reaching the datum
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level (atm ospheric).
• The average m ould surface tem perature variation during cooling due to the reduction of
the internal energy o f the part.
• The speed variation o f ultrasound waves (longitudinal), that propagate through the melt
polym er during cooling.

W ith the use o f ultrasound (non-invasive) m onitoring, researchers have tried to characterise
the polym er behaviour during injection m oulding and extrusion using different m ethods. The
velocity and the am plitude change in the transm itted and reflected signals are used for the
interpretation o f the solidification rate of the part. Continuous variations in process param eters
has been experim entally observed during the injection process. These include the flow front
position in [41], cavity pressure in [42], degree o f crystallinity in [43], polym er tem perature in
[44], polym er density in [45] and transition signs to packing phase including the m onitoring of
gap form ation between the part and the cavity wall, in [46],

Therefore ultrasound seems to be a very attractive way to m onitor the m elt polym er behaviour
during the injection cycle. Due to the large am ount o f data that needs to be processed off-line,
a fast data acquisition system would be necessary. Therefore it would be beneficial to develop
an efficient and cost effective way in order to extract critical inform ation for the extent o f so
lidification o f the part in real tim e and use this inform ation for control and quality m onitoring
purposes. So far m ost researchers have used theoretical m odels based on an average surface
tem perature o f the cavity (theoretical) to estim ate the ejection tim e o f the part [47, 48]. R e
cently a m ore efficient method has been proposed and developed by co-w orker Stelson [49]
(during the first year o f this PhD study), where real tim e data acquired from therm ocouples
em bedded close to the mould cavity surface are used to estim ate the extent o f solidification of
the part based on a linear algorithm . This particular heat transfer m odel [49] was used in the
experim ental work curried out in this study to estim ate the extent o f part solidification. M ore
details can be found in section 3.6.1.

1.3.6

M ethods for Im proving Part Quality

So far it was em phasised that m aintaining repeatability in part quality during the m oulding
process is a very im portant task where extensive research has been conducted. However, im 
plem enting m ethods that could enhance quality and tailor the m elt polym er properties accord
ing to the design specifications is o f utm ost im portance. Two m ethods that have been lately
under investigation for im proving part quality during injection and enhancing the m echanical
properties are:
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• Controlled flow-induced crystallization, which influences the degree of crystallinity,
level o f shrinkage in order to m anipulate residual stresses and reduce warpage [50].
• A pplication o f m elt vibration, where shear-controlled orientation is achieved under con
tinuous pulsating flow and/or pressure. Im provem ents in the m olecular structure, surface
appearance and processability o f the produced parts are reported [51].

So far in conventional injection m oulding m achines, m elt vibration has been applied by os
cillating the injection screw in open-ioop control. G ood results have been reported with im 
provem ents in the m echanical properties. However it is believed that closed-loop control of the
screw m otion could further im prove the m elt vibration effect w hich relates to part quality. A p
plication o f m elt vibration with a conventional m oulding m achine was one o f the goals pursued
in this research. M ore details are given in C hapter 4.

A good overview o f the injection m oulding process and its param eters has been presented.
M odem m ethods for m onitoring m elt polym er behaviour and part quality as well as ways to
control properties o f the m aterial during injection are reviewed. It is believed that there is a
great potential in com bining these m ethods with an advanced control scheme to enhance the
quality o f the parts. It is likely that the new generation injection m oulding m achines in the near
future will com bine these features to stay com petitive in the m anufacturing market. This area
o f research has a great potential and needs further developm ent.

1.4

Aims and Objectives

The aims o f this PhD research study were the following:

• Investigate the relation o f the m oulding m achine process param eters and in-m ould pa
rameters.
• M onitor the m elt polym er dynam ics during the injection cycle with the use o f a cost
effective method.
• Achieve self-com m issioning o f the process param eters elim inating the need for a skillful
operator.
• Enhance the m echanical properties o f the final m oulded products by m odifying the con
ventional injection method.

In order to achieve these targets the perform ance o f a hybrid adaptive controller is consid
ered in this work for the control o f the injection m oulding filling and packing phases. The
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phase changes during the cycle and the extent o f part solidification, knowledge which is dif
ficult to extract em pirically, are estim ated with the use of a non-invasive m onitoring method.
In/.egrating the developed m onitoring strategy with the adaptive control schem e enables rapid
optim ization o f the process as well as m onitoring quality param eters in real time. During the
injection process, m elt vibration is applied to m anipulate the viscosity of the polym er and im 
prove the m echanical properties o f the final products. The proposed (adaptive) control and
(non-invasive) m onitoring system is expected to dem onstrate additional benefits and advan
tages over traditional forms o f control for the injection m oulding process.

The objectives of this research were the following:

• Investigate the relationship between machine process parameters and in-mould pa
rameters in the injection moulding process. This would lead to a deep understand
ing o f the key variables that need to be controlled during the injection cycle in order
to enhance product quality and im prove productivity. This task requires sim ulation of
the injection m oulding process for the filling and packing phases. Sim ulation studies in
com bination with a thorough literature review would be necessary for a sound theoretical
understanding o f the m elt polym er dynam ic behaviour during the process. Thereafter,
experim ental investigations could be carried out in an injection m oulding machine.

• Control the injection moulding process from a personal computer in real time. The
hydraulic circuit o f the m oulding m achine would need a m odification as the current
configuration limits the control o f the screw m otion and profile param eters can only be
preset. A single flow and pressure (P-Q) control valve could enable precise control of
the screw, while it would sim plify the set-up/com m issioning tim e of the m achine as one
control signal is necessary. A proposed controller could be im plem ented in a discrete
form, from a M atlab-Sim ulink model.

• Develop an on-line quality control system with the aid of a specially instrumented
mould. For the instrum entation o f the m ould, non-invasive m ethods [52] could be
utilised to m onitor the m elt polym er dynam ic behaviour under the effect o f flow and
pressure. The inform ation extracted during the injection cycle could be used to detect
the polym er flow-front position (in the cavity), determ ine the extent o f solidification of
the part and identify phase changes in real time. However the developm ent o f an efficient
and cost effective data acquisition system would be necessary, to process the data during
injection and extract critical inform ation to aid the controllability and repeatability in
part quality.

• Apply a modern control strategy such as an adaptive algorithm which requires no
a priori information about the plant dynamics. Sim plify the need for a com plex
m athem atical m odel to describe the injection m oulding process, which is non-linear and
tim e-varying. C om bine the developed quality control system with a phase-dependent
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control schem e for the filling and packing phases. This would enable fast optim ization of
the initial process setup w ithout the need o f trial and error cycles or iterations to reach an
optim um level o f control. The developm ent of an adaptive controller would necessitate
the use o f a linearised plant m odel for velocity and pressure control. In addition, the use
o f a bum pless transfer algorithm would be necessary to m aintain a continuous control
signal to the P-Q valve at the transition from flow to pressure control.

• Enhance the part quality and tailor the mechanical properties of the injection moulded
parts by application of the melt vibration method in a conventional injection mould
ing machine. U se a closed-loop control for the process and force the screw to oscillate
to transm it the vibrational energy to the m elt polym er, to lower its viscosity and im prove
the processability. A precise level o f control and tracking perform ance would be neces
sary, in order to vibrate the screw and investigate the effect of different (screw) profiles
in m elt polym er viscosity and final part quality. Carry out m echanical tests to evaluate
the im provem ents in the m echanical properties o f the parts.

1.5

Thesis Structure

A b rief overview of the six m ajor sections o f this thesis follows.

In C hapter 2, the m odelling of the filling and packing phases of the injection m oulding is
presented. The non-linear model is used in sim ulation to analyse the hydraulic system response
and to investigate the role o f processing conditions.

C hapter 3 presents a specially instrum ented m ould that was designed and m anufactured. Ex
perim ental w ork is carried out on an Arburg injection m oulding m achine with two different
polym ers, to investigate the effect o f processing param eters on part w eight and surface defects.
To predict the extent o f solidification o f the part and to identify phase changes during the cycle,
two non-invasive m onitoring m ethods are presented.

In C hapter 4, a thorough literature review on process param eters that influence the crystalliza
tion and solidification o f the m elt polym er is presented, to give a better insight into the injection
m oulding process. Processing m ethods that could m anipulate polym er rheology during the cy
cle and enhance the m echanical properties o f the final products are reviewed.

C hapter 5 presents a new design to the original hydraulic circuit that is im plem ented in order
to enable real tim e control of the process. A n efficient data acquisition system w hich processes
data o f the proposed non-invasive m ethod in real tim e is described. A literature review on
m odem control strategies for the control o f the process follows. The strategy w hich could
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adapt to plant uncertainties and unknown disturbances is selected.

C hapter

6

discusses the selected hybrid controller for the closed-loop control o f flow and pres

sure trajectories, with a bumpless transfer algorithm . The hybrid controller is im plem ented
experim entally in the m oulding m achine w ith the fully instrum ented m ould. The established
non-invasive m ethod is used for quick set up o f the process param eters. Issues with stability of
the hybrid controller are dealt with a proposed modification.

In C hapter 7, a new processing m ethod is proposed to m anipulate the m elt polym er during
injection, in order to enhance the m olecular orientation o f the m oulded parts. The m echanical
properties o f tensile specim ens produced with this m ethod are com pared with parts produced
by conventional m oulding process.

C hapter

8

presents a sum m ary o f achievem ents in this work. Suggestions for future work are

given with particular em phasis on the proposed m elt polym er processing m ethod and com m er
cialization o f the non-invasive data acquisition system.
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Chapter 2

Modelling and Simulation of the
Injection Moulding Process

2.1

The Thermo-mechanical Environment

To model and sim ulate the filling and packing phase o f the injection m oulding process two
aspects were considered. The first was to model the hydraulic circuit where integrated di
rectional valves control the successive operations o f the cycle (m ould clam p, injection unit
motion, screw motion). The m ost im portant m achine operation associated with the two phases
is the screw m otion controlled by a directional control valve connected in series w ith a set of
flow and pressure cartridge valves. To sim plify the m odelling and im prove the efficiency of the
hydraulics it is assum ed that a servo-proportional valve is used to control the flow and pressure
in the two actuators (connected in parallel). Since the servo-proportional valve has sufficiently
fast dynam ics, different velocity and force profiles can be sim ulated (as directional valve has
slow response). The m odelling o f the hydraulic plant is presented in section 2.2.

The second aspect to m odel was the polym er m elt behaviour through m ould flow sections dur
ing the injection cycle. This is presented in section 2.3. This m odelling involves the dim ensions
o f the flow paths as well as the characteristics o f the polym er used which is subjected to a com 
plex therm o-m echanical environm ent during the cycle. The flow o f the m elt polym er into the
cavity is often unsteady and is subjected to non-isotherm al conditions. This often occurs due
to the high tem perature difference betw een the cavity wall and processing tem perature o f the
polymer. The viscoelastic nature o f the polym er makes it com pressible throughout the cycle
and particularly during the packing phase where the cavity is packed with additional material.
A t the beginning o f the filling phase the m elt polym er is forced to flow through (m ould) flow
paths with different cross sections and tem peratures (hot runners, cold cavity). U nder such
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conditions the polym er is subjected to different shear rates that influence its viscosity history
and consequently final properties o f the moulded part. Therefore the velocity profile of the
melt flow-front is of particular importance and greatly affects the thickness of the solidifying
layers with impact on (moulded) part dimensions and weight. The formed solidifying lay
ers (thickness wise) during filling determine to a great extent the pressure (force) profile of
the screw during packing. Depending on how effective the cavity is packed, properties such
as shrinkage, part weight and residual stresses are affected. Therefore to mould parts with
strict dimensional tolerances and free from defects the effect of processing conditions must be
investigated thoroughly.
For the above reasons the role of simulation can be a powerful tool to analyse the hydraulic
system response, investigate the role of processing conditions and predict the final properties
of the part. In order for the overall system model to be sufficiently accurate it is essential to
describe the physical laws, the polym er model behaviour, processing conditions and mould
geometry. Simulation of the filling and packing phases is presented in section 2.4.

2 .2

H y d r a u lic S y s te m

A schematic diagram of the injection moulding hydraulic circuit is shown in Figure 2.1.
H y d ra u lic C y lin d e r
fo r n o z z le
.—

lOO b a r a t 2 5 M p C lam p in g Pressuri
13 5 b a r a t 3 5 M p C lam ping P ressu n
1 6 0 b a r a t 8 0 M p C lam ping Pressuri

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the hydraulic circuit
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T he m ain com ponents are: the hydraulic actuators that control the m ovem ent o f the screw,
the hydraulic m otor that rotates the screw during plasticization and a set o f directional control
valves that control the m achine operations during the injection cycle. In the hydraulic circuit
there is a central m anifold with directional control valves ( 1 ,2 ) that control the clam ping m ech
anism and the injection unit. The screw m otion is controlled by a directional control valve
(3) which is connected in series with the side m anifold. This m anifold is located on the right
hand side o f the Figure, with an arrangem ent o f cartridge valves (4,5,6) that preset the flow rate
and m axim um packing pressure for the injection cycle. A main relief valve sets the m axim um
system pressure for the circuit, set at lOObar pressure.

The m achine control settings that need to be set prior to injection are the following:

• the polym er processing tem perature inside the barrel
• the polym er shot size prepared during plasticization
• the duration o f the filling phase to fill the cavity
• the screw velocity setpoint during filling
• the screw stroke point to switch from the filling to the packing phase
• the m axim um hydraulic pressure to sufficiently pack the cavity
• the duration o f the cooling phase for com plete solidification o f the m oulded part

To correctly adjust these process param eters and guarantee the successful m oulding o f the part
an experienced com m issioning engineer is required. In addition, a few trial and error cycles
would be necessary for fine tunning o f the param eters. In the event o f a disturbance to the
process (variation in polym er viscosity due to selection o f a different grade, fluctuation in pro
cessing or m ould tem perature, contam ination in the hydraulics oil, w ear of m echanical com po
nents, etc.) the process param eter may change or drift as no adjustm ents can be m ade during
the process. During inspection o f the batches, variations in the dim ensional tolerances o f the
parts could indicate deviation from the m ean values, however it would be costly and tim e con
sum ing (with no guaranteed result) to stop the production and try to identify the fault. In order
to overcom e these drawbacks and be able to take corrective actions during the injection cycle,
efficient control o f the injection screw would be required, with m onitoring m ethods in place
to alert for process changes. Therefore it was decided in this project to m odify the existing
hydraulic circuit and use a servo-proportional valve to control both flow and pressure during
the cycle. This valve would be controlled in real time, via a personal computer, to change
hydraulic flow and pressure trajectories to com pensate for variations in process param eters.
D etails for the m odification o f the hydraulic circuit are given in C hapter 5.
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2.2.1

M a th e m a tic a l M o d e l o f H y d r a u lic P la n t

In this section an approximate mathematical model of the injection moulding hydraulic plant
(excluding mould) is presented. The section of the hydraulic plant that is examined consist
of a pair of two unequal area hydraulic cylinders controlled by the servo-proportional valve,
while the casing of the actuators is linked with the injection screw. The servo-proportional
valve used in the modelling was also used in the test rig to replace the function of the side
manifold and simplify the hydraulic circuit. It provides accurate control for a wider bandwidth
of flow and pressure trajectories during the cycle. The actuators rods are fixed on the structure
of the machine. Due to the unequal area cylinder, the flow rate has a nonlinear relationship with
the servo-proportional valve’s spool displacement, and pressure in the two hydraulic actuators
which control the load during the packing phase. The load has a nonlinear nature due to
the stiffness of the melt polymer inside the injection barrel and mould (solidifying melt) and
the polym er leakage past the screw (viscosity dependent). A typical representation of the of
the hydraulic circuit with the friction forces acting on the rod is shown in Figure 2.2. For
convenience in the modelling of the system the two hydraulic cylinders can be represented by
a single cylinder with appropriate area adjustments. Good literature for modelling hydraulic
systems can be found in [53].

S e rv o -v a lv e
body
M anifold
body

Q ",

load

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the hydraulic circuit

The dynamics of the servo-valve can be approximated by a second-order differential
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equation where [54]:
u (0

— TSp ' x Sp (r) + 2^Sp • TSp •xSp (t) +

w here by substitution of u (t) = Ksv-u- (fi%p and ^
Ksv • U • (&Sp — X sp

T

(?)

(2.1)

= Tsp

2C,sp • COyp •x sp -f- x sp • 0)^^

(2.2)

where,
/sT,v is the servo-valve gain (Ksv = 1 for norm alised I/O signals),
xsp is the dim ensionless spool position [-1... +1],
u is the dim ensionless servo-valve control signal [-1... +1],
C,sp is the dam ping ratio,
Tsp, cosp the tim e constant and natural frequency o f the servo-valve.
2. The servo-valves spool slew lim it can be set as:
(2.3)
where,

(obtained from valve catalogue).

3. The servo-valve spool position lim it is set as:
_ -/nax < -

< -inwc

4x

•^sp ^ -KsP ^ Asp

v

For the shake o f sim plicity the spool used in sim ulation isassum ed to be straight cut,
critically dam ped and symmetric.
4. The flow from the servo-valve to the actuator when the spool displacem ent is (+ ve) is
described as:

Qt = K v -xs p - \ / \ P s - Pi ■sign (Ps - P \ )

Q l = Kv -xsp ■s / \ P 2 - P r \ ■sign (P2 - Pr)
5.

(2.5)

(2.6)

The flow from the servo-valve to the actuator when the spool displacem ent is ( —ve) is
described as:

Q\ = K V- x sp • ^ / |P] - P s | • sign (Pi - Ps)
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(2.7)

Q2 = K v ■x sp ■\ / \ P r

( 2 .8 )

P2\ • Sign (PR - P2)

where, for both cases, x sp (+ ve) & x sp (—ve), flow gain Kv = Q mted • yj
6.

The pressure drop at servo-valve body of the injection m oulding m achine is m odelled by
assum ing turbulent flow:

Q\ = Kbody■\ J \ P \ ~ F ,X\ • Sign (Pi - / > ; )

Q l = Kbody ■

(2.9)

\P2 - P2\ ■sign ( p 2 - P2)

(2.10)

to set values for P\ and P2 the following expressions can be used:

p\ =

( 7^ - j
\ Kbody J

P 2 = (-^~ )

\ Kbody J

'

si8 n ( Q l )

+

p>

■sign(Q1) + Fl1

where, Kbody* is the flow gain for the servo-valve body, Kbody* =
7.

(

2 . 11)

(2.12)

-ra,ed- .

I
rsttori
'^/~Srbody—
rat
ed

The flow to and from the actuator is:

Q\

Q cpbi Q 2 — 0 ,2

Q cpb

(2.13)

Q\ — Q\

Qleaki Q2 — Q2

Qleak

(2.14)

Q\

—

t f x { t ) = A x -y (f) + Vx+A^ y { f) -P'iit)

(2.15)

d i (t) = A 2 - y ( t ) ~ V2 ~ Ap2 ' y { f) -P2 (t)

(2.16)

therefore,
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Q\ (t) — A \ -y (t) H

Ql (0 = Az ■y (0 - V2

p —■— -P] (t) + Qieak + Qcpb

(2.17)

An ' y- ~ - • Pi M + Qleak + Qcpb

(2.18)

where,
y is the position o f the rod,
Qleak — Kieak • (p'[ —

is the cylinder cross piston leakage which is usually quite small

(0.01L / min / bar),
Qcpb = Kcpb • \J\P\ — P'2 1•

(p'\ ~ p ' i ) ls ^

cross port bleed flow.

The pressure drop at the m anifold o f the injection m oulding m achine is again m odelled
by assum ing turbulent flow:

fi'i = Kman ■

G2 =

K n an

■Sign (pj - />;)

'V ^ - ^ l '

( P2 ~ K )

(2.19)

(2-20)

to set values for P\ and P2 the following expressions can be used:
/
' 2
{ Qi
sig n (Q \)+ P i
Pi = K„

(2.21)

2

p2 =

Q
K„

sign ( t i l ) + Pi

where Kbody" is the flow gain for the servo-valve body, Kbody’’ =

(2 -22)

?^pdy m,ed
•
I “ "body—
rsiiort
rated
2
i-

9. The force balance equation for the hydraulic system can be derived as:

Mpist' y — P\ ’A]

P2 •A 2 —ks •y

Ffrict

(2.23)

where, the Ffrict includes the com ponents o f the stiction force, stick-slip region [55],
coulom b friction and viscous friction. The actuator’s stick friction occurs in the zero
velocity region ( ^ O.OOlm/s). As long as the stick friction force is not exceeded, the
m echanical friction o f the seals counteracts the hydraulic force. W hen the hydraulic
force is greater than the stick force, the slip force arises where the actuator’s velocity
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is greater than the zero velocity region. The stick friction especially at low velocities
affects the tracking error of the system in position control.

2 .2 .2

L in e a riz e d M o d el

The model derived in section 2.2.1 is a highly nonlinear model and a simplified is required to
investigate the system performance and stability for various control algorithms. A linearised
model in Figure 2.3 is derived for the case of flow and pressure control during the filling and
packing phase of the injection cycle.

load

Figure 2.3: Simplified Hydraulic Circuit

For the analysis the following assumptions were made:

• the actuator areas are equal, A\ = A 2 = A
• the trapped volume at each side of the actuator is the same, V\ = V2
• there are no leakages,

Q ieak =

Q cpb

= 0 or pressure losses

• the piston friction is pure viscous

The guiding differential equations are the following:

Q sp

=

K v ■x sp • ) J -PS 2 P^ ■sign (P s - PL)
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(2.24)

Q sp

Vo
—

A

• y

+

—

•
•

(2.25)

Pi

M-y = A - P l - kvisc •y - k - y

(2.26)

w here Ps and P i are the system pressure and load pressure.

The differential equations that describe the system are given by equations 2.2, com bination of
2.24-2.25 and 2.26:

% sp

K sv • U '

2(3
Pl

—

2

^

\p s - P
’

n

l\

K v ' x sp

•

( 0 Sp ' X $ p

X sp

' W y r

.
^
2(3 -A .
s i g n { P s - P L) - —^ — -y

A •Pl
kvisc .
k
y = ------------------------ . y ------------ y
M

7

M

y

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

M y

W hen the flow pressure dependence equation is linearised for an operating point the following
linear relationship yields:

Qsp — K Qx • x sp

(2.30)

K qp • P i

where K qx and K q p are the valve’s flow-spool displacem ent coefficient and valve flow-pressure
coefficient respectively.

K qx =

K qp =

where x spQ and

a<2
dx sp %sp—XspQPl—P/.q

\Ps~Pi

Kv ' x spo

a<2

a# sp

= Kv

X sp = X sp q ,P l = P l 0

2 • y /2 • |Ps

(2.32)
PiLo I

is the spool position and load pressure at the linearization point.
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(2.31)

The new set o f differential equation from equations 2.27, 2.29 and com bination o f 2.25 with
2.30 can describe the linearised hydraulic system:

%sp — KSv'U'(i}Sp

y=

A 'P l
M

^C^sp - (siSp •x Sp

k-visc
M

x Sp • (dSp

k
M

(2.33)

nA\

(2-34)

2(3• K q x
2M
2 $ - K Qp
PL = JL T 7 ^ L - ^ p - J ^ - - y - J L r7M L -Ph
Vo
' Xsp
Vo ' y
Vo

(2.35)

Conversion o f the system by Laplace transform action using zero initial conditions yields the
following open-loop transfer function for the hydraulic plant, where the input is the drive signal
to the servo-valve and output the position o f the rod:

5 * (s2 + 2^p • (Op + ca2P)
,
S2 + 2 ^ p • co5/7 + a?
------y ( s ) -(- Kfb •y (s) = --------- — --------------u (s)
&Plant ’

(2.36)

K Sp • (0Sp

where the plant param eters, Kpiant, (0p and L,p are defined as:

K P lant ~ ^ L

rp - ( Kqp m i k^-vo\ J ^ ±
^p ~ \

A*

+ 242 p ) V 2M V0

The feedback loop gain Kfb is from the spring load opposing the ro d ’s m otion and is defined
as, Kfb =

In the case that the load is only inertial, k = 0 and the feedback loop is emitted.

To further sim plify the m odel the servovalve dynam ics can be assum ed to be sufficient fast to
be neglected to represent the system with a third order transfer function.

2.2.2.1

Linearised Equations for Velocity Control

The new set o f the linearised equations yields from equations 2.25, 2.26 and 2.30. Com bination
o f 2.25 & 2.30 yields:
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From equation 2.26 it yields that:

PL = i { M s 2 + kviscs + k } y (s)

(2.38)

Substitution o f equation 2.38 to 2.37 yields that:

x sp (s) ■K qx
Vo-M

2pA

3

= y(s) s +

J /Vv«c

„

2(51 2

f 2 |i4 2

{ M +K Q p ' v q } S + {

v 0M

2 p /f& i v,i c , k
M
v 0m

s+

2 $KQpk
VqM
(2.39)

If we substitute the s2, s coefficients and constant param eter with a 2 , a\ and ao equation 2.39
simplifies to:

(2.40)

xsp ( s ) ’K = y (5 ) [s3 + a 2 S2 + a \s + aq]

For the case o f velocity control there is an additional

5

term in the num erator w hich gives a

system with a relative degree of 2:

y (5 )

K 'S

*sp(s)

s 3 + a.2S2 + ci ] S + a o

(2.41)

where,
17 _

K Q x 2P-4
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2.2.2.2
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Linearised Equations for Pressure Control

For the case o f pressure control o f the hydraulic system , m anipulation o f equation 2.37 and
2.38 yields:

•x

K q x

sp

(s) = A - y ( s ) - s +

Vq
L 2 p 's +

(2.42)

Pl (s )

&

and
A -P l
M s 2 + kv;scs + k

y0 )

(2.43)

Substitution o f equation 2.43 to 2.42 gives:

Vo-M s 3 +

2P

^

+KQp.M y

K qx ’x sp (s) =

+ | A2 + ^ * + K Qp. k vbc^ s + KQ f -k
Pl {s )

M s 2 + k ViSCs + k

(2.44)

By close inspection of equation 2.44 it can be seen that the num erator (in brackets) is identical
w ith the second part o f equation e q . 2 3 9 tim es

Therefore equation 2.44 can be rewritten as:

^ W . K = A ' {5,3 + ^ , 2 + ai5 + ao}
M s 2 + kv;scs + k

x sp (s)

=

, sl+f s + ^
(2.45)
s3 + a2s2 + a \s + ao

A

Therefore the linearised system for pressure control is o f relative degree o f 1:

P l(s )
x sp (s)

k vjxr

l

r

where, b\ — M , bo —
_
a° ~
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M
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—

K M

^ Q x '2 I ^
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n

s2 + b is + bo
s3 + a 2s2 + a \s + ao

kyjtc _t_ i f

2 (3

^

(2.46)
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v M , a 2 — M + K qp • v , a\ — V M +

2PA

r.Qp k vjsc

v M

£

j

+ M and

2p KQpk
V0M '

2.2.2.3

Parameters of Linearised Hydraulic Model

In Table 2.1 the hydraulic plant param eters are presented. The linearization param eters are de
rived from experim ental data from a hydraulic cycle o f the injection m oulding screw (vs = 0.01 m / s )
with no polym er viscous load (empty barrel).
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Values

H ydraulic P ara m e ters
Physical Parameters

Is

7

OO

Piston Area, A\
0.0043 m2
0.0058 m2
Piston Area, A i
H alf Stroke
0.045 m
Volume, V\
0.798 L
0.766 L
Volume, V2
Piston Mass (each), M p
30 kg
Bulk Modulus, |3
« 0 . 1 GPa
55 -kRated Valve Flow, Q,
min
Flow Gain, Kv
1.83-10- 6m 3/ s / V P a
Linearization Parameters
Load Pressure at linearization point, PiA)
2.5 MPa
Spool displacement at linearization point, xspo
0.05
Flow spool displacement coefficient, K q x
3.6- 1 0 - V V s
Flow load pressure coefficient, K q p
Hydraulic plant natural frequency, cop
343 rad/s (55 Hz)
Hydraulic plant damping ratio, C,p
0.25

Table 2.1: Hydraulic Model Parameters

In the case where the polym er viscous friction is neglected the Bode plot (open-loop response,
no position feedback) for the hydraulic system (pure inertial load) with (5th order system)
and without (3rd order system) servo-proportional valve dynamics (represented by 2nd order
model) is presented in the Figure 2.4.
B o d e D ia g ra m o f L in e a rise d H ydra u lic S y s te m w ith / w ith o u t S e r v o v a lv e D y n a m ic s

—
—

H ydra u lic S y s te m w ith o u t SV
H y d ra u lic s w ith S V d y n a m ic s

-90

-180

-270

-360
10

10

10 '

Figure 2.4: Bode Plot of Linearised Hydraulic System - Simulation
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To compare the theoretically estimated plant dynamics (natural freq.) the frequency response
of the hydraulic injection screw was derived experimentally (using a chirp signal of 0.01 m / s
amplitude and frequency range from 0.1 to 100//z). The frequency response of the hydraulic
plant and servo-proportional valve were estimated by monitoring and logging input and output
signals of screw velocity and valve spool position. The data were processed in M atlab’s plant
identification routine with a spectral model using a smooth Fourier transform method, as seen
in Figure 2.5.
Frequency resp o n se

10

10.0

—
H y d ra u lic s w ith S e r v o -p r o p o r tio n a l V alv e
- x - S e r v o -p r o p o r tio n a l V alv e R e s p o n s e

10'1
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-2 5 0

H y d ra u lic s w ith S e rv o -p r o p o r tio n a l V alve
- x - S e r v o -p r o p o r tio n a l V alv e P h a s e
—
H y drau lic A c tu a to r P h a s e _________________

-3 0 0
-350

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.5: Bode Plot of Hydraulic System - Experimental

The phase of the actuator’s frequency response was calculated as the difference o f the measured
phase lag of the system and servo-proportional valve. The natural frequency of the actuator
system (pair) was obtained at —90° phase shift between the excitation source and response of
the actuator. It was found to be 44Hz. However by observation of the amplitude plot it can
be seen that instead of having the resonance at 44Hz it occurs at 65Hz indicating that another
phase effect is coming either from the stationary pair of actuators (which move the injection
unit forward and backward before injection) that may vibrate as well during excitation or from
another com ponent of the hydraulic system. To locate the additional effect one accelerometer
was attached on the stationary pair of actuators and another on the actuator’s rod which is
attached to the injection moulding machine structure. When the acceleration signals were
processed both signals were found to be identical and in phase as can be seen in Figure 2.6.
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A cceleration Signals of Stationary Pair of A ctuators & M achine Structure
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Figure 2.6: Input and Output Plant Signals of Hydraulic System - Experimental

This indicates that the stationary pair of actuators have not any significant effect on the ac
tive pair of actuators. Moreover both acceleration signals indicate a resonance at 16 seconds
(16Hz), most likely the resonance frequency of the injection moulding machines structure. An
other important phenomenon which was observed, was a mechanical noise occurring during
excitation of the hydraulics around 60-65Hz. It was concluded that this noise comes from the
injection screw which at that frequency starts vibrating inside the barrel where a small clearance
exists. This frictional contact with the barrel wall, acts as an additional load and disturbance to
the hydraulic system. Therefore the resonance occurring at 65Hz (in Figure 2.5) is most likely
caused by the screw and can be assumed to be the main reason for not having the resonance
at 44Hz. Overall the discrepancy between the theoretical (55Hz) and experimental estimation
(44Hz) arises from the selection of parameters in the linearised model and simplification of the
model. Although the parameters o f the linearised model could be tuned to minimise the error,
this was not done as the linearised model was not used for the adaptive controller (more details
in Chapter 6).

2 .3

P o ly m e r R h e o lo g y & M a te r ia l C h a r a c te r iz a tio n

The processing parameters during the injection m oulding cycle strongly influence the final
properties of the parts. In polym er processing the formed molecular structure has a direct
effect on the properties of the material. The most important is the viscosity which is a fluid
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property that represents the m aterial’s internal resistance to deform . M athem atically, viscosity
is defined as the ratio o f shear stress and shear rate. M ost polym eric liquids are non-N ew tonian
fluids as their viscosity varies with the shear rate. Viscosity behaviour o f m aterials is im portant
in determ ining the flow length and the am ount o f viscous heating generated during the m elt
flow. M ost m elt polym er exhibit shear-thinning behaviour (Figure 2.7), w hich translates to
lower viscosity with higher shear rate.

to
CO

tu
co

Shear Thinning /

CO

Shear Thickening

Newtonian Fluids

Shear Rate,

Y

Figure 2.7: Shear Thinning B ehaviour of non-Newtonian Polym ers

Therefore in an injection m oulded part the viscosity of the melt polym er can vary throughout
the product. M elt viscosity decreases with tem perature but the sensitivity varies am ong differ
ent therm oplastics. The viscosity is critical for determ ining the injection pressure with a given
rate or the flow length with a given m axim um pressure [56, 57].

2.3.1

M ould D im ensions and Volumes

In order to investigate experim entally the behaviour o f the polym er m elt during injection a
new m ould was designed and m anufactured. A prelim inary analysis was m ade to estim ate the
pressure drop at each of the flow paths. This is always required to ensure that the m achine
is capable (w ithin limits of m ax injection pressure) of filling the m ould at a certain speed. A
schem atic illustration in Figure 2.8 shows the flow paths, including the barrel and nozzle o f the
injection-m oulding machine.
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Runner

M l
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Figure 2.8: M ould Flow Paths

The convergence angle o f the nozzle contributes to the shear o f the polym er (viscosity de
creases) before entering the m ould cavity. The m ould cavity is o f an oblong shape w ith constant
thickness. The dim ensions o f the nozzle and m ould sections are presented in Table 2.2.

Sections (all dim ensions in m)

Length

Radius R1

Radius R2

Volume (m3)

1. N ozzle tapered section 1
2. N ozzle cylindrical section 2
3. N ozzle tapered section 3
4. Sprue reverse tapered section
5. R unner tapered section
6. M ould Cavity (0.160 x 0.044 x

0.032
0.082
0.006
0.080
0.011
0.004)

0.0125
0.004
0.004
0.001
0.0025
-

0.004

7.45 • 1 0 -6
4.12 • 10-6
1.26-1 O '7
1 .7 6 -1 0 " 6
1.12 • 10-7
2.82 • 10-5

0.00085
0.004
0.001
-

Table 2.2: M ould Dim ensions and Volumes

2.3.2

Behaviour o f Polym er Viscosity under Flow Restrictions

To estim ate the injection pressure requirem ents for the filling o f the new m ould, the pressure
drop at each flow paths m ust be calculated. In the follow ing analysis, m athem atical m odels (of
a non-Newtonian polym er - polypropylene) for the pressure drop at different geom etries are
presented. M ost polym ers exhibit a non-N ew tonian behaviour where the apparent viscosity
decreases as the shear rare increases (shear thinning). This decrease in viscosity occurs over
m any decades o f shear rate while the viscosity at high shear rates can be o f several orders of
m agnitude sm aller than at lower shear rates [58]. To describe this pseudo-plastic behaviour
(shear thinning) o f the polym er over a certain range o f shear rates, a pow er law m odel is used.
In this pow er law the flow curve o f log shear stress versus log shear rate is a straight line for a
certain shear rate range [57] and is defined as:
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(2.47)

T = C (Y af

where x is the shear stress (/V/m2), ya is the apparent shear rate and n is the power law index
which indicates the degree of the non-Newtonian behaviour (between values 0 < n < 1). M ost
polymers follow a pseudo-plastic behaviour (n < 1) where n decreases with increasing shear
rate. When n = 1 the fluid is Newtonian. Term C is the consistency factor, a measure of
the Newtonian viscosity at low shear rates. The development of this empirical constitutive
relationship (power law model) is a curve fitting process where for calculation purposes is only
sufficiently accurate for one decade of shear stress. For more than one decade the apparent
viscosity, T|a does not follow a linear relationship with the shear stress or strain rate [32].

n<x=4 =C(ta)" '

(2.48)

Ta

2.3.2.1

P olym er Flow betw een P arallel P lates - C avity Section

For the polym er flow between parallel plates (Figure 2.9) the pressure drop, shear rate (at the
wall) and shear stress (at the wall) can be mathematically described [32] as follows:

P2

pi

►
z-direction

Figure 2.9: Flow between parallel plates

The pressure drop at the flow path is :

L \{2 n + \)-2 Q Y
h

n-Th2

(2.49)

The shear stress at the wall is:

(2.50)
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T he strain rate at the wall is:

{2 n + \)-2 Q
Yw —

2.3.2.2

n - T -h2

(2.51)

Polymer Flow in a Circular Channel - Nozzle Section 2

For the polym er flow in a circular channel (Figure 2.10) the pressure drop, shear rate (at the
wall) and shear stress (at the wall) can be m athem atically described [32] as follows:

Figure 2.10: Flow in a circular channel

The pressure drop at the flow path is :

AP =

21W-L
R

■2C R

(3rc+l)-(2~
n-n -R 3

(2.52)

The shear stress at the wall is:

R ( dP
—
X" = 2 \ d z

= -C

(3 « + i)-e '
yi - tz- R 3

(2.53)

The strain rate at the wall is:

( 3 n + 1) • Q
n-n-R 3

2.3.2.3

(2.54)

Polymer Flow in a Reverse Tapered Channel - Sprue Section

For the polym er flow in a reversed tapered channel (Figure 2.11) the pressure drop, shear rate
(at the wall) and shear stress (at the wall) can be m athem atically described [32] as follows:
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Figure 2.11: Flow in a reversed tapered channel

The pressure drop is:

AP =

2 t 1w

, a = tan 1

3n • tana,

A P = -2C

\R i)

1
3 n • ta n a

3n

1r

2J

L

(3 n + l)-(2
n - iz - R 3,

(2.55)

(2.56)

T he shear stress at the wall is:

Ri (dP

= -C

( 3 n + 1 ) • (g ~

n •71 • R]

(2.57)

The strain rate at the wall is:

(25g)
n -iz-R \

To estim ate during sim ulation the flow front position o f the polym er inside the reversed tapered
channel the following m ethod was adopted. In Figure 2.12 the initial radius o f the reversed
tapered channel is R\ and increases linearly with the length depending on the the converging
angle a.
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L

Figure 2.12: Geom etry of a reversed tapered channel

T he instantaneous value of the radius Rx for length x can be realised using the follow ing for
mula.

Rx = Ri + x - t a n a

(2.59)

A ssum ing that the radius o f the flow channel rem ains constant for a small volum e d V , the
horizontal displacem ent d X , can be defined as the following ratio.

dV

d x = ir m x

(2-60)

The instantaneous length can be defined as the sum of each individual dX .

X = Y ,d X

2.3.2.4

(2.61)

Polymer Flow in a Tapered Channel - Nozzle 1 & 3 and Runner Sections

For the polym er flow in a tapered channel (Figure 2.13) the pressure drop, shear rate (at the
wall) and shear stress (at the wall) can be m athem atically described [32] as follows:
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Figure 2.13: Flow in a tapered channel

The pressure drop is:

AP = 2C

L

(3n+l)-g/l
n-K

3n(R \ —R 2 )

1
R\

(2.62)

The shear stress at the wall is:

Tiw —

R\ fdP_
dz

= -C

\3 n + l)-Q '
n-iz-R l

(2.63)

The strain rate at the wall is:

W = - ( 3nn•+711• Ri 3g
,

(2 -64)

For the case o f the tapered channel the flow front position can be estim ated in sim ulation using
the integration m ethod described in previous section w ith the only difference that the the instant
value o f the radius Rx for length x can be realised using the following formula.

RX = R\ —x • ta n a

2.3.3

(2.65)

Pressure Drop in N ozzle R unners and M ould

W ith the use o f the m athem atical expressions previously described, the pressure drops along the
m ould have been estimated. The viscosity o f polypropylene (PP) versus shear rate is shown in
Figure 2.14. The processing tem perature o f the polym er is within the region o f 200 —210°C,
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so the chart of PP viscosity versus shear rate can be used for calculation of the power law
constants.
TTTTTf
x PP
• PP

E612
C 'D

4fi ) K

460

c*

10 1

104

10’

lO'

Figure 2.14: Polypropylene Viscosity Chart, After [1]

The following data presented in Table 2.3 were extracted from Figure 2.14 and can be used to
identify the viscosity power law constants C and n.
r)a (Viscosity)

log(r(a)

Ya

log (Ya)

10450
4250
1100
215
22

4.019
3.628
3.041
2.332
1.342

100
101
102
103
104

0
1
2
3
4

Table 2.3: Power Law Constants

By taking logs in (2.48), the apparent viscosity rja can be described as:

log(r]a) = log (C) + ( n - \ ) logya

(2.66)

Therefore the plot of lo g(r|a ) versus logya will have the gradient (n — 1) = l342~3623 =
- 0 .7 6 2 =>n = 0.238.
If one point (ya = 103) is taken to find C, then:
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lo g { 215) - log(C ) + ( - 0 .7 6 2 ) log ( l 0 3) <S> C = 41.5 • 103

(2.67)

Now the viscosity for all the shear rate range (1 0 1 — 104) is estim ated as:

Tla = 4 1 .5 -(y 0 ) - ° '762

(2.68)

The polym er’s flow rate in the m ould is proportional to the screw velocity during the filling
phase. A typical injection velocity such as vs = 0.012m / s gives a flow rate of:

Q — vs -As = 0.012 x 4.9 • 10"4 = 5.89 • 10~6m3/ s

(2.69)

U sing the equations of strain rate at the wall for each section o f the nozzle and m ould in
com bination with the above estim ated coefficients (r|a , C, n) the shear rate can be theoretically
calculated. The estim ated shear rate for each flow section is shown in Table 2.4.

Sections

6.9
211
211
13.5 -103
864
104

(1 0 ° - 1 0 1)
o

Decade
1
O

(102 - 103)
o

1
o

Nozzle tapered section 1
Nozzle cylindrical section 2
Nozzle tapered section 3
Sprue reversed tapered section
Runner tapered section
M ould Cavity

Shear R ate (s-1)

(102 — 103)
(102 - 1 0 3)

Table 2.4: Shear rate at the inlet wall o f the mould flow path sections

Once the shear rate is known, it is more accurate to estim ate the pow er law constants again,
for each particular decade (to avoid mistakes). For this reason four pow er laws have been
estim ated in Table 2.5.
Law C onstant c

Law C onstant C

Pow er Laws

0.609

10.5 103

(lO 1 - ^ 2)

0.0414

1 6 .4 -103

(102 — 103)

0.291

2 8 .8 -103

Tic = 10.5 ■103-(Yar u*'1
11„ = 16.4 • 103 ■(Yar0'586
11a = 28.8 •103-(Ya)“° 'U9

(103 — 104)

0.01

2 0 0 - 103

11a = 2 0 0 -1 0 3 - ( t a ) _U'W

Decade
o

1
o
O

Table 2.5: Viscosity Pow er Law Constants & Pow er Laws valid for One Decade
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U sing the equations (2.51,2.54,2.58,2.64) and the new coefficients calculated in Table 2.5, the
pressure drop (at flow path), shear stress (at inlet wall) and shear rate (at inlet wall) for each
section o f the m ould have been theoretically calculated in Table 2.6. The total pressure drop at
the flow path sections is predicted to be 400bar.
S ections, i — 1, ...,6

AP (bar)

Tw ( N / m 2)

yw {s~])

1. Nozzle tapered section 1
2. Nozzle cylindrical section 2
3. Nozzle tapered section 3
4. Sprue reversed tapered section
5. R unner tapered section
6. M ould Cavity
Total Pressure Drop for PP

8.4
54.3
22.3
164.1
73.1
78
~ 400 bar

2 .5 9 - 104
1 .3 2 -105
1 .3 2 -105
2.27 • 105
1.99 -10s
9 .7 5 -104

4.45
188.6
188.6
1.93 -105
772.4
73.9

Table 2.6: Pressure Drop, Shear Stress and Shear Rate at Flow Paths when Injecting Polypropy
lene

This total pressure drop of 400 bar corresponds to a hydraulic pressure o f about 34.5 bar (1 bar
in hydraulic circuit = 1 1 .6 bar in injection barrel). For the case w here Polycarbonate is used
for injection, following the sam e procedure, the total pressure drop at the flow path sections
is calculated to be 683 bar. This corresponds to a hydraulic circuit pressure of about 58.9bar.
The m axim um injection pressure o f the injection-m oulding m achine used is 100 bar, so this
product can be moulded.

2.3.4

M odelling Polym er Viscosity

A t the beginning o f the process the viscosity due to the high tem perature o f the m elt is quite
low with am orphous regions. As m ore and m ore crystals are form ed during crystallization
the viscosity increases with a sharp change. The m ost accurate m odel that can be used to
describe the polym er viscosity for the injection m oulding process is the C ross-W LF model.
This m odel is specified by seven constants, w hich account for the effect of tem perature, shear
rate, and pressure on the viscosity over a w ide tem perature range [59]. The C ross-W LF model
is currently used by m ost com m ercial sim ulation packages such as C-Mould and Moldflow.

The region betw een the Newtonian and shear thinning behaviour is defined by the T* factor that
represents the shear stress at which the onset o f the shear thinning behaviour occurs. The zeroshear rate viscosity (as the shear rate approaches infinity) is represented by the W LF model.
Constants A \ , A i D \ , D 2 and Z>3 are used to describe the zero-shear rate viscosity rjo.
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'n o ( ^ p )

ri(r ,Y ,p ) =
1

(2.70)

T]o(T,p)-y (l- n )
X*

+

W hen, T > T s , T \ o ( T , p ) = D r e x p { |/4[^ g _ g | }

W hen, T < Tg, r | 0 (T ,p ) = oo

W here, A 2 — A 2 +

£>3

■p and Tg = D 2 +

£>3

•p.

The full expression o f the zero shear rate viscosity is defined as:

„ (T N

n

/

- A ] - [ r - (Z>2 + z > 3 - p )]

T|0 (£,/?) = D \ ' exp < y
( a 2 + D 3 • p + [ r — (z>2

+£>3

(2.71)
•p)]

w here the units o f the constant param eters are given in Table 2.7.
X*

£>1

A 2 , Z>2

I >3

A], n

Pa

Pa — s

K

K /P a

d im e n s io n le s s

Table 2.7: Units o f zero-shear rate viscosity

The constant param eters of the C ross-W LF m odel for Polypropylene and Polycarbonate are
sum m arised in Table 2.8.
P a ra m e te rs

PP

PC

U nits

n

0.29
25.23 • 103
168 - 1 0 12
263
5 •10~7
34.67
51.6

0 . 1 7 - 0 .2
716.5 103
2 .6 8 - 1 0 12
417.15
2 -10-7
30.22
51.6

Pa
P a 'S
K

X

D\
d2
£>3

A\
a

2

K -P a~ l
K

Table 2.8: PP & PC param eters for C ross-W LF m odel, from [60]
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2.3.5

Governing Equations for the Filling Phase

The following state equations describe the polym er m elt behaviour during the filling phase of
the injection cycle. The polym er flows due to the physical m ovem ent of the screw and the rise
o f pressure inside the injection barrel. The pressure drop along the nozzle is assum ed to be the
sam e as the barrel pressure since the pressure drop along the barrel is insignificant. From the
continuity equation for a com pressible polym er the conservation o f the polym er m ass inside
the barrel is described as:

dPn _ Pp /

dx

-l1 = T r\A b ---Q p -Q le a k )

d t ~ Vb V b dt

(2.72)

H ence, the pressure drop along the nozzle is defined as:

”= / r r ^
V - U b - ^ - Q p - Qleak)
J A b -(xmax- x o) V
dt
J

(2.73)

T he volum e o f the polym er left inside the barrel with respect to the position o f the screw is:

fXmax
Vb = Vb„ -

( Qp - Q,mk) d t

(2.74)

J Xmin

To estim ate the viscous friction load opposing the actuator, the pressure drop along the mould
flow path sections m ust be determ ined. The viscous shear force is estim ated as the product of
the overall pressure drop across the flow path sections tim es the area (4.9087 • 10-4 m2) o f the
injection b a r re l:

Fviscous — APp •A b

(2.75)

To determ ine the pressure drop across (AP) the geom etrical sections o f the nozzle and m ould
equations (2.49,2.52,2.56,2.62) were used. As the polym er solidifies during the packing and
cooling phase the flow cross section changes as well, however this effect is not considered in
the sim ulation. To derive the consistency factor Q (2.48) in these equations, the seven constant
C ross-W L F viscosity model (2.70) was used to account for tem perature and pressure variations
that occur in the polym er m elt viscosity during the cycle.
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r\a,(T,J,p)=
Q =

1+

T|g,

(7 a ,)

n—1

(7 a )

r.Tl0n?i(T:P)i
;(7»-Ydf (1 - n )

(2.76)

n—1

T he overall pressure drop is described as the sum o f the pressure drops at the nozzle (i = 1,2,3)
and m ould sections (z = 4 ,5 ,6 ):

6

A/>r = £ A P ,
/= ]

(2.77)

w here the pressure drop at each section is a function of the flow rate o f the m elt polymer. Since
the flowrate and the geom etry o f the cross sections are known the flow-front position X f f , can
be determ ined by integration o f the flow area where X f f = Y ,d X (eq:2.61).

D uring the filling phase the volume o f the m elt inside the cavity changes continuously due to
the com pressibility o f the polymer. The m odified Tait equation describes the pvT behaviour of
the polym er and is based on m easurem ents o f isotherm al com pression volum e changes starting
at each tem perature from atm ospheric pressure [60]. The tw o-dom ain Tait pvT equation is
described as:

V ( T , p ) = V0 ( T )

1 —C ja it ' In [ 1 +

+ Vt ( T , p )

B(T)

(2.78)

w here V ( T , p ) is the specific volum e inside the cavity at tem perature T and pressure P while
Vo is the specific volum e at zero gauge pressure. Cjait is a universal constant equal to 0.0894
and B describes the pressure sensitivity o f the polymer. The Vt { T , p ) term is applicable only
for crystalline m aterials, and in the case o f am orphous m aterials this term is omitted. By
differentiating the Tait pvT equation assum ing constant tem perature [61] the nonlinear nature
o f the polym er bulk m odulus can be approxim ated as:

R

Pp

Pn+B{T)
—

7 ;

C t(ait

I 1 —Cj 'a it • log 1 +

Pn

B(T) J

(2.79)

In the case where the m aterial tem perature is greater than the glass transition tem perature,
T > Te :
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(2.80)

B { T ) = b3m ■exp \ - b 4m (T - fc5)]

while when the m aterial tem perature is lower than the glass transition tem perature, T < Tg it
follows that:

B (T) = b3s • exp [ -b is (T - b 5)\

(2.81)

T he subscripts m and s refer to the m olten and solid state o f the polymer.The transition tem per
ature is

linear function o f the pressure w here b$is the transition tem perature

assum ed to be a

at zero gauge pressure and be the linear increase in the transition tem perature with pressure.

Tt (p) = b5 + be • p

(2.82)

T he constant param eters for Polypropylene and Polycarbonate for the tw o-dom ain Tait pvT
m odel which are applicable for eq. (2.79) are sum m arised in Table 2.9.
P a ra m e te rs

PP

PC

U nits

be
be
b3m
b4m
b3s
b4s

428.15
0.715 - 1 0 - 7
0.866 • 10**
5 .1 8 1 -1 0 " 3
1 .4 7 -108
4 .5 8 9 - 1 0 - 3

417.15
3.48 • 10-7
1 .8 2 -108
4 .0 4 1 -1 0 " 3
2 , 9 9 - 108
1.71 -1 0 " 3

K
K /P a
Pa
K~l
Pa
K

Table 2.9: PP & PC param eters for pvT - Tait equation, from [60]

2.3.6

G overning Equations for the Packing Phase

For the case o f the packing phase, the volum e o f the m elt inside the cavity changes continuously
as additional m aterial is injected to com pensate for shrinkage effects. The overall pressure
inside the cavity was sim ply estim ated by considering the pressure drop due to the shear flow
and the com pressibility effect with respect to volum e change:

Pcc. = APcav. + 1 Qcmv ^ P
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(2.83)

w here the final cavity volume is the initial volum e at the beginning o f packing plus the addi
tional volum e injected during packing:

V t = V Cav + Vpack

(2.84)

T he packing phase m odel provides an approxim ation o f the cavity pressure behaviour during
the packing phase under normal operating conditions, which is sufficient for sim ulation pur
poses regarding the controller’s evaluation. To account for tem perature changes that occur in
the polym er m elt during the sim ulation (fill & pack), experim ental data from therm ocouples
em bedded near the mould surface were used (details in C hapter 4). The heat transfer rate from
the m elt to the m ould was approxim ated using a heat transfer m odel under norm al m oulding
conditions and found to be, 6° C /s during filling, 1.25°C /s during packing and 0.5oC /s during
cooling. A look up table with different heat transfer rates was developed for a set o f pres
sure levels adopted during the packing phase. It m ust be noted that the low heat transfer rates
during packing and cooling were due to the insulation between the m ould and the m achine’s
platens as no cooling m ethod was used. The insulation was introduced on purpose to prolong
the solidification o f the m elt and to allow for various packing profiles to be im plem ented and
test their effect. Generally solidification times vary and are dependent on the cooling rate and
insulation o f the mould.

Overall the developed m ould m odel provides an approxim ate representation for the nonlinear
viscous friction load that counteracts the actuator’s m otion during the filling and packing phase
w here pressure and tem perature variations vary the viscoelastic behaviour o f the m elt polymer.
It can be used as a sim ulation model in the design and developm ent o f new velocity and load
(P-Q) controllers.

2.3.7

Polym er Leakage

T he injection m oulding m achine used for experim ental purposes was equipped with a screw
but w ithout a check valve. Therefore leakage past the screw was a param eter that should be
considered in m odelling and sim ulation. D epending on the viscosity o f the polym er and pro
cessing tem perature, leakage varies and reduces the am ount o f polym er injected in the cavity,
It also acts as a dam ping factor in the m otion of the screw. The am ount o f leakage was esti
m ated experim entally with [62]. To estim ate the leakage a sm all cavity was over-packed while
packing was further extended for a period o f time. At the sam e tim e the screw velocity was
observed to reduce gradually close to zero. The experim ents were held at three different pro
cessing tem peratures o f 200°C, 220°C and 240°C. A linear approxim ation is shown in Figure
2.15, was derived by [62] to describe the polym er leakage in relation with the barrel pressure.
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Figure 2.15: Linear approximation of the polym er leakage, from [62]

2 .4

S im u la tio n S tu d y

For the numerical simulation of the filling and packing phase the nonlinear model of the plant
(hydraulics & mould) was used. A discrete time PI and PID controllers were used for the flow
and pressure control respectively. The discrete controllers could also at a later stage be imple
mented experimentally in the injection moulding machine. Due to the nature of the process
the control param eter changes from flow to pressure during the transition to packing phase.
Traditionally the screw stroke is used to initiate the switch of the controlled parameter. How
ever this method is not reliable and requires many trial and error cycles to reach an optimum
level (switching when the mould is almost full). Therefore to guarantee an accurate transition
in simulation, the derivative of the hydraulic circuit or cavity pressure should be used. The
reason for using the derivative of the pressure is because it gives a sharp increase at the time of
switching as the pressure changes abruptly. In the case of a premature com m encem ent of the
pressure controller it is very likely that the system will go unstable due to the low damping of
the load.
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2.4.1

Anti-windup & Bum pless Transfer Algorithm

D uring the switch from flow to pressure control it is necessary to m aintain a continuous com 
m and signal to the servovalve (which controls the screw) otherw ise any considerable fluctua
tion could cause pressure and velocity perturbations. These can be high enough to saturate the
active controller (pressure controller) interrupting the injection cycle. M oreover if the output
o f the pressure (load) controller is outside the servovalve’s bandw idth it can act as a nonlin
ear saturation elem ent to the plant. This phenom enon has been extensively studied with PID
controllers and is classified as integral windup w here the controller continuously integrates
the p lant’s error saturating the plant [63]. To avoid this undesirable situation it is im portant
to m atch the the output o f the pressure controller with that o f the flow (velocity) controller.
Two anti-w indup and bumpless transfer (AWBT) approaches have been successfully used so
far in the literature [64, 65]. The first schem e assum es that the controller’s states are known
so that they can be m anipulated to m aintain a continuous control signal during the transition.
Therefore the states o f the flow controller are adjusted so that im m ediately after the sw itching
the output o f the plant is identical with that of the pressure controller ju st before the transition
[64]. However this approach is not always applicable as the controllers states are not always
com putable. The second schem e is o f a m odel based approach as the output o f the second
controller is constrained to track that o f the first. This approach is o f an input-output model
and does not require the controller’s states to be known.

In this work a modification o f the second schem e was used. The pressure controller (2nd)
was forced to track a first order pressure reference model while the initial condition was the
differential pressure o f the plant (controlled variable) at the tim e o f switching. In addition, the
integrator o f the controller was reset to m atch the initial condition set by the reference model
to avoid integral windup. In this way the output o f the second controller was m atching that of
the first providing a sm ooth transition.

2.4.2

PID Control

T he two controllers (PI and PID) were coupled under the proposed bum pless transfer algo
rithm avoiding m ajor velocity transients when switching from flow to pressure control. Both
feedback states, velocity and pressure were norm alised. A schem atic illustration is presented
in Figure 2.16.

In the z-dom ain the PID controller is described as:

Gc (z) = Kp + - ^ r
I —z
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+ Kd ( \ - z - 1)

(2.85)

V elocity
R e feren c e
B u m p le s s
T ran sfer
A lg o rith m

>

P re ssu re
R e feren c e

IN JE C T IO N M O U LDIN G
H Y DR AU LIC M ACHINE

PID

Figure 2.16: Hydraulic Pressure and Flow during Filling and Packing Stage

To cancel out noise in the feedback state (either velocity or pressure) the PID controller was
realised with an approximate first order filter. The filter coefficient Fc and filter equation follow
where, X f and

are the output and input signals while T F and Ts are the filter and model

time constants.

Xf

(n)

=

Fc — e

tf

Xf

(n

TF

( 2 . 86 )

TF + T

- I) +

•ix in - I ))

In M atlab® Simulink the filter was implemented using a discrete time integrator with an initial
condition, as seen in Figure 2.17.

1 /T F + T s

Discrete-Time
Integrator

Unit Delay

Figure 2.17: Hydraulic Pressure and Flow during Filling and Packing Stage

The tuning of both PI and PID controllers was perform ed using the Ziegler-Nichols method [66]
where the proportional, integral and derivative gains are given in Table 2.10 for both cases.
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(2.87)

Control

Gains

PI (flow control)
PID (pressure control)

P
0.35
2

I
0.01
0.04

D
0
0.005

Table 2.10: Discrete PI and PID C ontroller Gains

Two reference m odels (1st order) were used where the plant had to follow a specific velocity
setpoint and a pressure trajectory. Some of the reference model param eters are sum m arised in
Table 2.11.
R eference M odel Param eters
R ise Time
Velocity Reference M odel
0.075 s
Pressure (AP) Reference M odel
4 s

Setpoint
0.02 m/s
33 bar

Table 2.11: Param eters of Flow & Pressure Reference M odels

The setpoint o f the velocity reference m odel can be adjusted accordingly (from 0.01 - 0.08 m/s)
to influence the final properties o f the part (residual stresses, part weight, etc). For the pressure
reference m odel the rise tim e and setpoint can be altered depending on the dim ensions of the
flow paths that determ ine the m inim um hydraulic pressure required to fill and pack the mould
cavity.

2.4.3

Sim ulink M odel o f H ydraulics

In the initial sim ulation studies the actuator was set to start from the end providing a full stroke
o f m aterial dosage to fill the cavity. The processing tem perature o f the m elt was set at 200°C.
The derivative o f the differential hydraulic pressure was used as the trigger signal to switch to
the packing phase. The PI and PID controllers where used to control the hydraulic system ’s
response at various velocity setpoints and pressure profiles with an overall stable perform ance.
The end o f packing was initiated once the cavity volum e was 5% m ore than its actual capacity
and/or the screw velocity dropped close to zero.

The screw position and velocity during filling and packing for a typical case is shown in Figure
2.18. W hen switching to pressure control the bum pless transfer algorithm ensures a sm ooth
transfer in the hydraulic pressure while a sm all perturbation occurs in the screw velocity that
decays fast. A part from keeping the control signal continuous at the tim e o f switching, the
response o f the controlled param eters is also dependent in the velocity setpoint at the tim e of
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switching. The lower the screw velocity is the more pronounced the perturbations can be.
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Figure 2.18: Hydraulic Screw Position and Velocity during Filling and Packing Stage

In Figure 2.19 the hydraulic flow, relief valve flow and pressure in the annulus chambers A and
B are shown. During the filling phase as the viscous friction increases the hydraulic pressure
changes to meet the load demand. When the packing phase commences the largest part of the
flow is throttled through the relief valve as the velocity drops gradually to zero.
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Figure 2.19: Hydraulic Pressure and Flow during Filling and Packing Stage

The velocity and pressure of the hydraulic system are presented in Figure 2.20 (top window).
In this case the screw leakage factor is not included in the simulation.
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Velocity Demand & Tracking
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Figure 2.20: Screw Velocity and Hydraulic Differential Pressure Demand and Tracking without
and with Polym er Leakage past the Screw

The plant velocity follows sufficiently well the velocity setpoint with the aid of the PI controller
while some oscillatory behaviour occurs at 0.8 seconds as the viscous load increases due to the
increasing pressure drop as the polymer flow-front progresses through the flow path sections.
On the other hand the PID controller achieves good tracking of the pressure reference signal
with a small error at the time of switching (4.35 to 4.4seconds). Overall a good pressure track
ing is achieved. In the lower window of the figure the same simulation results are presented
with the leakage factor past the screw included. It can be seen that the velocity response of
the system is very good while the previously described oscillatory behaviour at 0.8seconds has
been suppressed. This is a result of the polym er leakage, which acts as a damping factor in
the screw motion. M oreover it can be seen that due to leakage the switch to packing phase is
delayed (from 4.36 at 4.41 seconds) as it takes longer to fill the cavity.

2 .4 .4

S im u lin k M o d e l o f M o u ld

In this section the simulation results for the mould model are presented. In Figure 2.21 (1st
window) the hydraulic differential pressure rises to counteract the polym er viscous friction
(2nd window) that follows a nonlinear behaviour. This is due to the different pressure drops
at the flow path sections. In the third window as the packing phase commences, the cavity
pressure rises abruptly and the hydraulic differential pressure is controlled to reach the level of
33bar. This corresponds to a cavity pressure of 260bar.
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Figure 2.21: Hydraulic Differential Pressure, Polym er Viscous Friction Load and M ould Cav
ity Pressure

Some further details about the polym er flow into the cavity, polymer leakage past the screw
and polym er bulk modulus are given in Figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: Polymer Flow & Volume in the Cavity and Polymer Bulk Modulus

By close inspection of the upper window, it can be seen that the amount o f polym er injected
during packing is very small as a low injection rate is maintained to fill the final sections of
the cavity and pack the mould. This additional material compensates for the shrinkage effect
that takes place during the cooling phase as the melt polym er solidifies com pletely before
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it is ejected from the mould. In the second window the polym er leakage past the screw is
shown. The polym er leakage increases linearly during filling (staying at low levels) as the
cavity pressure is low while increases suddenly during the packing phase. In cases where the
polym er used has a very low viscosity the packing phase could be com prom ised as the required
cavity pressure might not be reached to to excessive leakage. In the third window of the figure,
the polym er bulk modulus dependence on the melt pressure and temperature inside the cavity
is shown. The bulk modulus according to the model parameters used, starts from a value of
7680bar reaching a maximum value of 10475bar at the end o f the packing phase. These values
are in good agreement with experimental values measured in melt viscometers [56].

During the simulation the polym er viscosity is described by the seven constant Cross-W LF
model and changes continuously, due to shear rate, temperature and pressure changes.

In

Figure 2.23 the polym er’s apparent viscosity at the end of the filling phase is plotted versus the
shear rate at the cross sections of the mould.
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Figure 2.23: Polymer Apparent Viscosity vs Shear Rate at Flow-path Sections at the end of the
Filling Stage

The graph provides a good indication in identifying flow paths that increase considerably the
pressure drop during the cycle. For example in the sprue reversed tapered section (marked
with a dot) the viscosity drops considerably due to the high shear rate and shear heating that
takes place. In this region the pressure drop is considerably larger than other flow sections. If
this cross section could be increased without com promising the part quality, the pressure drop
could be reduced and the overall efficiency of the injection cycle would improve.
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2.5

Concluding Remarks

In this C hapter a m ethodology was adopted to interpret the viscosity-behaviour of non-Newtonian
polym ers in different flow geom etries and under various dynam ic processing conditions (flowrate, m ould tem perature). This m ethodology is then utilised to estim ate the pressure drops at
the various m ould cross sections and check that their aggregate will not exceed the m axim um
injection pressure o f the m oulding machine. Two m aterials were considered, polypropylene
and polycarbonate. The flexible design o f the m ould allows the location of the gate in the
cavity to be positioned either at the centre or at the side o f the part. D epending on the posi
tion o f the gate, the m oulded parts could have a different flow orientation and different final
m echanical properties.

A n experim ental plant identification was perform ed without polym er load to further investigate
the response o f the hydraulic system and com pare it with a linearised model. Linearised m odels
for the control o f the filling and packing phase were also derived and will be discussed in
C hapter 5 in the context of different control strategies.

A detailed nonlinear dynam ic sim ulation m odel was derived for the hydraulic and m ould sys
tem s o f the injection m oulding m achine. In sim ulation PI and PID controllers regulated the
dem anded flow and pressure trajectories, respectively. The sim ulation results enable a deep
insight into the injection m oulding process and reveal the com plexity o f relations betw een
m achine and m ould param eters.
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Chapter 3

Monitoring of the In-Mould
Parameters

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, an investigation o f the injection m oulding process param eters is presented. Pre
lim inary experim ents were carried out with polypropylene, in order to distinguish the phases of
the process and becom e fam iliar with the operation o f the injection m oulding machine. These
are presented in section 3.2. The effects o f injection speed, packing pressure and m aterial
dosage on the quality o f the product were investigated for a sim ple square cavity mould. The
aim o f these experim ents was to optim ise the injection process param eters to produce parts free
from surface defects.

Follow ing on a new mould was designed, m anufactured and instrum ented with a series of
transducers to m onitor the behaviour o f the polym er (tem perature, pressure) during the m ould
ing o f the part as presented in section 3.3. A heat transfer analysis was m ade with co-worker
Stelson [67] to estim ate the heat losses from the m ould during one injection cycle, described
in section 3.4. To overcom e the heat losses and warm up the m ould sufficiently quickly four
cartridge heaters were selected, capable o f heating up the m ould and m aintain its tem perature
at a nom inally constant level. The heating tim e for the m ould to reach the requisite tem perature
was estim ated. Subsequently, a one-dim ensional heat conduction m odel was used to estim ate
the cooling tim e o f the part (used in the experim ental set-up).

O nce a good understanding o f setting up the process was gained, two polym ers, polypropylene
and polycarbonate, were used to carry out a set o f experim ents and m ould parts w ith different
m echanical properties and flow orientation. D uring the injection cycle the behaviour o f the
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hydraulic pressure, cavity pressure and screw displacem ent w ere recorded. These experim ents
enabled the capabilities o f the m oulding m achine to be explored and com pared with inform a
tion supplied by the m anufacturer [68]. The lim itations in the control features were identified.
The experim ental analysis and the results are presented in section 3.5.

In order to adjust the control param eters efficiently it is im portant to m onitor and detect changes
in the m orphology o f injection m oulded parts during the m anufacturing process. Knowledge
o f the extent o f solidification o f the part during the packing and cooling phase could enable
better control o f the process and good repetition o f product quality. A novel way o f extracting
process inform ation from two existing non-invasive m ethods was investigated, described in
detail in section 3.6. The first m ethod uses piezoelectric transducers generating/recording ul
trasound waves that propagate through the polym er m elt, while the other utilizes fast-response
therm ocouples em bedded close to the m ould cavity. The ultrasound wave speed variation
and am plitude attenuation have been monitored. T hese were then utilized, with the aid o f an
off-line data processing algorithm to identify phase changes during the injection cycle (rather
than m onitoring variations in cavity pressure), as well as to predict accurately the extent of
solidification o f the produced part. The extent o f solidification was also predicted with the
therm ocouple method.

3.2

Preliminary Experiments

To observe the effect the process param eters have on the dim ensional accuracy and surface
appearance o f the m oulded part, a prelim inary set o f experim ents was carried out w ith different
processing settings. A m ould with a square cavity with em bossed patterns was used with the
gate located at the centre o f the part. The m aterial used for injection was low-density grey
polypropylene and the process settings that were used are presented in Table 3.1.
Injection time
Injection Velocity Range
Packing time
Packing Pressure Range
Cooling time
M ould Temperature
Average nozzle and barrel tem perature

1.6s
0.01 m/s to 0.085m /s
7s
lObar to 66bar
6s
20°C
200°C

Table 3.1: Processing Param eters Settings for the M oulding o f Square Cavity

Before injection, the material was dried for two hours at 80°C to rem ove any m oisture content
which can degrade the polym er m elt during injection (details are given in section 4.4.8.1). The
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dosage slider on the control panel of the m oulding m achine was set accordingly to the mould
volume requirement. To investigate the effect of the melt flow-front velocity the injection speed
was altered for each experiment by adjusting manually the appropriate hydraulic cartridge
valves. A typical set of the experimental results is shown in Figure 3.1, where the four phases
of the process phases can be distinguished.
In jec tio n M o u ld in g C y c le w ith P o ly p ro p y le n e

Filling
Phase

C ooling Phase

Packing Phase

40

-Transition from Filling to Packin;

Plastification Phase

Hydraulic High
Pressure
20 q
>• 1 5

Screw Displacem ent

{Hydraulic Low Pressure
2.0

3 .0

4 .0

5 .0

6.0

9 .0

7 .0

10.0

1 2 .0

1 3 .0

1 4 .0

1 5 .0

1 6 .0

1 7 .0

Injection Cycle Time (sec)
Hydr. Low Pressure

Hydr. High P r e s s u r e

Screw Displacement

Figure 3.1: Injection M oulding Cycle of the Square Cavity Mould

At the beginning of the injection cycle the hydraulic circuit pressure rises from atm ospheric
up to 21 bar as the cavity is filled. During this period the velocity of the screw is m aintained
constant. When the cavity is full the m oulding machine stops controlling the flow and regulates
the hydraulic pressure to a preset level. The profile that the hydraulic pressure will follow relies
completely on the geometry of the cavity and the time of switching (from filling to packing)
as no closed loop control of the process is available. During the transition the hydraulic pres
sure rises rapidly from 21 bar to 45bar indicating that the cavity is full. As the packing phase
continues additional melt polym er is injected to further pack the cavity and com pensate for the
shrinkage effect that takes place during part solidification. At this stage the hydraulic pressure
rises exponentially from 45bar to 53bar. During this phase the screw velocity decreases until
it drops to zero at the end of the packing phase. This is attributed to the gradual solidification
of the cavity gate after which no polym er can enter or escape from the cavity. Following on
from the packing phase the plasticization phase commences where the new material dosage is
prepared for the next cycle. A back-pressure is applied to the screw motion to obtain a more
homogeneous mixing of the melt. At the sam e time the part is allowed to cool down before its
ejection from the mould.
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3.2.1

Preliminary Experimental Results

After numerous experiments with a range of settings for shot size, injection speed and packing
pressure, the dimensions and weight of the produced parts were measured. The parts were also
examined to observe any sink marks or flash of material. The thickness of the part at the two
corners, the edges and centre (where black dots are identified in Figure 3.2) was measured with
a m icrom eter for high accuracy.

E

II

x = 58mm

Figure 3.2: Produced Part from the Square Mould Cavity

1. In the first set of experiments, the injection speed was altered from 0.01 m/s to 0.085m/s.
The following results were obtained as presented in Figure 3.3.
Variation in Part Thickness at Edges and Corners due to a different Injection Speed
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8 .3

8.1

7 .9
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I
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0 .0 2 4 m /s
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'

i D iffe re n c e a t e d g e s

D if f e r e n c e a t c o r n e r s —

P a r t W e i g h t (g )

Figure 3.3: Variation in Thickness and Weight of the Parts
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c

It can be seen from the graph that the increase in injection speed results in an increase in the
part weight. The main reason is that more m aterial is injected during filling into the cavity
before the polymer starts to solidify. In the first three cases, the difference between thicknesses
at the edges and com ers was maintained alm ost constant. In the last case, the injection velocity
was too high and the part weight drops due to material flash. The flash occurred because the
cavity separation force exceeded the maxim um clam ping force (per cavity area) and the mould
opened slightly, allowing melt polym er to escape out of the cavity, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Flashing of the Part due to a High Injection Speed

2. In the second set of experiments, the dosage shot (Appendix A .l) size was altered. The
injection velocity was set at O.Olm/s. The results are shown in Figure 3.5.
Variation in Part Dim ensions due to different M aterial Dosage
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Figure 3.5: Variation in Part Dimensions due to Different M aterial Dosage
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It can be seen that the higher the injected dosage results in an increase in the thickness close to
the gate and the (x,y) dim ensions o f the part. Similarly, the part weight increases from 6.4gm
up to 7.2gm. W hen the shot size was reduced considerably, a partially filled part was produced
(short shot). An example is given in Figure 3.6, where the shot sizes were decreased to the shot
size scale o f 12 and 13 (Appendix A .l). The first short shot part is shown on the left hand side.
It can be seen that the advancing flow front follows a radial pattern.

Figure 3.6: Partially Filled Cavity due to Insufficient M aterial Dosage

3. In the third set of experiments, the packing pressure was altered. The screw velocity and
shot dosage were set at normal levels. The following results were obtained and presented in
Figure 3.7.
Variation in P art D im ensions & W eight d u e to Different Packing P re ss u re
5 7 .8 5
5 7 .8
5 7 .7 5
5 7 .7
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P a c k in g P r e s s u r e (b a r)

I th ic k n e s s a t g a t e
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Figure 3.7: Variation in Part Dimensions & Weight due to Different Packing Pressure

The experimental results show that the higher packing pressure leads to a better dim ensional
accuracy with less variations (Last case 57.75mm for both x,y dimensions). The thickness close
to the gate changes considerably from 1.47mm to 1.75mm. In addition, when a small variation
in packing pressure occurs, from 57.5bar to 66bar, there is a change in thickness (0.12mm) as
well as in part weight (0.4gm). This dimensional difference could be im portant in applications
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where tight tolerances are required. Moreover the effect of the packing pressure also has a
significant effect in the appearance of the part. The higher the packing pressure (but up to a
limit), the less sink marks appeared on the surface area of the part during the experiments.

3 .3

N e w M o u ld D e sig n

To further investigate the effect o f the processing parameters on the quality o f the parts a
new mould was designed, which allowed a set of transducers to be embedded close to the
cavity surface and monitor the variation in the polym er flow behaviour. To m onitor the in
mould parameters, the new mould was instrumented with pressure and temperature transducers.
A rectangular cavity shape was adopted, to keep the geometry simple, to understand more
readily the flow behaviour of the polym er melt (flow-orientation, etc.) during the injection
process. Using a suitable cavity insert, tensile specimens could be moulded in order to carry
out mechanical tensile tests and explore the impact of the processing conditions.The mould
cavity was positioned at the centre of the mould to achieve symmetrical cooling and a uniform
heat transfer from the part to the mould body. A half-section of the mould shown in Figure 3.8
illustrates the geometry of the mould and the position o f the transducers.

Ultrasound Transducers Bore

Sprue Position

Cover Plate
Mould Cavity

Injection Gate

Pressure Transducer

Figure 3.8: H alf Section of the Mould when Clamped

Two cover plates were machined, each with a single injection gate, one in the centre and the
other at the side o f the part. This design gives flexibility in the number and position of injection
gates that can be used. For example, a cover plate with more than one gate could be used to
investigate the formation of weld lines (the line where two polym er melt flows join) at the
surface o f the parts. The two sections of the mould and the cover plate are shown in Figure 3.9.
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Ultrasound Sensor Bore

Mould Sprue
Section""

~

Sprue Position

Cartridge H eater Bores
Injection Gate

Cavity Cover Plate

Cavity Pressure Transducer Bore

Mould Cavity
Section

Cartridge Heater Bores

Figure 3.9: M ould Sections Assembly

The two materials used for the experiments were transparent polycarbonate (amorphous) and
both grey and white polypropylene (crystalline) polymers. These m aterials have a different
flow behaviour and solidify at a different rate. Therefore the processing conditions should be
optimised to meet the flow and pressure characteristics guideline for the polymers. The pro
cessing parameters of the polym ers require a preset m ould tem perature much higher than the
ambient (40°C for PP and 100°C for PC). Two cartridge heaters were installed in each mould
section and controlled separately by tem perature controllers (K-type therm ocouples sense the
feedback temperature). To improve the perform ance of the cartridge heaters and reduce the
heating time, insulation was used between the machine platens and the mould surface. How
ever to improve the cooling rate of the moulded part (since insulation reduces the heat transfer
rate) an aluminium alloy 7075-T6 (Appendix A.3) was used for the mould, with very high
thermal conductivity (10 times higher than steel).

3.3.1

M ould M aterial & Insulation

The heat penetration in the alum inium mould is m uch greater than for steel. At the polymermould interface, a perfect thermal contact is assumed, where the temperature can be approxi
mated as:
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Tj

—Tw _

(3 1 )

bpenp

Ts — Tw

bpenm + bperip

w here 7}is the interface tem perature and Tw the m ould wall tem perature. An average value
can be used for the solidification polym er tem perature Ts. The coefficient o f heat penetration
(Ppen) is dependent on the therm al conductivity, density and specific heat o f the m aterial:

bpen

(3.2)

y /k fiC p

=

The depth o f heat penetration within the m ould is dependent on the therm al diffusivity ( a m) o f
the m ould and the transient tim e (tt ) taken:

Ax = y / a mtt

(3.3)

T he interface tem perature has been estim ated for two different m oulds (steel, alum inium ) and
polym er m aterials (PP, PC). The param eter values and the results o f the calculations are given
in Table 3.2.
M aterial
Therm al Diffusivity
a = k/pcp
H eat Penetration
J /m loC sX
2
A lum inium / Steel M ould
Temp. (°C )
Polym er Solid.
T em p.(°C )
Interface Temp.
A lum inium (°C )
Interface Temp.
Steel (°C )

Alum inium
M ould

Steel
M ould

PP

PC

4 .8 3 - 1 0 - 5

3 .9 3 - 1 0 - 6

7 .3 0 - 1 0 - 8

1 .4 9 -10“ 7

18694

7566

481

543

20

100

_

200

300

_

24.6

105.7

_

30.8

113.4

Table 3.2: M ould Interface Tem peratures, from [69, 70, 71]

As expected in the alum inium m ould the tem perature at the interface (24.6°C for PP and
105.7°C for PC) is lower than that in steel (30.8°C for PP and 113.4°C for PC) for both poly
mers. This is m ainly due to the high therm al conductivity o f the alum inium m ould when
com pared with that o f steel (8 times higher). The depth o f heat penetration for the (A lum inium
/ Steel) m ould has been estim ated (theoretically) for the first 40 seconds o f the cycle (m axim um
cooling tim e) as shown in Figure 3.10:
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Depth of Heat Penetration in Aluminium & Steel Mould
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Figure 3.10: Depth of Heat penetration in Aluminium and Steel Mould

As expected the depth o f heat penetration in the aluminium mould is greater than that in steel.
This allows two thermocouples to be embedded close to the cavity wall to monitor the heat
transients (during the injection cycle) without making the depth from the heat source critical
(as it would be in steel).

3 .4

M o u ld H e a t T r a n sfe r A n a ly s is

In order to estimate the heat-up and cooling time of the mould as well as the solidification rate
of the moulded part, a theoretical heat transfer mould analysis was carried out. Depending on
the mould heat loss to the surroundings appropriate insulation material was selected. To min
imise the heat-up time o f the mould the cartridge heaters needed to be of sufficient capacity. To
accurately estimate these parameters three cases were considered in the heat transfer analysis:

• Free convection from the mould surface
• Conduction through the insulation
• Radiation between the mould and machine platens
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The problem is treated as one with constant heat flux on the surface. The mould was heated
and m aintained at constant temperature. As previously mentioned the new designed mould
consists o f two sections, one that includes the cavity and one that includes the flow runner and
sprue. At the rear of each section, insulation material was used to reduce the heat conduction
to the injection moulding m achine platens. The dim ensions of the two blocks when in contact
are 0.204 (L) x 0.094 (W) x 0.125 (H). In Figure 3.11 the mould sections with the insulation
on each side are shown.
Upper Horizontal
M ould Surface

204mm

Insulation

Insulation
M ould

Mould

Mould Internal

Cavity

Sprue

Vertical Surface

Section

Section

Enclosed by the

125mm

Insulation

M ould External
Vertical Surface

40mm

60mm

34mm

40mm

Figure 3.11: M ould with Insulation Bars

Before every injection cycle, the m ould is raised at the appropriate material tem perature and
thereafter maintained constant. The worst situation (for natural convection and conduction),
considered in this heat transfer analysis, is during the injection o f polycarbonate material. In
this case the mould tem perature should be m aintained at 100°C with the am bient temperature
at 20°C. For the case of polypropylene the m ould tem perature should be m aintained at 40°C.
The physical properties of the mould material and the air are presented in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
Nominal Density p ( K g / m 5)

2800

Specific Heat cp ( J / K g K )
Thermal Conductivity k ( W / m K )
Am bient Temperature ( °C)
M ould Temperature ( °C)

960
130
20
100

Table 3.3: Alum inium M ould properties, from [72]
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Film Temperature Tf (K)

333

D ensity p ( K g / m 5)
Specific heat cp (J / K g K )
Kinem atic Viscosity v (m2/ s )
Tem perature Coefficient P (1 /K )
Therm al Conductivity k ( W / m K )
Prandtl num ber (Pr)

1.0589
1059
19.04 x 10“ 6
3.0 x 1 0 -3
0.0287
0.7007

Table 3.4: A ir Properties at 333K, from [72]

3.4.1

Free Convection Analysis

The free-convection heat transfer coefficient can be approxim ated as [72]:

hr
N u f = C {Grf x Prf )m , N u f = —

(3.4)

K

For isotherm al surfaces, the values for the constants C and m are provided in A ppendix A.4.

The properties in the dim ensionless groups are estim ated at the film tem perature and are char
acterized by the subscript f.

2
The G rashof num ber is expressed by the following equation

„
g - $ ( T „ - T w) l } B
1
GrL =
— 5-------->P =
Tf •v
Tf

(3 -6 )

T he Prandtl num ber is expressed by the following equation:

P r= a

(3.7)

T he product o f G rashof and Prandtl num bers defines the Rayleigh number:

Ra = G r P r

(3.8)

W ith the use o f the form ulas for free convection and the constants provided for isotherm al
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surfaces, the overall heat loss from the mould vertical and horizontal surfaces was estim ated to
be 48W. Som e m ore details are given in Table 3.5.

Estimation of Free Convection Heat Loss from Mould Surfaces
Q=13.9W
Free Convection from M ould External Vertical Surfaces, Fig.
3.11 (L=0.125m , A = 0.125m x 0.094m, C=0.59, m = l/4 )
Q=18.2W
Free C onvection from M ould Internal Vertical Surfaces Enclosed
by the Insulation Bars, Fig. 3.11 (L=0.085m ,
A = 0.085m x 0.164m, C=0.59, m = l/4 )
Q = 1 1W
Free Convection from M ould U pper H orizontal Surface, Fig. 3.11
(L=0.149m , A = 0.204m x 0.094m , C=0.15, m = l/3 )
Q=4.99W
Free Convection from M ould Low er Horizontal Surface, Fig. 3.11
(L=0.149m , A = 0.204m x 0.094m, C=0.27, m = l/4 )
Qov = 48W
Overall Free Convection H eat Loss

Table 3.5: Free Convection from M ould Surfaces

3.4.2

C onduction Analysis through Insulation

For the conduction analysis, the heat transfer from the m ould through the insulation m aterial to
the platens was estim ated. The insulation m aterial was carefully selected to have a low therm al
conductivity and high shear strength to withstand the clam ping force. An epoxy glass fabric,
TU FN O L (grade 10G/40) was used with the follow ing specification, Table 3.6:
Young’s M odulus (M Pa)

17.7

Com pressive strength (edgewise M Pa)
M axim um continuous working tem perature ( °C)
Therm al C onductivity through lam inate (W / m K )

300
130
0.42

Table 3.6: M echanical and Therm al Properties o f TU FN O L, from [73]

The total heat conducted through the four horizontal and four vertical insulating bars o f the
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m ould was estim ated to be 19.1W.

3.4.3

Radiation H eat Loss from M ould to Platens

In this analysis, both the m ould and the platen surface were treated as black bodies. By m aking
this sim plification it is assum ed that all the heat been radiated from the m ould is absorbed by
the platen neglecting any heat reflected (back and forward). The m ould tem perature is taken
to be 100°C and the injection m oulding m achine platens were assum ed to be at 20°C. The
radiation shape factor between parallel rectangles was used [72]. The total am ount o f heat
being transferred from both sides o f the m ould was estim ated to be 8.9W.

3.4.4

Overall H eat Loss

T he overall heat loss from the m ould is equal to the am ount lost from convection (to air),
conduction and radiation to the platens. The total am ount o f energy lost was estim ated to
be, Q ov

=

1 6 W . This am ount o f heat loss is very sm all when com pared with the case o f no

insulation, where the overall heat loss to the m oulding m achine platens would be, Q ov = 910W.

3.4.5

M ould Heating

B ased on the estim ated overall heat loss from the m ould (76W ), four custom m ade cartridge
heaters with a capacity of 150W each were used. These would be capable o f heating up the
m ould sufficiently fast to the required operating tem perature. To achieve a uniform heating
each pair is located at an equal distance from the cavity (two in each m ould section). Tem pera
ture controllers in conjunction with therm ocouples at each section were set to adjust separately
the m ould tem perature. Each heater is assum ed that it has a perfect therm al contact with the
m ould. The time required to heat up the m ould at each section has been calculated based on
the m ass (Af), specific heat (cp ) and tem perature difference ( AT ) .

M cnA T

A A xo,r,cnA T

The heat-up tim es for the sprue and cavity m ould sections for the m oulding o f polypropylene
and polycarbonate m aterials are presented in Table 3.7.
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Estim ation of H eat-up Time for M ould Sections

PP at 40°C

PC at 100°C

H eat-up time for Sprue M ould Section
Heat-up time for Cavity M ould Section
Heat-up tim e when M ould Clamped

5min

20m in
12min
16min

3min
4m in

Table 3.7: M ould H eat-up Times for the M oulding o f Polypropylene and Polycarbonate

3.4.6

Part Cooling

For the cooling analysis o f the part, the following assum ptions were made.

• One-dim ensional heat conduction
• There is no mass transfer.
• N o heat transfer during the filling phase.
• The polym er is incom pressible and its density is independent of pressure and tem pera
ture.
• The polym er heat capacity and therm al conductivity are independent of tem perature.
• The polym er is isotropic and its properties (cp , k , p) are the sam e at all points within the
m aterial.
• There is a perfect therm al contact between the cavity wall and polym er

The cooling tim e model to estim ate the solidification o f the (rectangular) part has been ex
tensively reviewed in the literature [40,41]. The polym ers tem perature Tm, when entering the
cavity is assum ed to be the same as the m elt tem perature. The m ould wall tem perature Tw, at
that instant is m aintained constant [67]. The ejection tem perature can be estim ated using the
m id-plane or average tem perature o f the part. The form er is m ore often used for the estim ation
o f the cooling time, while the latter for the sealing (polym er has changed state from liquid to
solid polym er) tim e o f the cavity. Cooling tim e based on an average part tem perature (ejection
tem perature o f polym er) is expressed by the following formula:

tcool

—

7ECC2

7t

Tm
TP- T W

(3.10)

where h is the m axim um thickness o f the part and a is the therm al diffusivity o f the polymer.
The m ould wall tem perature, the m elt polym er tem perature and the ejection tem perature are
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represented by

Tm, and Te respectively. C ooling tim e based on a m id-plane part tem perature

(sealing tem perature of polym er) is expressed by the following formula:

-JL
tc00‘ ~ %ofi x

Tm — Tw
tz*

(3.11)

\ Ts — Tw

where Ts denotes the sealing tem perature (when part is solid)

Average values (for polym er m elt tem perature - ejection tem perature) for the theoretical model
w ere taken based on the m aterial properties [69]. For the sealing tem perature, a value was
chosen slightly below the glass transition tem perature for the am orphous Polycarbonate. The
cooling tim e based on the m id-plane or average tem perature o f the part has been estim ated in
Table 3.8.
PC
r~1
O

PP
7.3 - K T 8
20
200
60
29

in

M aterial
Therm al Diffusivity a = k / p c p
M ould Temp. ( °C)
M elt Temp. (°C )
Ejection Temp. ( °C)
Sealing Temp. Ts ( °C)
Cooling Time M id-tem p (sec)
C ooling Time Average-tem p (sec)

100
300
110
145
7.7
30

Table 3.8: Theoretical Cooling Time D ata [69, 70] and Estim ated Cooling Times

The results for the cooling tim e represent an estim ate. However, they are very sim ilar to those
found in the experim ents with errors o f around ± 5 seconds. D epending on the processing
conditions a longer tim e m ight be required, however for m ore precision a transient heat transfer
analysis from the m elt part to the m ould would be required.

3.5

Main Experimental Set-up and Results

B ased on the heat transfer analysis of the previous section the new designed m ould was m anu
factured and assem bled for testing. The experim ental results that are presented in this section
were carried out with the standard configuration o f the hydraulic system. The velocity and
pressure setpoints for the filling and packing phase o f the cycle were preset before injection.
Two m aterials were tested, polypropylene (w hite & grey) and polycarbonate.
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3.5.1

Injection of Polypropylene

For the m oulding of polypropylene two tests were perform ed; one with the gate at the centre of
the part and the other at the side (to obtain parts with different flow orientation). The transient
behaviour o f the hydraulic and cavity pressure were investigated. The m achine process settings
for the injection o f polypropylene are presented in Table 3.9.
Injection tim e Range
Injection Velocity
Packing time

4s to 4.6s
0.01 m/s to 0.012m/s
7s
66bar
40s
20°C
200°C

Packing Pressure
Cooling time
M ould Tem perature
Average nozzle and barrel tem perature

Table 3.9: Process Settings for the M oulding o f Rectangular Part with Polypropylene

In these experim ents the transition to the packing phase was triggered by the end o f the filling
phase (timed). Before injection the m aterial was dried for two hours at 80°C to remove any
m oisture content present. The m aterial dosage for the plasticization phase was adjusted to m eet
the cavity volum e size and the back-pressure was set at 8bar to achieve uniform plasticizing o f
the melt.

3.5.1.1

Flow Visualization

In the first two sets of experim ents, grey Polypropylene was used. The gate was properly sized
to lower the viscosity and fill efficiently the cavity while m aintaining the shear heating low to
avoid degradation o f the polym er melt. Because o f the gate position change, two parts were
produced with a different flow path orientation, as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Flow Path O rientation o f Polym er with Centre or Side Location o f the Gate
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In the first case the flow follows a radial pattern until the polym er reaches the cavity’s wall.
After that, two flow-front contours develop which progressively move towards the edges of the
part. This flow behaviour was verified experimentally, with the aid of a mixture of polymers.
In Figure 3.13 the flow orientation of a centre gated, injected part is shown.

Figure 3.13: Experimentally Observed Radial and Linear Flow Orientation

The location of the gate is important since it controls the polym er flow into the cavity. The
narrow gate design at both cavity cover plates helped for an easy separation of the part and
quick solidification to isolate the cavity after the packing phase. Side gated parts were found
to be stiffer, and having a less tendency to warp (bend) after a premature ejection. However,
the location of the gate should rely on the application of the part to ensure that the direction of
flow orientation corresponds to the axis that the part will be mostly stressed.
In Figure 3.14 below, the first (centre gate injection) set of experimental results is presented.
Cavity Pressure Monitoring During the Injection Cycle of Grey Polypropylene - Centre G ate Injection
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Figure 3.14: Cavity Pressure Monitoring during the Injection of Grey Polypropylene from
Centre Gate
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Before injection, a predetermined volume of material is being plasticized, while the screw re
tracts due to the material volume been build at the front part of the barrel. As soon as the cycle
starts, the hydraulic pressure rises smoothly, and the screw is pushed forward at a constant ve
locity. The hydraulic pressure reaches a level (28bar at 11s) where it stays constant for a certain
period. This marks the end of the filling phase where the cavity is almost full. At that instant
the cavity pressure rises from atmospheric and peaks suddenly to 155bar as the transition to
the packing phase occurs (sensor is 0.05m away from the gate). It is im portant for the packing
phase to commence im mediately after the end of the filling to avoid the cavity pressure reach
ing excessive pressure. Therefore a good time synchronization was set to provide a smooth
transition to the packing phase. At this point the control o f the screw motion changes from
flow pressure control. The maximum hydraulic pressure level is preset before the injection and
no alteration can be made during the injection cycle. The screw continues to move forward
until it comes in contact with the nozzle where it stops. At that instant the cavity pressure is
157bar while the plasticization phase is delayed for a few seconds (screw is not moving) until
the polym er at the gate solidifies (to avoid any polym er flowing out of the cavity). As the cool
ing phase commences the cavity pressure drops linearly with time and changes slope at 24s.
This marks a change in the heat transfer rate from the solidifying part to the mould, until the
cavity pressure reach an atmospheric level. The plasticization phase continues (until 43s) for
the preparation o f the next material dosage.

The second set of experimental results is presented in Figure 3.15, where the polym er is in
jected from the side to mould a part with a different flow orientation.
Cavity Pressure M onitoring During the Injection Cycle of Grey Polypropylene - Side Gate Injection
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Figure 3.15: Cavity Pressure M onitoring during the Injection o f Grey Polypropylene from Side
Gate
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The cycle characteristics are very sim ilar with the first experimental set, with the only differ
ence in the cavity pressure dynamics. This time the gate is located at the edge o f the part, very
close to the cavity pressure sensor diaphragm (2.5cm away). The sensor detects the rise in
pressure earlier (at 8.5s), than in the first case (at 11.5s in Figure 3.14) where a considerable
delay of three seconds occurs. The cavity pressure increases linearly during the filling phase
up to the transition region (at 12.6s), where both hydraulic and cavity pressures peak together
at the same time. The change at the slope of the cavity pressure plot (at 24.5s) marks the
sealing of the gate. Afterwards the cavity pressure profile cannot be affected by the machine
process parameters and the melt polym er orientation at the core remains unchanged. Only the
cooling rate profile can affect the crystallization of the polymer, therefore the size and number
of crystals and thermally-induced residual stresses.
A comparison of Figure 3.14 & 3.15 shows the relation between the cavity gate and the pressure
transducer location. When the cavity pressure signal is used as a feedback in the control loop,
the position of the transducer becomes critical. To monitor the extent of filling the transducer
should be placed in the cavity at the end of the flow channel. On the other hand, when the
transducer is close to the gate more information can be extracted about the solidification of the
gate, which is very useful for estimating the completion of the packing phase.

The third set of experimental results is presented in Figure 3.16. In this case, the polym er used
was a low viscosity polypropylene (white) and was injected from the centre of the cavity.
Cavity Pressure M onitoring During the Injection Cycle of W hite Polypropylene - Centre G ate Injection
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Figure 3.16: Cavity Pressure Monitoring during the Injection of W hite Polypropylene from
Centre Gate

The cycle characteristics are similar with the two previously described cases. The cavity pres78

sure reached a higher level due to the lower viscosity (the processing settings were kept the
sam e with the previous experim ent). A lower screw velocity would still fill the cavity effi
ciently (due to the lower viscosity) and control the cavity pressure at a lower level. A gain little
control was available to m anipulate further the holding pressure profile. During packing the
screw moves at a low velocity (position slope changes) as additional m aterial is injected to
com pensate for the part shrinkage in the cooling phase. The injection pressure was also higher
(around 42bar) as a result o f leakage past the screw due to the lower viscosity o f the polymer.

3.5.2

Injection o f Polycarbonate

For the injection o f the transparent Polycarbonate, the gate was located in the centre o f the
part. Again, the dynam ics o f the hydraulic and cavity pressure were examined. The m achine
process settings that were used for the injection of polycarbonate are presented in Table 3.10.
Injection tim e
Injection Velocity
Packing time
Packing Pressure
Cooling time
M ould Tem perature
Average nozzle and barrel tem perature

6.1s
0.012m /s
13.4s
66bar
40s
115°C
300°C

Table 3.10: Process Settings for the M oulding o f R ectangular Part with Polycarbonate

In Figure 3.17, the fourth set of experim ental results is presented. Transparent polycarbonate
m aterial was used which was dried (before use) for four hours at 100°C to remove any m oisture
content. For the injection o f polycarbonate the cover plate with the gate positioned at the centre
o f the cavity was used. Overall sim ilar process characteristics and trends were obtained as with
the previous experim ents. As the polycarbonate is m ore viscous, a higher injection pressure
was necessary during the filling and packing phase. In an attem pt to inject from the side, (using
the sam e settings) it was found that the gate solidified very quickly (the flow path was longer)
and the cavity was partially filled.
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Cavity Pressure M onitoring During the Injection Cycle of Transparent Polycarbonate - Centre Gate
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Figure 3.17: Cavity Pressure M onitoring during the Injection of Polycarbonate from Centre
Gate

A higher injection speed in such a case is required to fill the cavity on time before the solidifica
tion of the flow front, or melt polym er at the gate/runner. Alternatively temperature controlled
runners could be used to prevent solidification of the polymer and maintain the temperature of
the melt higher. The produced parts with the gate, runner and sprue flow paths are shown in
Figure 3.18.

1) Centre Gate Injected PC Plate

2) Side Gate Injected PC Plate

Figure 3.18: Centre and Side Gate Injected Plates with Polycarbonate
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3.5.3

Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Injection Pressure

The theoretical prediction for the required injection pressure to m ould PP and PC plates includ
ing the experim ental m ean values (of 5 consecutive experim ents for each case) are sum m arised
in Table 3.11. D uring the experim ents the necessary injection pressure varied according to
the type o f polym er being used from 28bar up to 57bar for the sam e flow paths and cavity
shape. For the theoretical estim ation o f the injection pressure for PP, catalogue data where
used (for a com m ercial PP grade) w hich did not correspond to the properties o f the grey and
white polypropylenes that were used for the experim ents. Therefore a com parison between
the theoretical estim ation and experim ental mean values could only be m ade for the PC where
the m aterial properties (of the experim ental PC) were known. A good agreem ent was found
betw een the m ean experim ental value o f PC with the theoretical.

Polymer
Grey Polypropylene
W hite Polypropylene
Plain Polypropylene
Transparent Polycarbonate

Injection Pressure
Experimental Mean Value Theoretical Estimation
28 bar
42 bar
57 bar

34.5 bar
58.9

Table 3.11: Com parison between Theoretical and Experim ental Injection Pressure Levels

The viscosity o f the grey polypropylene used in the experim ent was higher than that o f the
white polypropylene. However, the white PP produced a higher (experim ental) injection pres
sure drop than the grey PP. The m ain reason was that the sam e injection speed and packing
pressure were used for both white and grey PP, where lower settings should have been suffi
cient (for white PP) to m ould the part successfully. As a result the cavity pressure reached the
level o f 238bar which was considerably higher than the previous case (158bar, Fig. 3.14). This
was attributed also to the fact that the lower viscosity white PP allowed higher local pressures
to be reached near the pressure sensor diaphragm . This is also verified by the cavity pressure
that rises a few bar (about 8bar, Figure 3.16) before the transition to the packing phase. For
the m oulding o f polycarbonate due to the higher viscosity from both PP grades a higher injec
tion pressure was required. M oreover the first three sets o f experim ental results were in good
agreem ent with sim ulation results derived in C hapter 2, in regard with filling time, injection
and packing pressure level.
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3.5.4

Conclusions

Overall a thorough experim ental program m e was conducted with the aid o f the newly designed
m ould in which a series o f polym ers with different viscosities were used for the m oulding of
the parts. Different part orientation was obtained by changing the position o f the gate from the
centre to the side o f the cavity. The flow orientation was verified experim entally to confirm
that the flow is radial initially and as it progresses spreads to two flow contours when injecting
from the centre of the cavity. D epending on the viscosity o f m aterial used a different injection
pressure was necessary for the filling and packing phase.

There is little that can be done to control screw m otion during injection as all settings m ust
be preset before the com m ence o f the cycle. For the above reasons it would be beneficial to
enhance the hydraulic control of the m oulding m achine such that the process param eters can be
altered in real time. In order to do this efficiently a better insight into the m elt flow behaviour
is required during the injection phases. Once appropriate inform ation is obtained, different
control strategies can be considered with a view to influencing the orientation o f the polym er
and m echanical properties o f the parts. As a first attem pt, two m ethods are proposed in the next
section w ith the aim o f m onitoring the extent o f solidification o f the parts during m oulding.

3.6

Part Solidification

In order to optim ise the injection cycle while at the sam e tim e retaining the quality in the parts
it is im portant to m onitor and control the process efficiently. Inform ation about the dynam ics
o f m elt polym er inside the cavity could provide inform ation about variations in the m aterial
properties due to processing conditions. In addition, the injection cycle tim e could be reduced,
provided that inform ation regarding the extent o f part solidification is available. D epending
on the cooling tim e and rate, residual stresses form while the degree o f crystallinity o f the
polym er changes. Therefore the m echanical properties can be m anipulated in order to m eet
specifications for the particular application.

The first method makes use o f real-tim e tem perature m easurem ents at two different depths from
the cavity surface. The high therm al conductivity o f alum inium enables the therm ocouples to
detect rapidly the heat transients while these are logged with the aid o f a custom m ade data ac
quisition unit. The therm ocouples are assum ed to be in the centre o f a lum ped therm al section.
An algorithm was developed by co-w orker Stelson [49] to take into account the heat conducted
from the first lum ped therm al section to the second section and relate it to the growth o f solid
layers within the molten part. Inform ation about the polym er properties, and dim ensions o f the
cavity, are used to estim ate the reduction in the internal energy and solidification rate o f the
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part. The decrease in the internal energy of the polym er and the cavity surface temperature are
estimated as linear functions of the extent o f solidification.
The second method makes use o f a non-intrusive method with the use of ultrasound waves
generated by piezoelectric transducers operating at high frequencies. These waves propagate
through the mould sections and polym er melt in the cavity. As the state of the polym er changes
during the solidification, a variation in the wave speed and its amplitude (attenuation) occurs.
These real-time data are captured and analysed to identify the trajectories and transitions of the
phases, variation in process parameters and solidification rate of the part. In Figure 3.19 the
instrumented mould is presented.

Figure 3.19: Specially Instrumented Mould with Embedded Thermocouples, Cavity Pressure
and Ultrasound Transducers

3.6.1

Prediction of Part Solidification via Temperature Transients

The following mathematical analysis of part solidification in the next two sections is attributed
to previous work by Stelson [49]. This analysis is used for the prediction of the extent of solid
ification of the moulded part during the cooling phase. Temperature data from thermocouples
embedded close to the cavity wall, are logged and processed by an algorithm, which interprets
the reduction in the internal energy of the part and the heat being transfered to the mould.
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3.6.1.1

Liquid and Solid Part Layers

To predict the extent of solidification o f the part during cooling for m odelling purposes, the
cavity is divided in two sections. These are the solidified layer (close to the walls surface) and
the liquid layer up to the centre of the part as shown in Figure 3.20. The spatial tem perature
distribution within the mould follows a linear relationship in the solid layer and assum ed con
stant for the liquid layers [49,74]. The m ould is designed to be sym m etrical, therefore the part
solidifies uniform ly from the wall towards the core.

The boundary conditions are set such as:

T = TWwhen z =

0 and

- Tw

T = TSwhen z = zsZ=0 -

solid layer
!

I
T

T

Ts
liquid layer

b

z

liquid layer
solid layer

Zs

z=0

Figure 3.20: Extend o f solidification o f the part (0.004m thick) and boundary conditions

The following form ulas describe the tem perature distribution behaviour:

TSoUd(z,t) = 1^ ± z + T w

(3.12)

Zs ( t )

where 0 <

z < zs (t)

Tuquid (z,t) =

Ts

(3.13)

w h e re zs (t) < z < b

The specific internal energy (u) in the solid and liquid layers, including the latent heat o f the
polymer, is described by the following formulas.
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us — cp {T — Tw)

(3.14)

Ui = cp ( T — Tw) + L h

(3.15)

where Tw < T < T S

where Ts < T

If the tem perature distribution in each layer is com bined with its internal energy, the spatial
distribution can be obtained.

Us

(z) =

Cp

(Ts - Tw) —

(3.16)

where 0 < z < zs (0

ui (z ) — Cp (Ts

Tw) + Lfj

(3.17)

w h e re zs (t) < z < b

N ext by integrating the specific internal energy over the volum e o f the polymer, the total inter
nal energy in the part can be defined as a function of the solidified layer thickness zs.

(3.18)

3.6.1.2

Monitoring of the Thermal Transients

To m onitor the therm al transients during the injection cycle, two copper-constantan therm o
couples (T-type with bead diam eter o f 2.54 • 10~4m and tim e constant, T = 0.1 Is) were used,
em bedded at a depth o f 0.005m and 0.015m from the cavity respectively. The m ould is sym 
metrical and the m odel applies for both sides. Each therm ocouple is treated as being in the
centre of a lum ped therm al mass (LI and L2 close to the cavity wall) with thickness d, at
depths \ d and \ d .

The schem atic illustration in Figure 3.21 shows the therm ocouple configuration in the m ould.
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Cavity

d/2
Thermocouple
3d/2

Figure 3.21: Lumped Thermal Mass LI and L2 located close to the cavity wall

The thermal capacitance of each lump is equal to:

Ci — p,nCmApd

(3.19)

The heat transferred (by conduction) from the cavity’s wall to the mould is related to the ther
mal resistances, between the two lumps (Lj, L i) and between the mould and the first lump.
These can be respectively expressed by:

RL\-L2 = d x ^ = R c

d
= 2 x

(3.20)

Rc

1
=

(3-21)

During the cooling phase, a perfect thermal contact is assumed at the polym er/m ould interface
and the thermal convective resistance is neglected. Therefore, allthe heat flux from the poly
mers surface is transferred

to the mould with no energy being lost.The heat flow rate into the

mould is proportional to the extent of the solidified layers o f the polymer.

(*\
^
q (t) = - —

~\ (
= PA l c p-

Tw
^ dzs
^
+ LH \ - =

dzs
W-

/0
(3.22)

Consequently, the temperature change in the mould will be detected first from the first lump
and next from the second one. This is expressed by the state equation for the first lump:
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dT,

_ r 2 (t ) - r 1 + £ ( 0

RcCi

Ci

where T2 and q (t) are the inputs.

The tim e constant for the lum ped system will be

M

^
km

= (2800) (960) (0.012) = 2 m s
130

Finally, by com bination o f equations 3.22 and 3.23 the extent o f solidification o f the part can
be estim ated by entering the tem peratures (experim ental data - T\ and T2 ) from the lumped
param eters as inputs.

^ = iW
at
w

= a xf^ + 1 (
w
at
wRc

}

(3 2 5 )

By integration o f the above equation the solidified layer profile zs, is expressed by:

Zs(t) = - [ T l ( t ) - T „ ] + - C f [7, (x) - 72 (x)] d x
w
w R c Jo

(3.26)

The equation 3.26 enables the prediction o f the extent o f solidification from the experim ental
tem perature data.

3.6.1.3

Experimental Setup and Findings

To validate the theoretical model experim entally a series o f tests were carried out with the
therm ocouples m onitoring the therm al transients during the injection cycle. The m ould was
insulated and the cavity cover plate had the gate located at the centre o f the cavity. The tem per
ature readings in the lumped m asses L\ and L 2 were m onitored and logged for off-line analysis.
A cavity insert was used to m ould tensile testing specim ens. The m aterial used for injection
was low-density polypropylene with the follow ing process settings, presented in Table 3.12.
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Injection time
Injection Velocity
Packing time
Packing Pressure
Cooling time
Mould Temperature
Average nozzle and barrel temperature

1.5s
0.012m/s
15s
66bar
25s
50°C
200°C

Table 3.12: Process Settings for the M oulding of Rectangular Part with Grey Polypropylene

Before injection the polymer was dried for two hours at 80°C to remove any moisture content
present. The dosage slider setting was set depending on the volume requirement. The back
pressure was set at low pressure (8bar) to achieve uniform plasticizing. In Figure 3.22 below
the recorded experimental cavity pressure and tem perature transients are presented.

Thermal Transients Near the Cavity W all During the Injection of
Polypropylene at 200 Degrees Vs Cavity Pressure
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Figure 3.22: Temperature and Cavity Pressure M onitoring during Injection

In the filling stage the molten plastic enters the cavity and a thermal shock is created at the
mould walls. This is tracked by thermocouples embedded close to the cavity at the centre of L\
and L 2 lumped masses. The first thermocouple that is closer to the interface, (wall / PP) receives
the thermal flow transient first. The second therm ocouple captures the thermal transient, with
a certain delay, since it is further away from the cavity wall (embedded 0.015m away). As the
internal energy of the mould increases, the heat conducted from the first to the second lump
decreases as the heat is dissipated through insulation to the platens. The heat flow rate from

the part to the mould is increased when the cavity pressure reaches its peak value at 380bar
(neglecting thermal resistance at the interface). At the end of the packing phase (19s, gate is
frozen), as the cavity pressure starts to decrease, (the cooling of the part starts) the temperature
slope {L\ ) at 25s decreases (resulting from poor thermal contact). The cavity pressure confirms
this effect with the change of slope at 27s. This indicates the degree of the part solidification.
After 32s the part can be safely ejected as the cavity pressure is back to atmospheric.
At the end of every injection cycle, it was observed that the temperature of the mould rose by no
more than half degree. The insulation between the platens and the mould prevents any major
heat loss, to maintain the mould at a nominally constant temperature. These experimental
temperature data are processed in real time and the extent of solidification is predicted. The
heat transfer model developed by Stelson in equation 3.26 assumes that both thermocouple
readings start from the same temperature. The real time temperature data from the lumped
thermal masses L\ and L 2 were processed during the process in a M atlab Simulink model. In
Figure 3.23 the extent of solidification

for the injection moulding of polypropylene is shown

for different mould temperatures.

Extent o f Part Solidification During the Injection Moulding o f Polypropylene
at 200 Degrees
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Figure 3.23: Extent of Solidification of the H alf Part

The pattern of the extent of solidification for most cases (mould at 30°C up to 60°C) is mainly
the same since no external cooling was used for the mould. Given that the mould is symmetrical
the model predicts the solidification of the half part (2 mm). The part can be safely ejected
when:
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• The extent of solidification will reach 100% o f part thickness.
• The tem perature gradient of the m ould reaches the steady state condition of the preset
tem perature level (30°C up to 60°C).

The actual solidification starts around 5.5s and finishes around 40s when the half part is solid.
Hence, the tim e taken for the part to solidify is about 35s. This is a very good result considering
that param eters such as density, specific heat and therm al conductivity are assum ed constant in
the model. In addition, the resolution in the data acquisition system was about 0.5°C, which
introduces a small error in the results.

The reduction in the internal energy (U) of the part can also be estim ated using equation 3.18.
It was found that the internal energy o f the half part decreases in an exponential m anner from
1440Joule to 56 Joule before ejection. In the case that all the heat flow from the part is con
ducted to the m ould, the tem perature at the interface can be approxim ated as well using the
following formula:

T‘ = <ix - r r + T "

<3 -27)

where Axm, km and A m are all mould constants (Axm = 0.047 m, A m = 0.0255m 2).

3.6.1.4 Conclusions

This adopted approach is sim ple to apply and provides a good approxim ation o f the actual
therm al conditions. As a result a m ajor reduction can be achieved in the initial trial and error
iterations required to set-up the m achine and mould, since only a few param eters are required
for the m odel to estim ate the solidification tim e o f the part. In the case of a com plex mould, it
would be appropriate for the pair of therm ocouples to be em bedded close to the cavity section
where the part takes longer to solidify.

3.6.2

Prediction of Part Solidification via U ltrasound Wave Speed Variation

U ltrasound is a non-intrusive m ethod for the prediction o f the m elt polym er behaviour (state)
inside the cavity. N o sensors are placed in direct contact w ith the m oulded part. The waves
propagate through the m ould interfaces and the polym er melt. The variation in the speed o f
flight and attenuation of the signals am plitude, are a result o f polym er solidification. The
transducers can be used in a simple or com plex m ould at critical sections where inform ation
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is required about the solidification rate o f the polymer. There are two m ethods for receiving
the signal being transm itted. The first is the echo-pulse m ethod, where one sensor sends and
receives the signals reflected from the m ould interfaces. The second one is the pulse and
receiver m ethod, where one sensor sends and the other one receives. Both approaches have
been used in this study.

3.6.2.1

Ultrasound Theory

The velocity o f sound for m ost waves is defined [75] by the formula,

c —f x X

(3.28)

were ( / ) is the frequency o f the sound wave and (A,) the wave length. The propagation o f sound
through a fluid transm its both kinetic and potential energy through the m ovem ent o f particles
and stresses that are form ed in the fluid (elastic) [75]. In a fluid these motions are parallel to the
direction o f propagation and include pressure fluctuations w ithin the fluid. These are known
as com pression and rarefaction. An expression that relates the instantaneous pressure (p) and
velocity (u ) in the m edia is:

p = pew

(3.29)

The longitudinal plane wave velocity ( q ) can also be defined by the tim e taken (?) to propagate
through a m edia o f a certain length (d),

ci = j

(3.30)

For longitudinal waves the sound velocity is expressed by the elastic param eters o f the material.

c' = \ Z r ( i + y

W

r W

K

* + H

( 3 -3 1 )

Variables v, E, K, G are the Poisson’s ratio, m odulus o f elasticity, Bulk m odulus and Shear
m odulus o f the m aterial respectively. W ith the use of equation 3.31, the theoretical speed of
sound propagating through solid polypropylene has been calculated with the follow ing m e
chanical properties, shown in Table 3.13.
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Polypropylene

Range

Average Value

Young’s M odulus (Pa)
Density (kg/m 3)
Poisson’s Ratio
Speed o f Sound (m/s)

0.7 x 109 — 1.9 x 109

1.9 x 109
8.9 x 102
0.4
« 2139

890
0.36 - 0.4

Table 3.13: Parameters used for determ ining Theoretical Speed o f Sound through Solid
Polypropylene

In order to characterise the m aterial as sonically ’soft’ or ’hard’, the acoustic im pedance is
used. It is a function o f the product o f density (p) and ultrasound velocity (w). It is m easured
in Rayles, where 1 Rayle =

7

x

Zi = p x u

(3.32)

The speed o f longitudinal waves through various m edia and their acoustic im pedance are given
in Table 3.14.
Different M edia
Properties
A ir (20°C)
Water
Steel (mild)
A lum inium (7075-T6)
Polypropylene (white)
Polycarbonate (clear)

Velocity
( mj s)
344

Density
( k g / m 3)
1.247

1480
5000
6400
2660
2270

1000

7800
2800
890
1180

A coustic Im pedance
( k g / m 2 x s)
4.29 x 102
0.148 x 107
4.7 x 107
1.78 x 107
0.237 x 107
0.268 x 1 0 7

Table 3.14: Speed o f Longitudinal Waves through different M edia, from [76]

The sound pressure (am plitude) o f a wave is a function o f velocity (w) and acoustic im pedance
(z).

p = uxz

(3.33)

W hen a wave that propagates through a m edia reaches an interface (for exam ple A lum inium /
Solid Polym er) part of the signal is transm itted through the m aterial (polym er) and the rest is
reflected back by the interface. In the case o f a cavity filled with m olten plastic, the velocity of
the wave depends on the pressure and tem perature o f the plastic.
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The am ount o f energy being reflected is characterized by the reflection coefficient. There are
four cases that can be distinguished, depending on the interface [77].

• Sonically hard boundary, the signal is reflected w ithout a change in the phase, R < 1
when zi > z\
• Sonically soft boundary, the signal is reflected with a 180 degree phase change, R > 1
when z i < z\
• N o reflection, 100% o f the signal is transm itted through the m edia, R = 0 when Z2 — z\
• Small reflection, a slight phase change in the reflected signal, - 1 < C / ? < 1 when Z2 ~ z\

3.6.2.2

E x p erim e n ta l S etup

For this experim ental investigation the rheological behaviour o f the m olten polym er (PP) dur
ing the injection m oulding cycle was m onitored and analysed. Two ultrasound transducers
(3.25M H z longitudinal piezoelectric with 21m m diam eter) were used. A generator was used to
produce the excitation pulse (burst) and a Lecroy O scilloscope with a sam pling rate o f 100MHz
m onitored and logged the transm itted and reflected signals. D ata acquisition was carried out
using a N ational Instrum ent A/D card and Lab View software program . The ultrasonic transduc
ers were positioned in such a way that the waves are perpendicular to the direction o f polym er
flow. The first transducer was placed in the m ould cavity section and the second one in the
m ould sprue section, as shown in Figure 3.24. The first arrival tim e of the transm itted signal,
its am plitude and the attenuation coefficient will be used to identify the solidification rate of the
part and identify phase transitions. In the following experim ent the insulated m ould was used
with the cover plate diverting the polym er flow to the centre o f the cavity (4m m thickness).
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Figure 3.24: Position o f Therm ocouples and U ltrasound Sensors in the M ould

The m aterial used for injection was low-density polypropylene (white) with the following m a
chine (process) settings in Table 3.15.
Injection tim e
Injection Velocity
Packing time
Packing Pressure
C ooling tim e
M ould Tem perature
Average nozzle and barrel tem perature

4.6s
0.012m /s
10s
66bar
40s
41°C
200°C

Table 3.15: Process Settings for the M oulding o f R ectangular Part with Polypropylene

Before injection the material was dried for two hours at 80°C to remove any m oisture content.
The dosage slider was set according to the volum e requirem ent. The back-pressure was set at
low pressure (8bar) to achieve uniform plasticizing.

3.6.2.3

First Arrival Time of the Ultrasonic Signal

B ased on the experim ental arrangem ent in Figure 3.24, the first transducer transm its a signal
burst, which the second transducer receives with a certain tim e delay. The signal has to travel
through the m ould sections and the polym er in the cavity. Therefore the first arrival time, (time
o f signal flight, TOF) and attenuation o f the signal can be estim ated if the properties o f the
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interfacing material are known. Assuming that the properties of the aluminium stay the same
during the process (temperature assumed constant) the only param eter that will alter the TOF
will be the polym er’s behaviour inside the cavity. Its properties are pressure and temperature
dependent and will vary throughout the injection cycle. The following assumptions were made.

• In the plasticization phase there is no transm ission as the presence of air in the cavity
does not allow for any acoustic coupling to form.
• In the filling phase when the cavity is progressively filled, there is an acoustic coupling
between the cavity walls (by the polymer). Therefore at the wall-polym er interface the
signal can be transmitted through the mould.
• In the packing phase the cavity pressure increases, affecting the density of the melt poly
mer and improves the coupling at the wall-polym er interface.
• In the cooling phase the part starts to solidify symmetrically from the surface walls
towards the core. As the part continues to solidify, solid layers replace the liquid while
the speed of sound will vary in each layer. A m ajor variation in the TOF is expected.

To estimate the TOF from the experimental data (transmitted ultrasound signal), the zerocrossing detection is used for the wave signal. The TOF results along with the amplitude of
transmitted and reflected signal are presented in Figure 3.25.
Ultrasonic Monitoring during Injection of PP and Time of First Arrival
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Figure 3.25: Ultrasonic M onitoring during Injection of PP and Time of first Signal Arrival
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3.6.2.4

Analysis of Experimental Results

The rise in the hydraulic pressure (at 3s) indicates the start of the filling phase. No ultrasound
signal is transmitted through the cavity before an ultrasound coupling is created (by the melt
polymer) and all the air escapes. The speed of longitudinal waves in air is very low (18 times
less than in aluminium), and the entire signal is reflected back to the medium (aluminium). As
the cavity gets filled both cavity walls come in contact with the melt polym er through which
the ultrasound wave starts to propagate (1st transmission). The TOF starts to reduce as the
hydraulic pressure rises while the amplitude (sound pressure) of the reflected signal decreases.
At the transition from the filling to packing phase there is a major reduction (from 1.56/js
to 6.82^s) in the TOF as the cavity pressure rises (from 1-lObar). This increase in the cavity
pressure improves the coupling (at the interface Al-PP) between the first solidified polym er skin
at the aluminium wall with the wall itself. The amplitude of the transmitted signal increases as
well. However, a further increase in the cavity pressure (from 10-250bar) does not have any
significant effect in the TOF. Another param eter that influences the response of the TOF is the
density (Appendix A.5) of Polypropylene which decreases in a very narrow region close to the
melting temperature.
During the cooling phase the cavity pressure decreases linearly with time, a dom inant factor
keeping a good coupling at the polymer-aluminium interface. As the part further solidifies the
waves travel through solid and liquid layers of polymer. Figure 3.26 illustrates the different
layers inside the cavity.

A l. -

PP

Interface

M ould-Alum inium

Calumin. = 6400m/s

,

f

Solid layer

CSo]id = 2366m/s

Liquid
Layer

P P — A l.

Interlace

C|iquid= 1111 m/s

Solid layer

r
r

M ould-Alum inium

J

Figure 3.26: Solid and Liquid Layers Inside the Cavity Section

The speed of sound in the solid and liquid layers has been estimated experimentally using the
difference in TOF at the beginning and at the end of the process. The TOF is about 2366m/s
in a solid layer and 1111 m/s in the liquid. At these interfaces (solid-liquid polymer) a certain
amount of sound pressure is transmitted through, and some reflected back and forward in the
solid medium (in the solidified polym er until it is com pletely attenuated). As the part solidifies
towards the core of the cavity, the amplitude of the transmitted and reflected signal increases
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and decreases respectively (TOF decreases linearly with time). At the end of the cycle the part
further shrinks and the amplitude of the transmitted signal is gradually reduced to zero. This
is an indication that the part is detached from the wall and a small layer of air is introduced at
the interface. The entire transmitted signal is reflected back to the mould at the cavity wall-air
interface.
The same experiment was repeated for the moulding of tensile test specimens for mould tem 
peratures varying from 30°C to 60°C degrees. The TOF results are presented in Figure 3.27.
Received Ultrasound Signal through Mould Cavity During the Injection
of Polypropylene at 200 Degrees
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Figure 3.27: Received Ultrasound Signal through the M ould Cavity during the Injection of PP
at 200°C

Parameters such as mould temperature and pressure affect the crystallization kinetics and con
sequently the way that the polym er chains are formed. As expected the higher the temperature
of the mould the longer it takes for the part to solidify and detach from the mould wall. The
sudden change in propagation delay at the beginning of the injection (falling from 7.3^s to 6.6
/us) cycle indicates that nearly half of the part solidifies when the polym er comes in contact
with the mould wall. The core solidifies less rapidly and during this phase the packing pres
sure plays an important role in the core orientation of the produced part. The differences in
propagation delay were also correlated with the measured thickness of the produced parts. For
a mould temperature varying from 30 to 60 degrees the increase in thickness ranged from 4.00
to 4 .0 1mm.

In Figure 3.28 the amplitude of the received ultrasound signal at the start of the filling phase
exhibits a near linear rise for the first 5s. It approaches then a steady state level immediately
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after the packing phase and remains roughly constant for most of the cooling phase.
Amplitude of Received Ultrasound Signal through the Mould Cavity
During the Injection of Polypropylene at 200 Degrees
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Figure 3.28: Amplitude of received ultrasound signal through the M ould Cavity during the
Injection of PP at 200°C

During the cooling phase small changes occur in the molecular orientation of the polymer.
At the end of that phase the sudden attenuation of the received signal indicates that the part
has detached from the mould wall. Sim ilar behaviour in the propagation delay and amplitude
variation was also observed in the m oulding of polycarbonate. However changes in propagation
delay were less observable (<0.015

jjs

compared to PP moulding which where around 0.05;i/s)

at mould temperatures of 80 up to 110 degrees. The am plitude of the received signal follows
a different pattern during solidification, which reflects the cooling behaviour of amorphous
materials. Cooling time is much shorter compared with moulding of polypropylene since no
crystal formation takes place in amorphous polymers.
In Figure 3.29 the correlation coefficient between successive reflected signals during the injec
tion cycle of polycarbonate is plotted alongside the cavity pressure profile.
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Correlation Coefficient Between Successive Reflected Signals During the
Moulding of Polycarbonate at 290 Degrees
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Figure 3.29: Correlation Coefficient between Successive Reflected Signals during the M ould
ing of PC at 290°C

M ajor variations in the correlation coefficient that occur during the injection cycle characterize
most of the phases, such as:

• M ould closing (1st peak - interfaces change).
• End of filling and transition to packing phase (2nd peak).
• Packing phase (coefficient rises to 1).
• End of cooling part detachment from wall (3rd peak).

The major changes in the reflected signals are due to the molecular changes that take place
early in the packing phase.

3.6.2.5

Reflection coefficient

All the energy generated by the transducer is sent in a form of sound pressure through the
media. This will be either transmitted or reflected at different mould interfaces. Figure 3.30
schematic illustrates these interfaces.
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Figure 3.30: Transmitted and Reflected Signals at the Interfaces

In the first analysis of the experimental results, it was seen that during the injection process,
the amplitude of the sound waves changed continuously. Initially when air was in the cavity
the transmitted signal is reflected back to the transducer. This can be m athematically verified
by the reflection and transmission coefficients. In this case the waves are normally incident to
the boundary, the reflection (R) and transmission (D) coefficients are a function of the acoustic
impedance of the material Z, at the two faces [49].

R =

=

Ainc.

2--------- D = Amns_ = 2 x

z2+z,

A inc.

Zl

= \ - R

(3 .3 4 )

Z ,+ Z 2

• So at the aluminium - air interface the coefficients will be:

R = -9 9 .9 9 % , D = 0.01%

(3.35)

The transmitted signal is obviously insignificant, 0.01% and virtually the entire signal, 99.99%
is reflected.

• In the filling phase as the cavity volume is progressively increased the interface changes
to aluminium - melt polym er interface. The coefficients at the new interface will be:

r

= -7 8 .8 4 % , D = 21.16%

(3.36)

The transmitted signal now is about 21% while the rest 79% is still reflected back to the
medium.
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• As the longitudinal wave travels through the melt polymer, it will reach the aluminium
interface at the cavity wall. Consequently at the melt polym er - aluminium interface the
coefficients will be:

r

= 78.84%, D = 178.84%

(3.37)

In this case +78.84% o f the wave is reflected while a 178.84 % is transmitted. The (+ve) sign
indicates that both waves (incident and reflected) are in phase. Because the sound pressure
exceeds the 100% (sound pressure), it does not mean that the energy law is not valid. In this
case the intensity of the transmitted wave is much smaller in Aluminium than in Polypropylene
in spite of the higher sound pressure, where:

Pine T Prefl = Ptrans Or 1 -\- R = D

(3.38)

Usually a phase reversal described by a (-ve) value of R occurs in the situation of reflection on
the sonically softer medium (Al/PP interface, as described in equation 3.34).

3.6.2.6

F u rth e r Analysis of U ltraso u n d D ata

In the analysis of the experimental ultrasound data it is very difficult to identify the interfaces
(Al/M elt PP, Al/Solid PP, Solid PP/M elt PP, M elt PP/ Solid PP, Solid PP/ Al) that form during
the solidification of the part. For this reason the nature of the reflection and transmission co
efficient can be approximated using the average ultrasonic speed. The transmission coefficient
incorporates the signal that passes through the mould interfaces. The reflection coefficient in
corporates the reflected signal from the 2nd cavity wall. This means that the signal has to travel
through the polym er and back to be received by the transmitter-receiver.
Al / P P

Ultrasonic

P P/ Al
Ultrasonic

Transmitter Receiver

I00‘

Receiver

l-l
21%I-l
17% l-l

Aluminium Mould

Cavity Thickness

Aluminium Mould

Figure 3.31: Amplification and Attenuation of Waves at the Mould Interfaces
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Figure 3.31 schematically illustrates the signals, and their attenuation-amplification (of sound
pressure) at the interfaces when the part is solid (Cav = 2366m /s). Based on the average (ex
perimental) ultrasonic speed through the polypropylene the nature of the reflection and trans
mission coefficient can be plotted as in Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.32: Theoretical Transmission and Reflection Coefficient % Vs Average Wave Speed

Both coefficients increase almost linearly with time during the solidification of the part. These
results have a good correlation with the amplification o f the (real time) transmitted and reflected
signals.

3.6.2.7

Analysis of Sound P ressu re A ttenuation

During the solidification of the part, the amplitude of the signal (sound pressure o f the plane
wave) decreases as a result of attenuation, following an exponential form of:

p

= Poe( 3.39)

The attenuation (a) over a distance (d), o f the ultrasonic wave in the solid and liquid media
is the energy loss expressed in nepers (Np), ad = I n ^ N p or ad = 20l o g ^ d B where 1N p =
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8.686dB. To estimate the attenuation coefficient, the amplitude of two successive (transmitted)
signals must be compared. For example if in the second signal the energy being lost is less,
this verifies that the polym er has changed state (solidified more) providing a better transmission
media. Two sets have been used (17/iS - 1.12/js and 11/us - 12A5]us) and the results are compared
in Figure 3.33. The second transmitted signal (at \ljus) is delayed due to a set of multiple
reflections at the mould interfaces (more attenuated).
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Figure 3.33: Experimental Attenuation Coefficient of Transmitted Signals

Both attenuation coefficients follow the same trend during the injection cycle. Initially the
attenuation is high (4 .18dB & 2.68dB at 7.74s) but decreases rapidly as the cavity pressure
increases (at 230 bar). This is because the coupling at the cavity wall is improved. Afterwards
as the part solidifies and the melt temperature drops, both slopes decrease almost linearly (from
14s up to 19s), and remain roughly constant from 19s up to 25s. The constant region could
correspond to the crystallisation of the polymer. However to verify this hypothesis, temperature
readings from the surface of the cavity would be required. As the cavity pressure changes slope
again at 31s (verifying that the part shrinks) the attenuation coefficient increases again (3.63dB
& 2.19dB) as the coupling between the mould wall and the part becomes weaker. Immediately
after it reduces again indicating that the largest section o f the part is solid. The rms (root
mean square) attenuation in the second set (17jus — 12.45/j s ) was estim ated to be 1.36d B while
with the rms attenuation of the first set ( 1 7 ^ —7 .7 2 ^ ) was 2.68dB. The reduction in the
attenuation coefficient is an additional indication that the part solidifies and less wave energy
is lost as most of the transmitted signal propagates through the cavity with a minimum amount
been reflected.
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3.6.2.8

Predictive Analysis of the Extent of Solidification

To estim ate the extent o f the solidification o f the part the average ultrasound speed was used.
B ased on the cavity thickness (4mm) the time required for the sound to propagate through the
polym er can be theoretically calculated.

dc

(3.40)

c——

tcav

0.004

dc
tcav = —

=

c

2366

,
=

1 -6 9

\1S

The variation o f the wave speed during the injection cycle will be:

tvar

—

tmax

tmin

^

(3.41)

tvar — 7.83 —5.92 = 1.91fis
The tim e taken to propagate through the alum inium sections (assum ed constant) will be:

ta]
tai

—

t,nin

t cav

<=>■

(3.42)

= 5 . 9 2 - 1.69 = 4.23jus

Hence the tim e required for the wave speed to propagate through the solidifying part will vary
from , 3.6 jjs to 1.69 f js . Based on the tim e variation, the average wave speed can be estim ated
as follows:

Cnv —

The average wave speed during the injection cycle is shown in Figure 3.34:
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(3.43)

Variation of Longitudinal W ave Speed and Reflection Coefficient during Injection M oulding of PP
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Figure 3.34: Variation of Longitudinal Wave Speed during Injection M oulding of PP

The average wave speed through the mould cavity varies from 111 lm /s up to 2367m/s during
the process. It is assumed that the first value (111 lm /s) represents the wave speed through the
molten Polypropylene. A sudden variation in the wave speed occurs at the beginning of the
injection indicating that part of the melt polym er solidifies rapidly near the wall surface when
it comes in contact with the cold wall. During the packing phase the wave speed increases
linearly while around 31s the slope changes and the wave speed increased more rapidly (indi
cating a better transmission through the polymer). This change in the slope, can be explained
by observing the attenuation of the transmitted signal in Figure 3.33 which peaks at 31s while
it reduces again.
M oreover the extent of solidification can be defined by the average wave speed through the
thickness of the cavity:

2/?
TOFcav = —

(3.44)

c av

The cavity model incorporates a solid layer close to the wall and a liquid layer up to the centre.
Figure 3.35 schematic illustrates the cavity model.
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Figure 3.35: Cavity Model for the Determination of Extent of Solidification

Analysing the left hand side of equation 3.44 reveals that the TO Fcav is equal to the wave
propagation through the two solid and liquid layers.

^

= 2 x £i + 2

Cav

Cs

Ci

b< V -

(3.45)

(s)Based on equation 3.45 the extent o f solidification of a half part is plotted in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.36: Extent o f Solidification of the Polymer during the Injection Cycle
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By observation of the solidification rate it is evident that the polymer layers which are close
to the cavity walls, solidify very quickly during the filling phase. Nearly 50% of the part (at
the m easurement area where the transducers are) has solidified by the end of the filling phase.
Thereafter the extent of solidification trend follows a ’linear’ relationship as the cavity pressure
decreases until the end of the cooling phase.

3.6.2.9

C o m parison of the two M ethods for M o n ito r Solidification

The ultrasound and thermocouple methods used to monitor the in-mould parameters and track
the phase changes were both very reliable. In Figure 3.37 the extent o f solidification (PP at
200°C mould at 50°C) is estim ated using a) the average ultrasound speed, b) thermal changes
that predict the heat being transferred to the mould.
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Figure 3.37: Thermocouple and Ultrasound Sensing o f the Extent of Solidification of the Part

The solidification results of the two predictions show a small disparity due to the position of
the sensors (Figure 3.24) in each method. The thermocouples were placed near the gate at the
injection point while the ultrasound sensors were in the other side. Consequently the part side,
which is near the hot gate, takes longer to cool compared with the other side, which has no
thermal influence. However the trends are broadly similar.
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3.7

Concluding Remarks

This chapter com m ences with the evaluation of the processing param eters and their effect in the
quality o f the produced parts. Two different m aterials are used, sem icrystalline polypropylene
and am orphous polycarbonate. Settings such as injection screw velocity, dosage size and pack
ing pressure were altered in num erous m ouldings o f a square product, to investigate changes
is surface appearance, w eight and dim ensional accuracy of the parts. M isadjustm ents o f these
param eters resulted in short shots, flash and surface defects in the parts. Both injection rate
and hydraulic packing pressure influenced the cavity pressure profile, cooling rate o f the part
and cycle time. Proper adjustm ent o f these two param eters is critical to m aintain the overall
hydraulic pressure drop low (low pow er consum ption), while still m aintaining the m oulding
process, e.g. not allowing prem ature solidification.

A new m ould with em bedded transducers was designed and m anufactured in order to m onitor
tem perature and pressure variations in the cavity during the injection cycle. Insulation be
tween the m ould and the m achine platens was used to to m inim ise the heat loss and m aintain
the m ould tem perature nom inally constant during the cycle. In prelim inary tests the flow be
havior of the m elt polym er was investigated by changing the gate position in the cavity. It was
observed that flow is initially radial until the m elt polym er reaches the cavity walls. Thereafter
a flow-front contour is developed that progressively moves towards the two ends o f the flow
path. The gate position should be placed thoughtfully in a m ould in order to enhance flow
orientation and avoid the form ation o f secondary flows that results in surface defects (weld
lines).

Next the polym er molten behaviour during the injection cycle was evaluated based on real
tim e ultrasound and tem perature data. U ltrasound m easurem ent w ere used to identify phase
changes (Figure 3.29), determ ine the extent o f solidification o f the part as well as the product
thickness before ejection. These data can be m onitored from cycle to cycle with a statistical
process control analysis to identify variations in the production. Selection o f these data could
provide a valuable feedback to the process controller to take corrective actions when necessary.
For exam ple if a delay occurs in the switching from filling to packing phase, the controller can
reduce the cooling tim e o f the part (for this delay period) to m aintain the production rate con
stant. These particular batches which were m oulded with process variations could be exam ined
thoroughly after ejection to m inim ise the reject rate. On the other hand, the use o f therm ocou
ples proved to be an econom ic and reliable m ethod, w hich provides sufficient inform ation for
determ ining the extent o f solidification o f the produced part in real-tim e (Figure 3.23).

However, the existing controls o f the m achine did not allow selecting a desired profile for
the injection velocity, which rem ained constant throughout the filling process. In addition,
the injection pressure could only be preset at the beginning o f the cycle, thus preventing any
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further m anipulation o f the cavity pressure. This control lim itation urges the need for a m od
ification in the hydraulics of the m oulding m achine that will enable control o f som e process
param eters during injection. As a result o f these considerations the hydraulic circuit o f the
injection-m oulding m achine was modified. The details o f these m odifications will be presented
in C hapter 5.

In order to better interpret the experim ental findings it is necessary to undertake a m ore detailed
review o f the polym er structure and behaviour under changing injection m oulding conditions.
Therefore the following chapter gives a m ore theoretical insight into the behaviour o f the melt
polym er during the process.
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Chapter 4

Effects of Process Parameters on
Rheology and Part Quality

4.1

Introduction

Now adays the surface appearance o f injection m oulded parts has becom e a standard quality
criterion o f great im portance. Plastics are increasingly used in both the aerospace and auto
m otive industries to increase productivity, m inim ise costs and weights while at the sam e tim e
im prove aesthetics. Plastics are often used in the interior o f passenger cabins or as external
com ponents. Year by year m arket com petition is raising the standards and surface defects that
used to be acceptable no longer m eet the quality control requirem ents. Therefore it is o f prime
im portance to understand the m oulding process and identify the param eters that can optim ise
the cycle and enhance part quality. Especially in cases with m aterials sensitive to degrade, tight
m oulding conditions (tem perature, injection rate) should be kept otherw ise variations in their
m echanical, therm al and physical properties (sink m arks, w eld lines and warpage, etc.) will
occur.

This chapter describes the m elt polym er behaviour during the crystallization and solidification
phase o f the injection m oulding cycle. The need for a thorough literature review was im por
tant, for a better understanding of the experim ental results (m onitored during the cycle) and a
further insight in m ethods influencing the m olecular structure o f polym ers. Process param e
ters (such as flow and pressure) that affect the m olecular orientation and degree o f crystallinity
o f sem i-crystalline polym ers (polypropylene) w ere studied, as presented in section 4.3. Fibre
reinforced m aterials where orientation of fibres has a m ore dom inant effect than the m olecu
lar orientation where not investigated due to tim e constraints. N ext various parts defects were
studied and factors that can cause part failure in service-life were reviewed in section 4.4. A
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sound understanding and knowledge o f process param eters that should be carefully controlled
during injection, was gained, in order to enhance product quality and m echanical properties.
It is believed that theoretical m odels to predict the solidification tim e of the products are of
less value, if ways to control crystallization and orientation o f m olecules are overlooked. To
m anipulate polym er rheology further, m elt vibration m ethod was investigated in section 4.5, as
it is reported in [78, 79, 50, 27] to enhance the properties o f the final products.

4 .2

4.2.1

S t r u c tu r e o f P o ly m e r s

Polym erization o f M olecules

A t the m olecular level, polym ers consist o f long repeating m olecular units which are cou
pled together to constitute chains. These polym er chains are free to rotate and orient them 
selves about the carbon atom s to intertw ine with other m olecular chains. These chains are
held together by strong ionic or covalent bonds. W hen m olecules polym erize, they usually
form straight lines o f carbon linkages. These linkages can be prim ary carbon-carbon (C-C
bonds) linkages and secondary cohesive attractive energies known as the Van der Waals fo rces
[27]. However these chains during polym erisation processing often form nonlinear or branched
structures. In these cases carbon atoms branch out to form new polym eric chains[27]. D epend
ing on the oriented structure, the material is very strong in the direction o f flow and w eak in
the along flow direction [27]. This is attributed to the stronger links between the m olecular
chains by the prim ary C-C bonds when com pared with the Van der Waals bonds as m entioned
previously.

4.2.1.1

Degree of branching

The degree o f branching varies depended on the m anufacturing process. H igher branching
(low density m aterial) is usually achieved when the polym er is processed under high pressure.
On the other hand polym ers processed under low pressure are m ore linearly oriented and have
a low branching (high density m aterial) [27].

4.2.1.2

Elongation effects

Polym ers ability to elongate is also related to its m olecular structure. For instance, lower
density polym ers with many branches will exhibit under a load (parallel to the direction o f the
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polym er chains) a smaller percentage of elongation com pared high density polymers. This is
due to the properties of the molecular branches that resist sliding of one chain over another,
thus prohibiting material strain effects [27]. On the other hand high-density polymers that have
a linear oriented structure, will oppose a small resistance under (axial) loads. This is attributed
to the unrestricted relative sliding (of one chain over another) resulting in higher elongation
effects [27].

4.2.1.3 Material tensile strength

The structure of high density polymers is such that a greater intermolecular force of attrac
tion is exerted between the chains when compared with low density polymers that have many
branches. The higher the intermolecular force is, the higher the tensile strength of the polymer
will be. On the same basis, low-density polym er that exhibit high-branching have a low tensile
strength [27].

4 .2 .2

M o le c u la r S tr u c t u r e o f P o ly p r o p y le n e

Two types of polymers were investigated in this thesis. Amorphous polycarbonate and semi
crystalline polypropylene. In amorphous polymers the chains order is not well defined neither
in the melt nor the solid state. In contrast semi-crystalline have a well defined crystal structure
form. For the case of polypropylene upon polymerisation, the C / / 3 groups can be incorporated
in the macromolecule in spatially different ways. The final molecular structure of the resulting
products alters the properties of the parts that can be classified as follows [50]: isotactic, syndiotactic and atactic. In the isotactic arrangement the C / / 3 groups are positioned on the same
side of the carbon chain. In Figure 4.1 the isostatic chain o f isotactic polypropylene (PP) is
shown.

Figure 4.1: Isotactic Polypropylene, from [80]

In syndiotactic, the C / / 3 groups are oriented alternately on each side of the polym er chain
while in atactic, the C / / 3 groups are distributed randomly at either side of the polym er chain.
The chains have the tendency to crystallize efficiently in isotactic regions (in spherulite forms)

w here m olecules pack them selves very closely or stay am orphous in atactic regions [80]. On
the other hand syndiotactic may crystallize under specific processing conditions and atactic can
not crystallize at all (stay am orphous). A lthough the m olecular orientation of the polym ers is
m ainly random , it can be greatly influenced by flow gradients (shearing).

4.2.3

M olecular O rientation

The orientation during the m oulding process is very im portant since it determ ines the alignm ent
of the m olecules with respect to the m elt flow direction. High flow rates provide parts with a
highly oriented structure in contrast with elevated m elt tem peratures that increase the m olecu
lar relaxation (this reduces the m olecular orientation). The orientation is m easured across the
thickness o f the m oulded parts, where usually two m axim a near the external surfaces and a
m inim um at the core are found [81]. The orientation o f layers form ed during injection m ould
ing can be categorised into two forms [82]:

• orientation with com plete random chain
• orientation with stretched (oriented) chain

There are no interm ediate stages and the transition from one state to the other is rapid. As the
elongation rate increases the chain conform ation starts to change until the critical elongation
rate is reached where the chain will switch to a fully stretched stage o f the conform ation. This
critical elongation rate m ust be m aintained for a certain period to allow the deform ation to take
place [50].

M anipulating the orientation can to a great extent determ ine the final properties of the m oulded
part. W hen the material is in the m elt state, any applied force (parallel to flow) will start
stretching the m olecules and align them in the direction o f flow (confined by the boundaries).
M oreover during the injection m oulding process the m elt m aterial is subjected to high flows and
pressures, where shear stresses force the entangled m olecular chains to untangle (up to a certain
degree depending on the flow-pressure profile) and becom e m ore oriented [27]. D uring the
filling phase both shear and extensional stresses are present where their variation and intensity
determ ines the degree o f orientation. The m elt is forced to enter the cavity through a small
gate where shear-heating takes place and turbulent flow random izes the first m olecular layer
upon contact w ith the cold m ould wall. D ue to high tem perature difference the m olecules
freeze rapidly without having tim e to orient them selves and the first ’skin layer’ is formed.
The higher the m ould tem perature the thinner the skin will be. N ext the adjacent layer is
formed upon contact with the skin layer w here the m olecules are stretched (with high shear
stresses taking place) in the direction o f flow giving a highly oriented layer. This phenom enon
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is attributed to the poor thermal conductivity of the polymers [83]. As the process continues,
the subsequent layers are formed towards the core o f the part and as the melt flow is less and
less sheared, the layers become less oriented. At the core of the part the molecules chains
are insulated from the above layers and have the ability to relax and become randomised [27].
Therefore variation in the structure and crystallinity occurs through the section thickness. A
cross section of an injection moulded part in Figure 4.2 shows these distinct areas.

Figure 4.2: Cross section of injection moulded product, from [84]

4.2.4

Effect of Injection Speed & Mould Temperature on M orphology Distribu
tion

Processing conditions during injection moulding have a decisive impact on the crystallinity
and morphology distribution in semi-crystalline polym er layers. The effect of the injection
speed and mould temperature influences the morphology o f the layers and their orientation
along the thickness and along the flow direction. In a recent experimental investigation by
[85] the morphology of the layers was analysed by the use of Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). It was reported that in the along the thickness
direction of a semi-crystalline moulded polym er three distinct regions were identified (skincore morphology):

• A thin oriented skin layer ( « 10jjm)
• A highly oriented non-spherulitic zone (darker region often m entioned as the shear layer)
• A spherulitic core with no preferred orientation

The author in the analysis of the micro-graphs denoted the thickness o f the oriented region
(skin layer & shear zone) as 5 as seen in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: M icro-graphs in Optical Polarised Light, from [85]

In the experim ent with slow injection speed (5cm 3 /s , 3 0 °C)

8

was found to have the largest

thickness, com pared to the standard speed (15cm3/s , 30°C ). In the case where the mould
temperature was increased (l5 cm 3 /s , 7 0 °C)

8

decreased. Both the SEM and AFM methods

were in agreem ent with optical m icroscopy [85]. For the morphology orientation along flow
direction it was reported that the flow thickness plane were investigated by [85] using optical
microscopy. It was observed that the thickness of the shear layer increases when moving further
from the gate (along the flow direction) reaching a m aximum value at an interm ediate section
and decreasing again towards the end of the cavity [85]. Again at low injection speed there was
a high molecular deform ation with a developed highly oriented crystallite micro-structure on a
thicker layer. On the other hand low injection speed can have disadvantages such as: premature
solidification of the flow front prior to end o f the packing phase and formation of secondary
flows that result in surface defects.

4 .3

C r y s ta llin ity o f P o ly m e r s

Crystallinity is the ability of molecules to assemble into highly ordered structure which confer
properties such as therm o-mechanical resistance, chemical resistance, as well as strength and
toughness. If a crystalline polym er does not crystallize to the degree required, failure may
occur. Processing conditions have to allow time for the crystallization to progress adequately.
A nucleating agent may be needed to accelerate the rate o f crystallization. If a pigm ent unin
tentionally acts as a nucleating agent, a high degree o f undesired crystallinity may result and
cause failure [8 6 , 87].
In semicrystalline polymers the overall morphology is dictated in a large extent by the number,
size, type and distribution of the crystallites been formed during the cooling phase [79]. The
crystallinity is enhanced by prolonged packing while the higher the degree of crystallinity is
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it increases the relaxation m odulus and size of spherulites while it decreases im pact strength
and creep com pliance above Tg. During cooling the crystallinity designates a sharp transition
in the viscosity that occurs w hen crystallinity reaches a critical value.

4.3.1

D egree o f Crystallinity

The degree o f crystallinity determ ines the m echanical behaviour and fracture toughness o f a
polym er due to the crystallites acting as points o f reinforcem ent and constraining the am or
phous regions dom ains betw een crystallites [88]. In the case o f PP which is a sem icrystalline
polym er a mix o f crystalline and am orphous area forms. High crystallinity is associated with
high rigidity, high strength properties, high tem perature and chem ical resistance. In addition,
the properties are influenced by the size o f the spherulites, which is affected by the nucleation
and the cooling rate, and by the m olecular weight. High m olecular w eight products are flexible
and tough. On the other hand low m olecular w eight products are hard, stiff and brittle [80].
The transparency o f the PP will be dependent on the spherulites size. Spherulites o f a size
sm aller than the wavelength of light do not absorb the light, w hich improves transparency [80].

In sem i-crystalline polym ers where both am orphous and crystalline regions are form ed the
degree of crystallinity determ ines the specific volume. The structure is influenced by the pres
sure, therm al history, orientation of the polym er chains (their order depends on shear rate) and
cooling rate [50]. Norm ally crystallization takes place during the cooling phase and can be en
hanced by accurate control o f the processing param eters. The m ost im portant are the cooling
rate, strain rate in shear or elongation flow and pressure [89]. In the case o f isostatic polypropy
lene (iPP) that requires a low cooling rate, crystallization can be initiated at low tem perature.
Rapid crystallization occurs at 125°C (where high crystallinity products can be obtained) in
contrast with 150°C where crystallization m ight take up to 24 hours. This is one o f the m ajor
reasons why iPP is extensively used in the industry [90].

4.3.2

Polym er Crystallization

There are two stages in polym er crystallization: nucleation and growth. Classical nucleation
theory [91] describes that at any m elt tem perature during the process either in a stable (T > Tm)
or m etastable (T < Tm) state, therm al variations w ithin the m elt can create zones (nuclei) from
which crystals can form.

Nucleation can be hom ogeneous (isotropic crystals fo rm ) and heterogeneous (anisotropic crys
tals form) [89]. Usually nucleation is heterogeneous where nuclei appear spontaneously due
to the therm al variations in the liquid state. The am ount o f nuclei form ed and the way they
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are scattered during solidification affect the orientation and properties of the m aterials. Two
critical tem perature regions during crystallization are the glass transition tem perature, Tg and
the crystalline m elting point, Tm. Below the Tg there is alm ost no m olecular m otion and the
polym er has properties associated with organic glasses as well as hardness and stiffness. At Tm
the crystals m elt where a crystalline polym er resem bles an am orphous polym er while above
Tm no crystallization takes place. The m axim um rate o f crystallization occurs at a tem perature
o f \ (Tm + Tg). Therefore the longer tim e the polym er stays betw een the Tm - Tg region the
higher the degree o f crystallization. For polypropylene and polycarbonate the crystallization
param eters Tm and Tg are sum m arised in Table 4.1.
Crystallization Param eters

Tg (°C)

Tm (°C)

U T m + Tg)

Polypropylene, PP
Polycarbonate, PC

5
148

150
250

77.5
199

Table 4.1: Glass Transition Tem perature and C rystalline M elting Point o f PP and PC, from
[92]

The com m ercial iPP polym er exhibits heterogeneous nucleation and is adequate described by a
nucleation density which is tem perature related. W hen the crystallization tem perature drops or
the cooling rate rises the nucleation density increases as well resulting in small size spherulites
[85]. As the crystallinity reaches a critical value there is a sudden change in the viscosity. The
high cooling rates at the skin layer do not have a quenching effect on the final part structure
and m ost o f the crystallization takes place during cooling or later on at m ould tem perature.

For the above reasons a good understanding o f nucleation and growth in polym er processing
is necessary in order to interpret accurately the relation between structure and properties. For
example, if the num ber o f form ed nuclei is sm all the crystallite size increases considerably
resulting usually in a brittle material. W ith reduced nucleation glass and am orphous regions
are formed.

In the classical injection m oulding process w here a linear filling and packing profile is fol
lowed, the skin layer and subsequent layers close to the surface are highly oriented with a
shish-kebab structure while at the centre a spherulitical structure is present due to the absence
o f shear [93].

4.3.2.1

Spherulites

Spherulites are form ed when no strain is present. N orm ally the largest spherulites are found
at the core (slow nucleation) o f the part while they decrease in size as approaching the surface
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(fast nucleation). This is attributed to the fact that spherulites near the skin layer have less tim e
to grow due to the high cooling rates in the proxim ity o f the m ould wall [85]. As a result,
the nucleation density increases considerably and the final spherulites stay small because o f
im pingem ent. A t that m om ent the crystal growth rate stops and secondary crystallization can
follow. However large spherulites would grow near the skin layer if solidification occurs at high
m ould tem perature [94]. A t the region near the gate (where the m elt tem perature is higher),
cooling takes place at a slower rate and spherulites have extra tim e to grow with low nucleation
density before im pingem ent occurs [85].

4.3.2.2

Shish-Kebab

A Shish-Kebab structure is form ed under the presence o f strain. In flow-induced crystallization
the shear rate is the main influencing param eter. W hile the shearing takes place, thread-like
nuclei (shish) are formed on which lam ellae grows m ostly in perpendicular direction (kebabs).
A part from the shish-kebab structure at the surface and a spherulitical at the center, a fine
grained layer forms as an interm ediate boundary [50]. M ost likely this layer is com posed o f a
thread-like structures perpendicular to the direction of flow.

4.3.2.3

Ways to Induce Nucleation

There are different ways to induce nucleation such as: flow, strain cooling and nucleation
agents. The first developed nuclei form the basis for the crystallization process. The m elt flow
advances the crystallization which allows additional nucleation resulting in reduced spherulite
size. High m ould tem perature favours large spherulites to form due to the extended relaxation
o f the molecules. The crystallization o f the polym er during the process is affected by the
therm o-m echanical history that the m elt exhibits. The strain that the polym er liquid is subjected
to accounts for the num ber and type o f nuclei form ed as well as for the final crystalline structure
[93]. It has been suggested by [95], that in the event that the am ount o f strain during oscillating
flow is equal (backward « forward flow) then the num ber o f nuclei could vary or m inim ise to
zero.

A nucleation agent is a low m olecular w eight com pound w hich is introduced into sem i-crystalline
polym ers where acts as nucleating sites (substrate) for plastics m olecules. This is the case
o f heterogeneous nucleation m entioned earlier w here instantaneous growth o f many crystal
lites takes place, increasing the crystallinity, m odulus and tensile strength. The instantaneous
growth of these crystallites contributes to the form ation o f m any sm aller size spherulites en
hancing transparency, elongation and crystallization time.
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4.3.3

Flow-induced Crystallization

The effect of flow-induced crystallization was first studied experim entally in the 1970s. It was
found that a critical strain rate is necessary in order to initiate crystallization. D uring stretching,
the distance between the cross-links is increased while the entropy o f the polym er chain is
reduced between the cross-links [89]. The m aterial properties are effected as highly oriented
structures are formed. Flow -induced crystallization can alter the final crystalline structure and
m echanical properties o f the sem i-crystalline polym ers w ithin certain limits.

4.3.3.1

Effect of Cooling Rate & Pressure on Crystallization (no flow)

Effects o f the cooling rate and pressure on iPP were investigated recently by [96] w ith the use
o f a custom -designed d ilato m eter. The cooling rates where varied from 0.1° j to 35° j and the
pressure varied from 20M Pa to 60MPa. Both the cooling rate and pressure were found to have
a distinct effect on the crystallization tem perature, Tm, and final specific volum e (after cooling)
o f the melt.

Higher cooling rates shift Tm to lower tem peratures and increases the specific volume. The
transition due to crystallization is m ore gradual and w idespread. Conversely high pressures
shift Tm to higher tem peratures and also increase the final specific volume after the pressure is
released. In this study good hom ogeneity o f sam ples was found up to cooling rates o f 32.4° y
and at pressure of 4 0 MPa [96].

4.3.3.2

Effect of Shear Rate on Crystallization

Further experim ental findings o f [96] have shown that the shear flow influences the crystal
lization kinetics. It was observed that a high shear rate applied to the under-cooled m elt con
siderably reduced the transition to the sem i-crystalline state. Consequently the crystallization
occurred faster.

4.3.3.3

Effect of Pressure during Flow

In the sam e experim ental research [96] the effect o f pressure on crystallization was considered
under flow conditions. A set o f different pressure levels were applied, 20M Pa, 40M Pa and
60M Pa. A fixed shear rate was applied to the under-cooled m elt that was kept constant for
all the tests. The crystallization tem perature Tc m arking the transition in specific volum e was
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elevated at higher tem peratures (in all cases, with a m axim um at 60MPa). It was noted that the
effect o f pressure on flow increases the transition rate w ith respect to quiescent conditions by
a factor o f 1.4, 4.6 and 6 for the pressure levels of 20M Pa, 40M Pa and 60M Pa, respectively.
The effect o f pressure on the specific volume o f the solid state was insignificant which clearly
shows that the degree o f crystallinity is not affected (noticeably) [96].

4.4

Part Defects & Part Failure in Service Life

Quite often problem s occur when producing parts o f a desired quality where surface defects
and geom etry problem s appear. The com plex relationship betw een processing and in-m ould
param eters, m akes it hard to detect the source of the problem and rem edy it. Only m odem con
trol m ethods m onitoring the m elt polym er behaviour such as in-cavity pressure transducers,
therm ocouples, ultrasonic transducers and optical sensors can help to identify in-m ould pa
ram eter changes that could initiate defects. Part defects can be classified in several categories
such as:

• Surface defects (flow lines, jetting, poor gloss, surface ripples, gate blush-spay, etc.)
• Burning and C ontam ination problem s (burn m arks, degradation o f melt, etc.)
• Physical problem s (flash and short shots, sink m arks, vacuum voids, etc.)
• Geom etry problem s (warpage, bowing, etc.)
• Structural defects (cracking, brittleness, etc.)

A review o f the part defects and their relation to the process param eters is given in the following
section.

4.4.1

Surface Defects

Various surface appearance problem s o f the parts can be attributed to high m elt tem peratures,
shear heating o f the m elt and surface roughness o f the m ould. A good understanding o f these
factors is vital in order to adjust the processing conditions accordingly for each m oulding case.

Surface irregularities occasionally appear in polym er blends with an elastom eric phase (ABS
blends). In these cases the processing tem perature can greatly affect the surface m orphology
o f the parts up to a depth of 0.1mm. High m elt tem peratures form (stretches) the elastom eric
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particles in ellipsoidal shape while low m elt tem peratures tend to deform the particles to result
is a streaky m orphology [97].

High injection rate (shear rate) can cause bum marks and cracks on the part surface while high
shear stress particularly at the gates can increase the m elt tem perature and cause delam ination
[22]. As the burned m aterial reaches the flow-front it can settle on the wall surface. It appears
as burn m arks and flo w lines [20].

Jetting is another surface defect. It can be related to the injection rate as well as the viscosity
o f the material. To control the m elt inertia and avoid jetting, the filling rate m ust be reduced as
the polym er approaches the gate. The processing tem perature is also im portant as low or high
tem perature increases or reduces the viscosity respectively [20].

The frozen skin thickness near the m ould wall cavity is another param eter that effects to the
form ation o f sink marks. Low er injection rate or lower m ould tem perature cause the m elt near
the wall to solidify faster (thick skin layer), reducing the m olten core thickness (with spherulitic
structure). This does not allow for an optim um packing to take place and sink m arks form at
the surface o f the parts.

Flow M arks & D ull Surface can occur in parts m oulded with polyethylenes. It was reported by
[97] a case where the cavity used had one textured side with m achined dots and lines, while the
other side was polished. In the textured side a dull surface was form ed near the gate while along
the flow length, flow marks appeared with eventually no defects at the end o f the part. Further
investigation led to conclusions that the dull surfaces o f the polym er were severely stretched
and deform ed parallel to the direction o f flow. Less defects were found in the polished side as
well as in parts m oulded with low viscosity polyethylenes.

Som e other surface defects are characterised by shiny and dull bands. These could be attributed
to a flow instability that occurs near the free surface of the m ould during the filling phase. These
defects are usually perpendicular to the direction o f flow and alternating on the upper and lower
surfaces o f the part. Often these are referred to as flo w m arks, or ice lines in polym ers such as
PP, PC and ABS. It has been proved in sim ulation by [98] that fountain flow front is subjected
to viscoelastic instability (of an elastic nature) as seen in Figure 4.4. This instability can be
delayed by increasing the degree o f strain hardening o f the specific fluid.
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Figure 4.4: Polym er Flow Instability, from [98]

An example of flow instability applies for the case of polycarbonate where an injection speed
higher than the recommended causes the shear and elongation stresses to reach excessive limits
at the flow front and generate a failure in the superficial layer (layers of the substrate) of the
polym er [97]. As a result defects start to form after the failure of the flow front envelope. Above
the critical shear stress wall slip starts to occur on one side of the mould and the flow becomes
unsteady with stick/slip flow introducing a vibration of the advancing flow front between the
two walls of the cavity [97]. Alternatively low injection rates can cause premature solidification
and formation of solid obstacles to the flow front. These can cause micro flow marks and defects
at the part surface.
Grooved Surface Defects have been reported by [97] in parts moulded at low injection rates
and/or low melt temperature. These defect were synchronous on both sides of the part. How
ever the surface roughness was improved at higher filling rates.
From the results of the reported case studies, it is clear that increased mold temperature can
improve the surface appearance of the part as it reduces the shear stress at the wall and sec
ondary flows are decreased. In addition, possible defects that may form are allowed to relax
for longer period reducing the residual stresses (assume uniform cooling).

4.4.2

Residual Stresses

Residual stresses are mechanical stresses present in the moulded part even without any external
load. The level of these stresses is determined by the equilibrium positions of the atoms and the
distortion o f valence angles in the molecular chains as well as from changes in the distances
between segments in the molecules [81]. Two types of residual stresses are present in the injec
tion moulded parts: flow-induced and thermally-induced residual stresses. The flow-induced
residual stresses are a result of shear & normal stresses during the injection of the polym er (fill
- pack phase). Upon subsequent cooling some o f these stresses are frozen in the part layers
due to insufficient relaxation of the molecules. The thermally-induced residual stresses are
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form ed during the cooling phase due to asym m etric cooling in the thickness o f the part. The
layers closer to the surface and in direct contact with the m ould wall solidify rapidly and are
constrained from shrinkage. In addition, these layers restrain the subsequent layers towards
the centre o f the part from contracting, as solidification progresses. As a result the stresses are
com pressive near the surface layers and tensile at the core o f the part. A typical case o f residual
stresses form ed in an injection m oulded part is presented in Figure 4.5.

Part
Surface

Part
Surface
0 .5

1

1.5

Wall Thickness (mm)

Figure 4.5: Residual Stress D istribution in a Typical Injection M oulded Part

In the cases where the cooling of the part is asym m etric the residual stresses are non-sym m etric
as well and may force the part to alter its shape by warping.

In an experim ental study on residual stresses o f thin-w alled cavity it was reported by [99], that
variations in the m elt processing tem perature and packing pressure have a small effect on the
residual stresses. The packing pressure only influences residual stresses in the event that the
cavity pressure will drop to zero prior to the com plete glass transition. High m ould tem perature
has the m ost significant effect and increases the tensile stress in the surface (skin layers) as the
polym er is quenched at the mould tem perature during the filling phase. In the rest o f the part
there were no obvious changes apart from the core region which was thicker. This advances
stress relaxation and results in less residual stresses.

For the above reasons it is im portance to control efficiently the m ould tem perature and the
solidification process through Tg region, to allow the m aterial to recover back to its equilibrium
state w hen it is desirable (to have low residual stresses).
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4 .4 .3

P art S h r in k a g e

A major factor that affects the shrinkage of the part is the type of material used. In crystalline
polym er the phase transition in the crystalline regions of the material increases the shrinkage
considerably, in contrast with amorphous polymers where shrinkage is less than 1%. There
are two types of shrinkage; shrinkage related to pressure-tem perature changes (for amorphous
polymers) and crystallisation shrinkage (for crystalline polymers). Part shrinkage increases
with increasing crystallinity as more crystals are formed (chains pack more efficiently) with
volume changing. As mentioned in earlier sections (4.3.1) the specific volume of the polym er
affects the degree of shrinkage. In amorphous polymers in contrast with semicrystalline, it is
the pressure and temperature history that influences the specific volume rather than the degree
of crystallinity. Therefore shrinkage is a more dom inant factor in sem icrystalline polymers and
more attention is required. At higher crystallinity, shrinkage is higher and parts dimensions are
smaller. The com pressibility-tem perature effects on shrinkage vary from polym er to polym er
and a pvT diagram is necessary to identify volume changes during the injection cycle. The pvT
diagram for polypropylene is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Pressure - Volume - Temperature Diagram of Polypropylene, from [14]

During the injection moulding cycle the following transitions can be identified on the pvT
diagram (for isobaric cooling):

a.

Beginning of the filling phase, the cavity gets gradually filled.
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b. The cavity is 90% full, beginning o f transition from filling to packing phase. The cavity
pressure rises.
c. Beginning o f the packing phase. The cavity pressure has reached its m axim um level. The
m elt polym er is com pressed.

d. The holding pressure it m aintained constant for a sm all period o f time.
e. The m elt layers close to the cavity walls start to solidify and packing continues at the core
o f the part where the shearing reduces. The holding pressure pushes m ore polym er into
the cavity as the existing volume contracts. A n increase in the packing pressure at this
stage would increase the onset tem perature to crystallization as well.

f. The m elt tem perature drops below the crystalline m elting point. Crystals start to form while
the rate o f crystallization depends on the cooling rate. Additional polym er is still injected
as the core is packed further.
g. The cavity gate solidifies and no m ore m aterial is injected. The cavity volum e is constant.

h. The part continues to shrink and the cavity pressure drops further. Residual stresses start
to form depending on the cavity pressure history and cooling rate throughout the part.
There is a sharp decrease in the specific volum e which corresponds to a sharp increase
in the density o f the polymer.

i. The cavity pressure drops to atm ospheric level. The cooling phase continues,
j. The cooling continues at constant pressure.
k. M axim um rate of crystallization occurs at this tem perature. The therm al conductivity of
the polym er reaches its m axim um value at this stage due to the degree o f crystallization
[100]. The solidification continues.
1. End o f injection cycle, the part has solidified and is ejected from the m ould cavity. Part
w arpage m ay occur if high residual stresses have formed.
m . Part reaches room tem perature and crystallization has finished.

G enerally shrinkage is m ore pronounced in parallel to the flow direction com pared to that
at right angles. This is attributed to the orientation o f the m olecular chains which are initially
stretched and next relaxed during solidification. The im portance o f shrinkage could be seen in a
case reported by [86]. Polypropylene caps w here fracturing occurred when they were screwed
on a tube as the dim ensions were changed due to the pigm ent used to change the color. A
rapidly cooled sem icrystalline polym er in the m ould m ight have a reduced crystallinity and
continue to shrink long after it is rem oved from the mould. This illustrates the fact that a
failure in the part m ight occur long after it is delivered to the customer. Process param eters
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and m ould design issues can have a m ajor im pact in the final dim ensions o f the part. Some of
these are short-shots, flashing, gate size and final crystallinity o f the polymer. If the degree of
crystallinity and orientation o f the part are efficiently controlled shrinkage can be reduced to
elim inate warpage as well.

4.4.4

Short-Shot

The short-shot defect is a failure to fill the cavity, stem m ing either from inadequate am ount of
m elt m aterial prepared for the injection or from prem ature solidification o f the flow front. This
may occur at the gate or another flow channel where the cross section is critically sm all (due to
poor design). For this reason the cavity is not properly filled and packed. To avoid short-shots
the injection tim e should be increased up to the transition to the packing stage. If the short-shot
is attributed to prem ature solidification either the injection speed or/and the m elt tem perature
should be increased.

4.4.5

Flashing

Over-packing the m ould cavity can lead to elastic deform ation o f the cavity. There is a strong
link betw een the cavity pressure and the deflection o f the cavity. Experim ental results [23]
have shown that the m ould elastically deform ed in all tests where sufficient internal pressure
was present. In other words m ould elasticity boosts the packing efficiency as energy is stored
in the m ould (wall) deform ation and which is used subsequently to further pack the entrapped
polym er (after the gate is frozen). However when the viscosity of polym er is low, part o f the
m elt polym er may escape out o f the m ould during the deflection. In addition, over-packing
leads to residual pressure at the end o f the cycle. W hen the cavity opens, the part expands to
its final dim ensions which will be larger than that o f cavity (negative shrinkage).

4.4.6

Gate Related Defects

D epending on the design o f the gate and the injection rate, high shear rate through the gate
can be developed and dam ages the polym er m elt. This results in surface im perfection often
as a splay m ark near the gate (m olecular stripping or gate blush). Polym er m aterials that are
therm ally sensitive need m ore attention as they can easily therm ally degrade in this case. By
profiling the filling rate this can be avoided [20].

Large gates create less pressure drop during the packing phase and greatly extend the tim e o f
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the com pensating flow. This may result in flash either from low clam ping force or deflection of
the m ould. For as long the internal pressure is present, the m ould stays in the deflected shape
[23] while varying the process param eters can have a sm all effect. A t the end o f packing the
shrinkage (due to over-packing) is so small so that it only allows for partial relaxation o f the
deform ed m ould. This may result in a perm anently deform ed cavity or parts with high residual
stress and non-uniform thickness. There is an additional tim e lag added in the solidification
tim e o f the gate.

On the other hand, thin gates provide a uniform packing pressure profiling (gates will freeze
quicker and reduce the com pensating flow) which can lead to low stress and uniform shrinkage
parts [23]. H igher shrinkage will occur (because frozen skin is thinner with thin gates - molten
core is greater) allowing for com plete relaxation o f the m ould deform ation. Fill rate has a
stronger effect with small gates in the thickness o f the part. A higher filling rate results in
higher shrinkage with small gates. A t low fill rates the frozen skin is thicker and results in
heavier parts. This is m ainly because frozen skin has a higher density than the melt. With
viscous m aterials a direct sprue approach is preferable.

4.4.7

Warpage

O rientation o f the part is one o f the m ajor param eters that cause the part to shrink by different
percentage in the directions parallel and perpendicular direction to the flow direction. In the
case o f PP there is a high shrinkage parallel to the flow at low levels o f orientation because
the (shear) flow-induced crystallization is dom inant. If orientation is higher, the shrinkage is
higher perpendicular to the flow. W arpage usually appears due to variations in the shrinkage
(non-uniform ) throughout the part. In cases w here shrinkage is uniform , the only downside
effect will be sm aller dim ensions rather than warpage. The main effects o f shrinkage that
cause warpage can be categorised as follows [101]:

• orientation effects, due to the different shrinkage in parallel and perpendicular direction
o f flow (shrinkage within a region o f the m oulding)
• area shrinkage effects, which is the change in area that takes place due to parallel and
perpendicular shrinkage (shrinkage betw een different regions o f the m oulding)
• differential cooling effects, in cases where there is uneven cooling on opposing mould
faces. Once a flat part is removed from the cavity, cooling starts at a uniform tem perature
and the difference in contraction on each side o f the part creates a bending m om ent that
causes warping.
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However sometimes parts may not warp because of the stiffness of the polym er but high inter
nal stresses will be developed. This can occur from high packing pressure and low temperature
moulding. If the part stiffness is reduced throughout the service life it is likely that the part will
warp as the internal stresses are reduced. Two typical types of warpage are the dome & saddle
shape as seen in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Dome & Saddle type of Warpage, from [101]

This usually appears in disk-shape parts, centre gated, that have a complicated way in which
they shrink (more sensitive to shear stresses) compared with rectangular parts [102]. In the
dome (or bowl shape) warpage, the shrinkage is higher in the transverse flow direction and less
in the flow direction. This usually occurs with low shear stress conditions. In contrast with
the dome case, in saddle warpage the shrinkage is higher in the flow direction [102]. To test
products for warpage they can be submerged into boiling water for ten to fifteen minutes. If
the dimensions remain the same there is little chance that they will warp afterwards. If the
gate was located at the edge of the disk, the flow orientation would be com pletely different (a
stream flow develops round the part perimeter) and the part would develop a dome warpage.

4 .4 .8

P a r t F a ilu r e in S e rv ic e

4.4.8.1

Presence of Oxygen o r W ater

The presence of oxygen or water in very small concentrations during moulding can degrade
the mechanical properties o f polymers. For polycarbonate, water as low as 0.01% can cause
hydrolysis and lower the molecular weight of the polymer. For polypropylene, the presence
of oxygen in conditions of high tem perature and melt shear can degrade the polym er during
processing [86].
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4.4.8.2 Variation of Molecular Weight during Processing

M olecular weight is an im portant property o f polym ers o f a long chain nature. M echanical
properties o f polym ers such as strength, toughness and chem ical resistance depend on the chain
length and chain entanglem ent that take place during polym erization. The m olecular weight is
the product o f m onom er units in a chain and the m olecular w eight of each unit. It determ ines
the processability o f the polym er during the process. Small variations in the m olecular weight
can result in viscosity changes, affecting the flow orientation. In such conditions secondary
flows form which could lead to surface defects. As the m olecular w eight deteriorates, the
polym er m echanical properties start to degrade as well.

For failure to occur, a relatively high energy m ust be applied to the part to disrupt the entan
glem ent o f the m olecules. For this reason the so called equivalent perform ance o f short term
properties cannot be guaranteed to predict the long term behaviour. If the m aterial used is
known to degrade in processing, then a grade with a higher m olecular weight should be chosen
to ensure that m echanical properties o f the produced part will m eet the specification through
out its service life expectancy. Two reported cases by [87] are presented to illustrate how some
m aterials can degrade under non-optim ised processing conditions.

• PP case: polypropylene caps used in a packaging application were designed to be con
stantly under a flexural load. However a wrong design in the caps had the gate placed
at the top o f the cap where the in-service stresses were greatest. In addition, inadequate
antioxidant and the quantity o f regrind used were the dom inant factors of lowering the
m olecular weight below the acceptable limits. As a result fracture occurred w ith some
o f the cups due to the high flexural load and deform ation.

• PC case: polycarbonate parts were secured to m etal with screws at the com ers. There
was a direct contact of the metal screws with the part as well as being exposed to outdoors
and to detergent washing. Finally fracture occurred in the polycarbonate plate as there
was no rubber to m oderate the stress from the tightened screws. It was also found that
the m oulded parts had a lower m olecular weight from the initial pellets used. A lthough
the variation in the m olecular w eight was very small it proved to be enough to cause
fracture.

It is known that for relatively low m olecular weight condensation polym ers (nylon, PET, PC,
PUR, etc...), a small reduction o f the order o f 5% for injection m oulded parts can lead to a 50%
part failure while 10% in m olecular w eight reduction in 100% failure [86]. Thus the resistance
to fracture can be estim ated by com paring the m olecular w eight o f initial pellets with the lower
m olecular w eight o f the end product.
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4.4.8.3 Post-Process Variations in Crystallinity

If an injection m oulded part is not fully crystallised during injection it is likely that the part
could continue to crystallize under specific service conditions. Two such cases are presented,
reported by [86].

• PBT case: A glass-filled PB T part was m oulded with a hole at the centre for a metal
object to m ove through freely. As the part was tested at elevated tem perature inside an
oven, it continued to shrink. The tolerance betw een the part and the metal object reduced
which w ouldn’t have happened if the part was fully crystallised during the m oulding pro
cess. To avoid this incident a nucleating agent could have been used to fully crystallize
the polym er during moulding.

• Styrene Acrylonitrile: In another case a piano key with a hook at the end was m oulded
with styrene polymer. A fter the part was m oulded, heat reversion was used above the Tg.
Due to the high level o f shrinkage high levels o f internal stresses developed at the hook
which had shrink 50% m ore than normally. Solvent that was used to rem ove stains from
the piano condensed on the hooks, causing environm ental stress cracking o f the hook.
Consequently fracture occurred when the spring was attached on the hook.

Both reported cases dem onstrate the fact that reduced crystallinity or unintentional interm olecular order can degrade the m echanical properties o f the m oulded parts to fail in their service
life. Precise control o f the process conditions during injection could aid the control of in-m ould
param eters such as m olecular orientation, crystallization, shrinkage and warpage. The review
of som e advanced process control m ethods follows.

4.5

Injection Moulding of Enhanced Quality Parts Via Vibration
Profiles

M odem hydraulic injection m oulding m achines rely on screw position, to control the process
param eters and follow only approxim ately a pre-defined velocity and pressure profiles. C on
trol o f the process param eters during the injection cycle is im portant to ensure that parts are
m oulded under tight tolerances to m eet service-life expectancy. D uring the m oulding cycle,
process conditions such as flow, pressure and tem perature affect the viscosity o f the polym er
and degree o f crystallinity; am ount o f crystalline and am orphous structures. The percentage
o f each type o f structure present in the final product influences the physical and m echanical
properties o f parts. On the other hand, lowering the polym er’s viscosity to fill and pack the
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cavity during m oulding is not always an easy task. Often excessive shear heating at the gate
due to elevated processing tem perature, can therm ally degrade the polym er and cause surface
defects. Processing m ethods by m elt vibration which suggest that ease the processability of
the polym er and improve the m echanical properties o f the m oulded parts are reviewed in the
following sections.

4.5.1

Vibration o f Polym ers

An alternative m ethod to lower the polym er’s viscosity is to m echanically vibrate the melt
polym er during moulding. The vibration o f the m elt during the process has been found [78] to
lower the viscosity of the polym er, ease the processability (reduce the pressure drop at the gate),
enhance the orientation o f the m olecules and reduce the am ount o f secondary flows. During the
melt vibration the param eters pressure, tem perature and cooling rate affect the shear-thinning
behaviour o f the melt. Some o f the investigated [78] benefits o f the vibration are: higher filling
rates with prolonged duration and produced parts w ith lower shrinkage. These outcom es were
attributed to the shear-heating effect that takes place near the gate allowing the solidification
to proceed under continuous pulsating pressure. In general vibration is a dependent function
o f polym er viscosity where at low frequencies can affect the kinetics o f nucleation and growth
during the crystallization of the polymer. This elim inates the need o f plasticizer (change Tg
region) or nucleating agents that raise the cost o f production.

Researchers in the past m anaged to reduce the m elt viscosity of the polym er (by 50%) by
vibrating the nozzle area at constant frequency. In the early 1980’s a custom -built injection
m oulding device called Rheom oulding, m oulded parts under vibrational conditions [79] which
had im proved m echanical properties such as flexural strength (35% increase) and ultim ate
strain (50% increase).

O ther experim ental results [103] have shown that vibration of the injection m oulding screw at
low frequency during the filling and packing phases, enhances the m echanical properties of the
m aterial, w hich can be im proved up to 30%. In a sim ilar study, again by using the injection
screw (with open-loop control), melt vibration was applied. The frequency o f vibration was set
at 3Hz for the duration o f 5 seconds. Vibration started 0.5 seconds after the start o f injection.
The parts produced had a 13.5% increase in ultim ate tensile strength. However it was reported
by [27] that extending the m elt vibration to 10 seconds resulted in the form ation o f sink marks.
It was suggested that the vibration should be stopped at som e tim e in order to allow for a
norm al packing procedure.

A nother approach, called Scorim, makes use o f tw o additional live-feed injection pistons in
front o f the nozzle, that fill the cavity from tw o opposite directions. The m oulding process
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is separated in two-stages [78]. In this way a shear-controlled orientation is achieved at low
tem peratures. A considerable increase in the Young M odulus (80% ) and tensile strength (60%)
has been achieved, when com pared with convectional m oulding.

In another work reported by [104], a quadruple livefeed Scorim injection m oulding m achine
was used to allow direction o f the shear flows to be sequentially rotated by 90°, in order to
produce a lam inated structure with m olecular orientation in the solid part that m irrors these
flows. W ith the use of four gates injecting from different directions the tensile strength in the
longitudinal and transverse direction were identical (norm ally in conventional m oulding UTS
is high only in the direction of flow). A high level o f control in the m icrostructure and physical
properties were achieved with this scheme.

A nother m odification o f the injection m oulding m achine [105] called Rheojector, operates on
the sam e principle as Scorim where researchers have shown that a considerable decrease in
viscosity was achieved by the shear vibration o f the polym er m elt at low frequencies. In the
case o f sem i-crystalline polym ers such as polypropylene, it was found (experim entally) that
m elt vibration increases the Young M odulus and tensile strength o f the polymer. Im proves the
crystallinity [105] up to 63% , which indicates that sm aller and finer crystals are form ed (espe
cially at high processing tem peratures). In other cases polypropylene polym er was softened to
an extend that would not brake increasing the im pact strength.

Vibration has also been used in polym er extrusion where different zones have been vibrated
synchronously to increase the elasticity o f the m elt and the normal stresses, lowering the vis
cosity and increase both throughput and orientation. Others [27] have observed that applying
vibrational forces to the m elt plastic im proves m echanical, therm al, optical and aesthetic prop
erties o f the parts. M anipulating the polym er rheology either by shear or pressure oscillations
can have a significant influence on the viscosity during the cycle and on the final product m or
phology and structure.

The efficiency o f pure hydrostatic (pressure) vibration to enhance the viscoelastic effects, ei
ther in a state o f optim um orientation or optim um relaxation is m uch reduced com pared with
shear vibration and the best is often to com bine pressure profiles with vibration patterns [78].
In addition, it m ust be taken into consideration that a certain am ount o f the vibrational force
transm itted to the melt polym er (assum ing the am plitude is constant) varies with the frequency.
Part o f the energy transm itted to the m ould is dissipated to the rest o f the com ponents. There
fore the higher the vibrational frequency is (assum ing constant am plitude) the m ore difficult it
would be to transm it the vibrational energy to the polym er melt.
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4.5.2

Shear Vibration Effects on Polym er V iscosity and O rientation

The effect o f vibration in the polym er m elt is determ ined to a great extent by the size of the
gate plus the location at the cavity (side, top, at an angle, etc). A t high oscillating frequencies
the viscosity tends to reduce considerably and becom e less dependent on tem perature [78].
The m aterial viscosity during the m oulding cycle can be reduced to im prove the processability
and then increased suddenly during cooling to achieve rapid solidification; fast quenching. In
addition, the shear thinning o f the m elt can be achieved at a given tem perature (above the Tg)
by either increasing the shear rate or oscillation o f the m elt [78]. Therefore the m echanical
properties o f a polym er could be m odified during the process by changing the frequency and
am plitude o f vibration. For exam ple the viscosity o f PM M A at 239°C was decreased from
130,000 Poises down to 20,000 Poises after oscillating the polym er m elt at 16Hz. Further
increase in the frequency from 16-80Hz did not have a significant effect [78]. This m eans that
the m elt vibration can be applied at low frequencies to lower the viscosity (by shear-thinning)
o f the m elt to reduce the pressure drop at the gate and pow er consum ption during fill-pack
stage. For the case o f a PET polym er processed at 275°C viscosity was reduced from 11,500
Poise down to 4,200 Poise at 16Hz. Further increase in the frequency up to 80Hz did indeed
further reduce the viscosity down to 2,000 Poise.

A nother exam ple presented by [78] considered the vibration effect in the viscosity o f polycar
bonate (PC) when varying the m elt tem perature. At 200°C the viscosity of the PC decreases
alm ost 10 times when the frequency of oscillation is increased from 0.16H z to 80Hz. This
rapid change in the viscosity o f the m elt can be applied at the tim e of cooling to quench the
part fast and avoid crystallization o f other phases. In addition, the viscosity has no tem perature
dependence at high oscillating frequencies [78]. This m eans that differences in the viscos
ity generated by local pressure and tem perature gradients in the m ould can be cancelled by
m aintaining a high frequency o f oscillation during the filling-packing o f the cavity.

4.5.3

Pressure Vibration Effects on Polym er Viscosity and O rientation

Pressure vibration has a different effect from shear vibration. In the static mode shear forces
have the tendency to decrease the potential energy barrier o f interaction of diffusion while
hydrostatic pressure increases it [78]. In other words, shear vibration reduces the viscosity of
the m elt while pressure vibration has the opposite effect. M oreover the increase o f the viscosity
with pressure can be attributed to the decrease o f free volum e during the packing stage.

In general the viscosity strain-rate relationship is dependent on the relative m elt tem perature
with respect to the glass transition tem perature. U nder the effect o f pressure it could be as
sum ed [78] that the sam e effect is valid for the relationship between the viscosity and frequency
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o f vibration. This m eans that when the m elt polym er is under high pressure, shear-thinning oc
curs at lower frequency with constant tem perature or with higher tem perature and constant
frequency [78]. Therefore hydrostatic pressure can shift the Tg (P) to a higher tem perature
which in com bination with vibration patterns, could alter the m elt viscosity w ithout the need
o f additives or the use o f a different viscosity grade polym er. This applies to both am orphous
and sem i-crystalline polym ers [78].

4.5.4

Viscoelastic Cooling Treatments Via Vibration

Application o f vibration especially in am orphous polym ers can greatly influence the glass tran
sition tem perature, Tg, region which occurs through a very sharp transition from the rubbery to
the glassy state. For sem icrystalline polym ers vibration can also have an effect as it enhances
orientation o f the crystalline area and shifts the Tg to influence solidification o f the am orphous
region. To characterise the viscoelastic state o f the polym er, two param eters m ust be specified:
the m elt tem perature and the frequency o f vibration (constant am plitude). In this way the Tg
becomes a function of two param eters, (T —Tg), and not only o f tem perature [79]. To initiate
solidification o f the melt, shifting o f the (T — Tg) param eter can be im posed either by cooling
the m ould at constant frequency (change T and keep Tg constant) or by increasing the vibration
frequency at constant am plitude and tem perature (change Tg and keep T constant) [79].

Different com binations o f pressure vibrations and cooling rate profiles can be used during
packing and cooling to induce solidification o f the m elt polymer. The m ost often used in
industry are by isobaric or isotherm al conditions however som e more efficient com bination
could be used.

• In isobaric crystallization the pressure vibration is held constant while the tem perature is
reduced. This m ethod is preferable in situations w here low residual stresses are required
in the final part [79]. Depending on the tim e given for relaxation, form ation o f residual
stresses may vary.
• In isotherm al crystallization the tem perature o f the m ould is m aintained constant while
the pressure vibration is increased. The increase in pressure vibration, shifts the glass
transition region at a higher tem perature w here there is a rapid transition (from rubbery to
glassy state) and the cycle tim e can be reduced [79]. O rientation o f the part is increased.
• A m ore efficient and faster way to reach the glassy state can be achieved by increasing
the cooling rate while concurrently increase the pressure vibration [79]. In this way the
m elt tem perature is decreased further before reaching the new transition region set by
the shifted Tg at a higher tem perature. These conditions favour orientation in the final
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part where high internal stresses may be desirable to influence the shape and function o f
the m oulded part [79].
• In contrast with the previous case both m elt tem perature and pressure vibration can be
reduced at the sam e time. This is required when the final part is produced at high in
jection rates (to increase productivity) but prone to have high residual stresses which are
not desirable. W ith this approach the Tg region is shifted to a lower tem perature which
allows m ore time for the relaxation process before the transition occurs [79]. The final
orientation will vary depending on the cooling rate selected. Low cooling rate would
reduce the orientation and residual stresses, but w ith a tim e penalty in production.

In general all cases m entioned above could be equally applied for the solidification o f sem icrys
talline and am orphous polym ers. The reviewed m ethods if successfully applied could advance
solidification rates, reduce cycle times and enhance the m olecular orientation o f the m oulded
parts.

4.6

Concluding Remarks

A review o f the factors affecting the injection m oulding process assists in identifying critical
param eters that influence part quality and production rate.

D epending on the processing conditions during m oulding, orientation can be regarded as align
m ent o f m olecules in the flow direction under high shear stresses, followed by relaxation of
this orientation. These param eters m ust be carefully controlled to predict the final m aterial
properties o f the part. Along the thickness direction o f m oulded crystalline polym ers, the fol
lowing layers can be identified: a thin-oriented skin layer, a highly oriented sheared zone (nonspherulitic) and a spherulitic core with no preferred orientation. W ith conventional m oulding,
controlling the orientation o f the m olecules and especially at the core layers is not feasible,
and surface defects, residual stresses and w arpage are com m on problem s that m ould designers
have to deal with.

C rystallinity is another im portant param eter o f sem i-crystalline parts. C rystallinity is the ability
o f the m olecules to assem ble into highly ordered arrays. Application o f prolonged pressure
during the packing phase increases the crystallinity w hich im proves the chem ical resistance,
strength and toughness o f the m oulded parts. High degree of crystallinity enables the part to
fully shrink during injection while it reduces the im pact strength. Often nucleating agents are
used to accelerate the crystallization process during the injection cycle. If a polym er does not
crystallize in process, failure may occur in service-life.
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Flow -induced crystallization can be used to m odify the final crystalline structure and therefore
the m echanical properties o f sem i-crystalline polym ers. M elt flow advances crystallization
where an instantaneous growth o f many crystallites takes place which contributes to the for
m ation o f shish-kebab structures. In the presence o f flow heterogeneous nucleation takes place
which increases crystallinity, m odulus and tensile strength. High pressures can shift the crys
tallization tem perature, Tm, higher for nucleation and growth to occur faster.

M elt vibration is a m ethod that influences the core orientation as shear takes place under pul
sating flow. W hen vibration is applied during the filling phase, it can reduce differences in
viscosity, generated by local pressure and tem perature gradients in the cavity. M elt vibration
can be applied at low frequencies (up to 20Hz) to low er the viscosity, im prove the processabil
ity and reduce the hydraulic pressure drop. A t high oscillating frequencies the viscosity has
no dependence on tem perature. Vibration has been applied with m odified injection m oulding
m achines (Scorim), where additional pistons are used to oscillate the polymer. A considerable
increase in the Young M odulus (80% ) and tensile strength (60% ) has been achieved. Conven
tional m oulding machines have also been used to apply m elt vibration. A n open-loop control
system forces the screw to vibrate at low frequencies. Im provem ents in the m echanical prop
erties o f the parts up to 30% have been reported.

The com bination of vibration and cooling can be applied to advance the solidification proce
dure, and therefore reduce the cycle time. The profile trajectories for each polym er should be
designed according to pvT diagram s, in order to follow closely the required cooling rates. M elt
vibration can be used to achieve fast quenching o f the part when this is desirable without the
lim itations o f the heat transfer solutions. However this approach m ust be im posed w ith care to
avoid excessive shear heating and degradation (fatigue) effects.

Some o f the reviewed strategies could be im plem ented to investigate further the effect o f vi
bration on m olecular orientation and crystallization during m oulding. To set advance profiles
(P-Q trajectories) for the screw to follow, a considerable m odification in the hydraulic system
o f the current injection m oulding m achine would be required. Once com pleted it would be
possible to im plem ent m odem control strategies in real tim e and investigate the effect o f dif
ferent vibrational profiles on part shrinkage, w arpage and surface appearance. M ore details on
the hydraulic circuit modification are given in C hapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Enhancement of Hydraulic System
and Controller Evaluation

5.1

Introduction

R ecent advancem ents in injection m oulding control have dem onstrated that there is a great po
tential in enhancing the m echanical properties o f m oulded parts by im plem enting tim e varying
flow and pressure (screw) profiles. However this was not possible under the original hydraulic
circuit configuration as m ost o f the processing param eters were preset and fixed throughout
the cycle. In order to explore the effects o f tim e varying profiles on the m echanical properties,
surface appearance o f the parts, hydraulic and cycle tim e efficiency, a new design to m odify the
original hydraulic circuit is proposed and assessed. A flow-pressure (P-Q) servo-proportional
valve (supplied by M oog with integrated electronics) was used to replace the directional con
trol valve w hich was m ounted on the m ain m anifold o f the hydraulic circuit. This m odification
was aim ed at sim plifying the hydraulic circuit, reducing the pressure drop in the hydraulic
flow lines and im proving the dynam ics o f the injection unit (screw). It is described in detail
in section 5.2. Therefore the side m anifold (Figure 2.1) that originally regulated the flow and
pressure characteristics during injection would not be required. In order to control the M oog
valve effectively a PC based data acquisition system was build to enable real tim e control o f the
m oulding m achine via M atlab Sim ulink environm ent. Since operations such as the openingclosing o f the m ould, advance-retract of the injection unit and advance o f the screw would be
controlled independently by the user, safety interlocks need to be put in place to avoid any
accidents. Such an incident could happen if the injection would start before a firm contact
betw een the injection nozzle and m ould sprue was granted (due to PC operator fault). As a
result m elt polym er could escape in the other com partm ents of the m oulding m achine creat
ing a hazard. For the above reasons a separate unit with a program m able m icro-controller was
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used as the interface betw een the hardware controller o f the m oulding m achine and the PC data
acquisition system, as presented in section 5.3.1. All digital and analogue signals sent from the
PC to drive different units of the m oulding m achine would pass through the m icro-controller
for a set o f routine checks. If these are valid a relay would allow the control signal to drive
the servo proportional valve. A threshold was put in place to avoid noise in the control (D/A)
signals triggering the valve. This modification could be applied to any conventional or m odem
generation injection m oulding m achine to enhance its perform ance.

To im plem ent the ultrasound m onitoring m ethod proposed in C hapter 3 for the solidification of
the part during the process a second unit with a m icro-controller was designed to process the
ultrasound wave speed variation through the m ould sections during injection. This is presented
in section 5.3.2 including experim ental validation.

For the control of the filling and packing phase a different approach from that traditionally
used is also proposed here where vibration o f the m elt is used to lower the viscosity o f the
polymer. The advantages o f this m ethod are several as the orientation o f the m olecules can
be enhanced to change the final structure o f the part. A com bination of shear and pressure
vibration profiles can change the crystallization profile o f the sem i-crystalline polym ers and
influence the transition from rubbery to glassy state in am orphous polym ers. A t the same
tim e the cooling profile o f the part can be controlled by altering the frequency o f vibration.
Im provem ents in the m echanical properties o f the parts have been reported as well by a few
researchers [27, 78, 79].

A literature review o f m odem control m ethods (Robust Control, Neural Netw ork, Fuzzy Logic,
L earning C ontrol and Adaptive Control) follows in section 5.6. The adaptive control M inimal
Control Synthesis (M CS) algorithm was found to be the m ost suitable when plant uncertainties
and unknown disturbances arise.

5.2

Modification of the Hydraulic Circuit

In order to replace the directional control valve the flow dem and during injection should be de
rived to find the rated flow requirem ent for the new valve. A ccording to the m axim um injection
speed during filling, the flow dem and for the tw o actuators was estim ated to be 51 L /m in .

Q

fui

— 2 x A.an x

u srew

— 5 1 .\L /m in

(5.1)

The closest P-Q valve size that could be supplied by M oog had a rated flow o f 55L /m in which
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was within the required specification. The rated pressure drop at each spool land was 5bar.
As the normal operating conditions (filling speed) for the tests were at 0.01 m/s to 0.02m/s, the
new valve would be operated at the lower region of its range ( 1 0 -2 0 % of control signal) where
it has a faster response.
Another requirement for the new valve was to have an open centre spool to allow flow (when
in centre) from port A to B during the plasticization. In this phase the screw rotates at a certain
speed and the melt polym er is accumulated at the front part of the barrel. The screw should be
allowed to move backward with the minimum pressure drop to the hydraulic system. Unfortu
nately the new valve did not have this feature and an additional cartridge valve was mounted
on an extension manifold to provide the link between ports A and B during plasticization. A
schematic illustration of the new modification is shown in Figure 5.1.

C artridge Valve th at co n n e cts port A an d B
w hen main valve spool is in central position

X i
P=

O ld Directional Valve

* —►-tv
N.O.

B/
| 1
t i t-

<>9

kt3

New Servo-Proportional Valve + Cartridge Valve (N.O)

Figure 5.1: New Connection Arrangement of Moog Servo Proportional Valve with Cartridge
Valve

The new cartridge valve is programmed to open only during plasticization to minimise cross
port leakage. The extension manifold was added to accommodate properly the new valve and
mate the hydraulic connections with the main manifold. The new arrangement with the Moog
servo-proportional valve is shown in Figure 5.2. As required by the specification of the servoproportional valve an oil filter of \0jum was installed in the pressure line before the valve to
prevent contamination problems.

[OW Valve
I which is
[replaced with
the Moog (P-Q)
| valve

Figure 5.2: Moog Servo Proportional Valve
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In order for the m oulding m achine to operate as a stand alone unit when not controlled by
the PC, the new valve should be triggered to function from the signals driving the old valve
solenoids (S6 & S7). An external potentiom eter was m ounted on the control panel o f the
m oulding m achine to preset the opening o f the valve and control the flowrate when the m achine
is operated in manual or auto mode. Som e further inform ation about the electrical connections
o f the new valve is shown in Table 5.1.
Function
Supply
Input rated com m and
valve flow

Voltage C om m and

C urrent C om m and

± 15V V D C ± 3 %
0 to ± 1 0 V
0 to ± 1 0 mA
Input Resistance 100K2 Load Resistance 400£2

Table 5.1: Servo-proportional Valve Connection Specifications

5.3

Electrical Hardware

The electrical hardw are that was used to drive the new valve was a PC based data acquisition
board, connected in series with a separate m icro-controller unit. For the m onitoring o f the The
ological behaviour o f the m elt a 2nd m icro-controller unit was used to process the ultrasound
data during injection.

5.3.1

D ata Acquisition Board

For the control of the injection m olding m achine a data acquisition card (DAC) was used (PCID A S1200 from M easurem ent C om puting) with 16 A/D channels (for inputs from the tem 
perature and pressure sensors), 2 D/A channels (for control of the new valve and one spare)
and 24 digital I/O channels (for control o f the m ain m achine operations such as m ould openclose, injection unit advance-retract, and screw rotation). The board was set to com m unicate
with M atlab Sim ulink environm ent through Real Time W indows Target Toolbox. To control
the operations o f the m oulding m achine all the switches in the control cabinet (of the m ould
ing m achine) were wired up with the m icro-controller and the digital output channels of the
DAC. These switches are used in m anual-m ode to control the m achine operations. W hen the
m oulding m achine is in the m anual m ode a Sim ulink m odel is used to set all the cycle timings.
The digital and analogue outputs from the DAC control the m ain operations o f the m achine and
drive the M oog valve. During the injection cycle a watchdog in the Sim ulink program m e sends
a pulse to the m icro-controller to verify that the Sim ulink real tim e m odel is running properly.
In case o f a com puter crash as soon as the m icro-controller detects that the watchdog is not
active, all the operations are stopped (all the signals to the m oulding m achine are set low). A
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block diagram with all the electrical wiring connections is presented in Figure 5.3.
B L O C K D IA G R A M
D A T A A C Q U IS IT IO N
IN J F IC T IO N
M O U L D IN G
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Figure 5.3: W iring Connection Diagram of PC, M icro-controller and Injection M oulding M a
chine

5.3.2

Ultrasound Box

The ultrasound data acquisition box is a m icro-controller based unit that was designed to detect
the transmitted ultrasound wave through the mould and provide an accurate control feedback
signal for fast process setup. As the wave speed variation is of the scale of micro seconds it
would be very costly to have a PC based data acquisition system to detect and analyse the signal
in real time. Therefore the time o f only the first and last ultrasound transmissions through the
cavity are captured and fed back to the Simulink model to:

Initiate the transition to the packing phase (first transmission)
M ark the end of part solidification and open the mould to eject the part (last transmission)

The advantage of this non-invasive method is that the equipm ent is portable and the ultrasound
transducer can be attached at the external m ould surface to detect the phase changes. Therefore
the setting o f the injection process parameters can be optimised very fast without the need of
trial and error cycles to find the optimum transition and minimum solidification time.
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5.3.2.1 Design Specification

The program em bedded in the m icro-controller detects if a valid transm itted ultrasound signal
is present. The ultrasound signal consists o f a reflected and a transm itted elem ent w hich occurs
at around 17 m icroseconds after the falling edge o f the trigger. The circuit detects the falling
trigger signal, introduces a delay, then reads in the ultrasound signal and generates a voltage
reference signal. The significance o f the delay is that the reflected part o f the ultrasound signal
is ignored. The ultrasound signal am plitude is then com pared to that o f the voltage reference
and if the ultrasound signal am plitude is greater then the signal flag is set to signify that a valid
signal is present.

5.3.2.2

Experimental Results

To test the design and functionality o f the ultrasound data acquisition box a set o f experim ents
were carried out. Initially a trial injection cycle was required to set up the m icro-controller and
adjust the signal’s detection threshold. Once the unit was set-up the trigger from the Ultra-box
was connected as a feedback signal to the Sim ulink m odel to initiate the transition to packing
and m ark the end of solidification during cooling. The ultrasound and U ltra-Box signals were
m onitored during the injection via a digital oscilloscope as presented in Figure 5.4. Starting
from the top o f the screen the signals are:

• Reflected ultrasound signal
• Transm itted ultrasound signal
• Voltage reference signal (VRS) from m icro-controller
• Feedback signal acting as the trigger

The tim escale o f the display was set a 20 m icroseconds (2(is/div). At the beginning of the
injection cycle (Is) the m ould is open and the transm itted signal is reflected back, as seen in
the left w indow of Figure 5.4.
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Cycle starts at Is

M ould Close at 2s

Figure 5.4: Ultrasound Signal at the Beginning of the Injection Cycle

Once the mould is closed (2s) the num ber of interfaces (that change the ultrasound coupling)
in the mould increases and the amplitude of the reflected signal (top) changes as well as there
are more reflections from the interfaces. As the cavity is partially filled there is no transmitted
signal through because no coupling is created yet between the cavity walls.
After the closing of the mould the filling phase starts and after an interval of 4 seconds the
cavity is almost full and a strong ultrasound coupling is created between the cavity walls by
the melt polymer, left window of Figure 5.5. This enables the first transmitted signal to appear
(at 6 s) while after a programmed delay of half a second the trigger signal goes high (at 6.5s)
and the screw motion control switches from flow to pressure. As the melt polymer comes in
contact with the cold mould wall, continuous alternating interfaces of liquid to solid layers
form, that gradually reduce the attenuation of the signal and increase the wave speed through
the part.

Filling at 6s

Packing at 6.5s

Figure 5.5: Ultrasound Signal during the transition from Filling to the Packing Phase

During the packing phase the cavity pressure increases abruptly and the amplitude (at 7s) of the
transmitted signal increases as well as shown in Figure 5.6 (left window). The increase in the
am plitude of the signal is because cross sections of the part solidify during packing, therefore
the signal is attenuated less as it propagates faster through the solid polym er interfaces. As the
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packing phase progresses shearing of the melt continues (affecting m olecular orientation) at
the core of the part where a percentage of the polym er is still liquid.

Packing at 7s

End o f Packing at 9s

Figure 5.6: Ultrasound Signal during the Packing Phase Period

M ultiple reflections o f the transm itted signal occur at the solid-m elt and m elt-solid interfaces of
the part. These can be observed at the left window of Figure 5.6 where after the first transm is
sion at around 7/us, multiple transm issions (from reflections, since there is only one transmitted
pulse, f pulse = 3H z) continue to appear with a decreasing am plitude up to 20/us period. At the
end of packing (9s window) the transm itted signals from the reflections are less (in the second
half o f the right screen) as larger percentage of the part is now solid. In addition, during pack
ing (7s window) the VRS (influenced by the power of the transm itted signal) is high as well
during the 1/us to 20/us period.
In Figure 5.7, during the cooling phase the part continues to solidify (at 13s) and the time for
the ultrasound to propagate through the part reduces.

Cooling at 13s

Cooling at 14s

Figure 5.7: Ultrasound Signal during the Cooling Phase

This was verified experim entally (Figure 3.27) by com paring data of the time of first arrival
of the transm itted signal with successive ones. As a larger percentage o f the part is solid, less
liquid interfaces constitute the solidifying part. Therefore the fewer the reflections are at these
interfaces, the fewer the successive transm itted signals through the mould. For this reason
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most of the signal is transmitted through the part and a very small percentage is still reflected
and transmitted again (which is highly attenuated). This is verified by the amplitude of the
transmitted signal in the second half of the screen (14s) which is reduced considerably when
compared with earlier screen shots captured during filling. In accordance with the reduction of
the reflected signals the voltage reference signal started to decline as well after the \ 5/ j s period
(13s window).

Finally in Figure 5.8 ultrasound screen shots from the end of the cooling phase are shown
where the part shrinks considerably and the amplitude (at 15.7s) of the transm itted signal is
attenuated as the ultrasound coupling strength between the part and cavity walls is less.

Cooling at 15.7s

End o f Cooling at 15.8s

Figure 5.8: Ultrasound Signal during the End of Part Solidification

The temperature gradient throughout the part is more uniform and there are no liquid layers
present. This is verified by the nature of the transmitted signal which has no successive trans
missions (in the second half of the screen, from 10jus to 20/ j s period) which were originating
earlier (during filling and packing) from the liquid-solid interface layers. If the left window
of Figure 5.8 is compared with that of Figure 5.5 it would be more clear for the reader to un
derstand that at the beginning of the filling phase there are multiple reflections and therefore
successive transmissions from the liquid and then liquid-solid layers of the part. At the end of
the cooling time the part is solid and the wave is reflected only at the mould/polym er and at the
polym er/m ould interface. One tenth of a second later the part com pletely detaches from the
mould walls and the ultrasound coupling is lost. All of the transmitted signal is reflected back
(at 15.8s). The ultrasound data acquisition box sets the trigger signal (feedback to controller)
low and the controller in the Simulink model initiates the opening o f the mould to eject the
solid part.
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5.3.2.3 Discussion on Ultrasound Results

The application o f the ultrasound data acquisition box for m onitoring and as a control feedback
for the injection m oulding process was successful. The trigger signal generated by the m icro
controller was sent as a feedback to the closed loop control algorithm (PED) to initiate the
packing phase and later on m ark the end of solidification. A part from the trigger, the voltage
reference signal (VRS) was seen to follow a varying profile throughout the cycle. During
packing phase the VRS (influenced by the pow er of the transm itted signal) was high during
the Ip s to 20ps period while at the end o f the packing phase and during the solidification
period, started to decline after \5ps period. This indicative profile of the VRS was verified as
w ell by the transm itted signal the am plitude o f which was reduced in the period 12ps - 20ps
(Figure 5.7). Therefore in the presence o f no scope to visually m onitor the changes o f the
transm itted signal the profile o f VRS could be processed within the m icro-controller to provide
m ore inform ation, such as the end o f the packing phase. However m ore tests are required
to validate this proposal. Furtherm ore it was shown (experim entally) that the ultrasound can
provide sim ilar inform ation as a cavity pressure transducer in the sense o f identifying phase
changes during the injection cycle. As the ultrasound m ethod is cost effective, portable and
non-invasive it would be m ore attractive for m onitoring the m oulding cycle when com pared to
a cavity pressure transducer.

5.4

Selected Flow and Pressure Profiles

Proper selection o f (screw) flow and pressure profiles is required in order to influence the
rheological properties o f the m elt during injection and control polym er orientation, surface ap
pearance, part shrinkage and solidification rate. The proposed strategy o f melt vibration during
the filling and packing phase is believed to enhance m echanical properties such as strength,
toughness and influence residual stresses (which cause warpage). D epending on the part final
service environm ent som e o f these properties (e.g. crystallinity) m ight be desirable or not.
W ith conventional m oulding the orientation o f the part m olecular chains is m axim um at the
outer surfaces and m inim um towards the core. The lack o f orientation at the core is attributed
to poor shear control o f the m elt (during packing) w here the entangled m olecular chains fail to
untangle and becom e m ore oriented (due to low shear stresses). The m olecular chains at the
core are isolated (by above layers) and have the ability to relax m ore and becom e random ised.
Part defects attributed to wrong mould design could be reduced (such as non-uniform cooling,
etc) by im proving the orientation in the part. Therefore a pressure trajectory can be com bined
with vibration enabling operation at lower frequencies (this applies to both sem i-crystalline
and am orphous polym ers). However deform ations in the m olecules m ust be im posed with care
to avoid excessive shear heating and degradation (fatigue) effects.
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A lthough the effect o f vibration has been investigated so far by a num ber of researchers little
detailed inform ation is available. Further investigation is required to evaluate the application
o f vibration in conventional m oulding m achines in a closed-loop control. To im plem ent these
strategies in an injection m oulding m achine a high level o f control accuracy with fast acting
screw dynam ics is required. Some potential m ethods for the enhanced control o f flow and
pressure profiles during injection will be reviewed in the following sections.

5.5

Flow and Pressure Control

For the control o f the injection m oulding process both velocity and pressure profiles m ust be
regulated during the filling and packing phase respectively. There are two types o f controllers
that could be used. First is the single controller were both velocity and pressure control are
coupled within the sam e controller structure. There are two dem and inputs and a single output
for both velocity and pressure control. The second type has two separate controllers, one for
velocity and one for pressure coupled together in a hybrid solution, as described earlier in
section 2.4.2. A transfer algorithm is necessary in order to provide a sm ooth switch between
the controllers and ensure a continuous com m and signal to avoid oscillatory behaviour in the
system. The industry standard P-Q controller for injection m oulding is a hybrid solution where
a switch is used to change from an open-loop (or closed-loop) P velocity control to closedloop PI pressure control [14]. There is a num ber o f control m ethods that could be used for the
m oulding process and the m ost im portant are reviewed in section 5.6.

5.5.1

M ain Problem s with P-Q Controllers

The m ain problem s associated with traditional P-Q controllers in injection m oulding process
are as follows [14]:

• T he PID controller gains are tuned based on the experience o f the com m issioning engi
neer and rem ain fixed throughout the life o f the m oulding m achine. However wear in
the hydraulic valves controlling the m otion o f the screw can change the behaviour o f the
hydraulic response. In addition, if the operating conditions change (e.g. a different gate
size in a new m ould would change the pressure drop) the controller gains rem ain fixed
w hich could have an effect in the efficiency o f the injection cycle.
• The switching from velocity to pressure control is either tim e or position controlled.
T herefore to achieve a sm ooth switch and m aintain the com m and signal continuous re
lies on the experience o f the com m issioning engineer. In addition, the velocity controlled
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phase is a low gain system com pared to the pressure controlled phase which is a high
gain system. Therefore im proper adjustm ent of the settings may cause an oscillatory
behaviour in the system which in turn may affect the viscosity o f the m aterial and m e
chanical properties in the final part.
• In the event that short hoses are used betw een the P-Q valve and the hydraulic actuator
(due to the high bulk m odulus) the PI pressure controller would be m ore tedious to tune
properly for the whole bandw idth o f operating conditions.

For the above reasons it would be a great advantage to use a hybrid controller with self-tuned
gains to overcom e these problem s and also im prove the productivity o f the process.

5.6

Advanced Control Methods for Hydraulics

Nowadays m ore interest is drawn to m odem control m ethods for hydraulic system s as the need
for higher perform ance and efficiency is required. M oreover the huge progress in the speed o f
m icroprocessors allows im plem entation of such control m ethods in real time enabling nonlin
ear system s to be controlled faster with respect to param eter variations and show robustness to
unknown disturbances. A lthough traditional control m ethods such as PID are widely used in
industry, they are limited to certain operating conditions while their perform ance deteriorates
with tim e as the controller gains remain fixed throughout the life-cycle o f the plant. Therefore
the trend is slowly changing towards advanced control m ethods as m ore and m ore dem anding
hydraulic applications arise. Some o f these control m ethods which are applicable for flow and
pressure control of the injection m oulding process are reviewed in the sections 5.6.1-5.6.5.

5.6.1

Robust Control

W ith robust control the (nonlinear) plant is forced to follow a predefined control perform ance
regardless the presence o f unknown dynam ics and disturbances. Sliding mode control (SLM )
is a well known robust control technique where the system is forced to behave with dynam ics
o f one dim ension less than the real order o f the plant dynam ics. Therefore the system dynam ics
are governed by a user defined reduced order system . One draw back o f this m ethod is that it
leads to control chattering which involves high control activity deteriorating the perform ance
o f the controller. In addition, there is a trade off betw een param etric uncertainty and tracking
perform ance [106]. A good exam ple o f SLM for the position control o f a hydraulic propor
tional spool valve is presented in [107] where the design o f a sliding plane is presented. The
SLM was found to be superior to PID with im proved transient response. Recently a self-tuning
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robust controller for an injection m oulding application was tested in sim ulation for the velocity
control of the filling phase [108]. A sliding surface was defined to achieve ram velocity track
ing control. The chattering effect was reduced by sm oothing out the control in a thin boundary
layer adjacent to the sw itching surface. The control gains were tuned by an adaptive algorithm .
The proposed adaptive controller m aintained a good tracking perform ance in the presence of
param eter variations (m elt viscosity changes) and was capable of achieving tight set point reg
ulation. However no experim ental results were presented to back up the sim ulation findings.
Although sliding m ode control is an interesting option it was not chosen for the control of the
injection m oulding process as com plete knowledge o f the plant dynam ics is necessary.

5.6.2

Neural Network Control

The artificial neural netw ork (NN) is an interconnected group o f artificial neurons that use a
m athem atical model or com putational m odel for inform ation processing. U sually an ANN is
an adaptive system that regulates its structure according to external or internal inform ation that
flows through the network. The neural netw ork m odel needs to be trained with existing data to
represent an accurate model of the system to be controlled. N ext the m odel is inverted and the
optim um output profile o f the plant is fed into the model. The neural network m odel generates
an ideal input profile for the plant to be controlled [109]. In an injection m oulding study an
intelligent hybrid system [110], called H SIM was used to determ ine the initial process param 
eters based on artificial intelligent techniques (AI), case based reasoning (CBR), hybrid neural
network (NN) and genetic algorithm (GA). The advantage o f the proposed m ethod was that it
elim inates the need o f expert personnel to set up the process. In another research study NNs
were used to optim ise the m oulding param eters in order to im prove the dim ensional quality
o f m oulded parts based on the concept o f reverse process m odelling [111]. The variation in
injection tim e and cooling tem perature were the process param eters used. In another study
[112] a hybrid NN system which com bined the training of NN with analytical know ledge of
the m oulding process was used to predict the injection pressure. It was found to be superior
to a conventional NN requiring a m inim um am ount o f process data for training. In general
NNs are attractive as they sim plify the need o f a detailed m athem atical m odel for the pro
cess, however issues o f stability and perform ance robustness could arise [106]. On the other
hand the injection m oulding process involves changing o f m oulds and m aterials (with different
properties) where a NN m odel would have to be retrained each tim e to m aintain the sam e level
o f accuracy. This in turn would be tim e consum ing in a process were cycle tim e is o f prim e
importance. Therefore the use o f NNs was not pursued further.
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5.6.3

Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic is applied in processes where an operator is usually required to control the sys
tem [113]. It is applicable in systems with tim e varying param eters [106] were a set of rules
describes how the system input should be modified to give an optim um system output. The
advantage o f the fuzzy logic control is that no m athem atical m odels are required. Fuzzy logic
has been applied for the velocity control o f the screw during filling [114]. A feedback and
feedforw ard control system based on fuzzy logic was tested experim entally with a variety of
m oulds, m aterials and barrel tem peratures. The experim ental findings indicated that the fuzzy
logic based controller outperform ed the traditional PID controller. The work done by [115]
details the im plem entation and testing o f an increm ental fuzzy control strategy with PI perfor
m ance on an injection m oulding m achine for the control o f screw velocity and nozzle pressure
during the process. For the experim ental part forty nine fuzzy rules were used to regulate ve
locity and pressure. Overall the controller m aintained a constant velocity profile during filling
(tested only for speeds up to 0.015m /s) while in packing phase could tolerate sw itching point
variation and change o f moulds. However during the switch, the controller (closed-loop fuzzy)
was a little slower than the open-loop (fuzzy) controller but with less pressure overshoot. In
general it would be feasible to construct a fuzzy P-Q controller although it could be complex
while the analysis to guarantee global stability could be difficult.

5.6.4

Learning Control

Learning control is a m ethod effective in processes with a repetitive nature. The learning con
troller m onitors the plant’s perform ance in each cycle and utilises this inform ation to improve
the perform ance in a subsequent cycle [116]. This type o f controller is widely referred as
iterative learning controller (ILC) as it reduces the tracking error o f the plant in subsequent
iterations. It was first introduced in the late seventies [117] but as it was originally published
in Japanese becam e known later in the eighties when applied as a betterness process for the
control o f a robot arm [118]. In that work the ILC m ethod was m athem atically formulated;
however all the published results were purely based on sim ulation. It was em phasised that the
presence o f noise in the feedback signal would be a disadvantage. The proper selection o f the
learning function (gain) would be a trade-off betw een fast learning and noise robustness. In a
later study [119] an ILC structure was used for the control o f a nonlinear system with m inim um
inform ation required about the plant. However noise from the derivative o f the error could im 
peril the stability o f convergence. In another w ork [116] the application of ILC has been exper
im entally applied to the control of the injection m oulding process. Good results were obtained
as the error in the ram position and hydraulic pressure were successfully reduced w ithin eight
iterations. The author em phasised the need to generate an accurate trajectory output (of the
controller) to achieve convergence. C om bination of both ILC controllers in a hybrid schem e
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was argued to be a trivial task in order to achieve a sm ooth fill-to-pack transition without the
presence o f pressure oscillations. In a later study [120] an optim al learning control structure
(for batch processes with uncertain disturbances) w ith changing weighting m atrices was ap
plied successfully (experim entally) for the velocity control o f an injection m oulding machine.
The system achieved convergence after eleven cycles. A specific condition was established to
guarantee robust bounded-input-bounded-output stability o f the iterative learning control sys
tem. R ecently a hybrid ILC structure [121] for controlling flow and pressure in the injection
m oulding process was tested both in sim ulation and experim entally. This new schem e with the
aid o f a bum pless transfer algorithm (reference conditioning algorithm ) achieved a sm oother
transition at the tim e o f sw itching controllers which was a lim itation in an earlier study [116].
The ILC (for load control) achieved good convergence after nine iterations. In a m ore recent
study [122] for screw position control in the injection m oulding filling phase, a hybrid con
troller was introduced with a PI feedback and a higher order ILC feed-forw ard loop. This
new m ethod was only tested in sim ulation showing robustness to param eter changes (polym er
bulk m odulus). W ithin five iteration the tracking error was reduced close to zero. One dis
advantage o f ILC when applied for the control o f the packing phase is that the derivative o f
pressure is difficult to derive as noise from the hydraulic pum p pressure ripple is likely to be
present. W hen ILC was applied experim entally for both flow and pressure control it required a
num ber o f iterations to achieve convergence. In addition after convergence is achieved due to
noise issues the learning process should be stopped and run the plant in open-loop. M oreover
if process param eters are changed (m aterial, m ould) the identification o f the plant would be
again necessary to achieve convergence. For these reasons the ILC was discounted for further
investigation.

5.6.5

A daptive Control

Adaptive control is applicable to plants with dynam ics that vary continuously due to the nature
o f the load acting on the system. In injection m oulding this is m ainly due to the nonlinear
stiffness o f the polym er during injection. Factors such as valve dynam ics, unequal area actua
tor, bulk m odulus, etc. may contribute as well to the nonlinearity o f the system. Therefore the
controller needs to adjust continuously and exhibit satisfactory perform ance throughout the cy
cle. T he controller param eters are not fixed or predeterm ined as they update during the process
depending on the plant error. There are two types of adaptive controllers, the Gain Scheduled
and S e lf A daptive controller.

In the Gain Scheduled type a priori inform ation o f the system dynam ics is required as well as
one or m ore m easurable param eters with w hich the regulator is varied. Once a gain scheduling
m ap is derived the system can exhibit enhanced perform ance [16]. Recently a Gain Scheduled
controller was derived for the control of the hydraulic velocity and force in injection m oulding
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[123]. R easonable control o f velocity and pressure was achieved in sim ulation, however in
experim ental results problem s in velocity tracking w ere observed to be due to unm odelled
dynam ics (dead time) in the design o f the controller. Overall the tested operating range was
not w ide enough to justify the suitability of the proposed structure.

In contrast w ith the first type the S e lf Adaptive controller does not require a priori knowledge
o f the plant as it is designed to adapt regardless to param eter variations such as load changes
and disturbances. Two general types fall in the second category; S e lf Tuning Control and
M odel Reference Adaptive Control (M RAC). A good introduction to these types is found in
[124, 125].

For the S elf Tuning approach an accurate m athem atical m odel o f the system is required for pa
ram eter identification. Upon successful identification the control param eters are regulated by
a design procedure (such as pole placem ent) [16]. A self-tuning adaptive controller [126, 127]
has been recently applied for the control o f the (nozzle) packing pressure with different set
points, m oulds and barrel tem peratures. A nti-windup, cycle to cycle adaptation and feed
forw ard control were integrated to enhance the control o f the nozzle pressure. To avoid the
estim ator windup the estim ation was stopped when the error was small. Overall the controller
exhibited superior perform ance com pared with the PID which failed to provide satisfactory
control.

On the other hand the M RAC approach first introduced by [128] has an advantage over S e lf
Tuning as no precise identification o f the plant is required. The M RAC scheme is com prised
o f the plant which has unknown param eters, the reference m odel (usually a 2nd order trans
fer function) that represents the desired perform ance o f the plant and the feedback-feedforw ard
controller w hich regulates the adjustable param eters according to the adaptation law. The refer
ence signal is fed to the plant and the reference model w hile their output difference constitutes
the m odel fo llow ing error which is processed by the adaptive algorithm . This regulates the
adaptive gains according to the am plitude o f the error with the aim o f reducing it to zero. The
reference m odel is designed to represent the plant and with sim ilar dynam ic characteristics so
that m odel tracking is feasible. By proper selection o f the feedback and feedforw ard gains the
poles o f the plant are placed close to those o f the m odel. Lately the M RAC structure was ap
plied for the control o f the injection m oulding process [129]. A second order reference model
was chosen for both the filling and packing process with a critical dam ping, £ = 1. The hy
brid controller was tested with the hydraulic oil at room tem perature and then at 40°C. During
the filling phase the response was equally good (0.015m /s) for both controllers w hereas at the
higher tem perature the PI controller failed to track the reference signal and reduce the transient
error. A t the time o f sw itching a bum pless transfer algorithm was utilised to ensure a sm ooth
transition from flow to pressure control. A lthough no transients w ere present the tracking was
poor w ith a large error. Overall the adaptive schem e achieved good tracking perform ance in
both cases (of oil tem p.) where again the PI controller experienced an oscillatory transition. Al152

though the M RAC exhibited good perform ance only one o f experim ental operating conditions
set was tested.

An extension o f the M RAC is the M inim al Controller Synthesis (M CS) first introduced in the
1990s [130, 131]. The advantage o f M CS algorithm is that it is less com plex and requires a
m inim al synthesis to build the control law. Not a priori know ledge o f the plant is required
(elim inating the need o f plant identification) while the adaptive gains can start from zero ini
tially. As long as the system param eters vary slower than the adaptive laws, the M CS can
guarantee an asym ptotically hyperstable closed-loop system . Therefore the M CS is robust to
plant param eter variation, external disturbances and unm odelled plant dynam ics. M CS has
been successfully applied in the force control of a servo-hydraulic m aterials testing m achine
with good perform ance [132]. It has also been tested in a valve actuator system with a variable
displacem ent pum p [133]. The energy efficiency o f the plant was im proved by 44% for con
trolling a mass o f 1000kg when com pared to the linear control approach. The robustness o f the
M CS was investigated again in a m aterial testing m achine under cyclic load [134, 135]. A first
order M CS was derived for load control o f the plant with 2nd order dynam ics. Specim ens of
different diam eters and m aterials were used with the “Force M C S” exhibiting robust behaviour
under all operating conditions. Lately an improved version o f the M CS, the error based MCS
with integral action (Er-M CSI) was presented [136] and tested both in sim ulation and exper
imentally. The standard M CS could exhibit a lack of explicit integral adaptation where gain
wind-up problem s could arise. This extension o f M CS w ith integral action addresses this issue
where the integral gain is driven by the error based feedback. The position control of a servohydraulic actuator model was tested in sim ulation, while experim entally the velocity control
o f a servom otor was successfully im plem ented. In both sim ulation and experim ental studies
the Er-M CSI outperform ed the M CS controller under variable operating conditions and input
disturbances.

Concluding the M CS algorithm shows advantages over the other possible control m ethods re
viewed here. It has attracted the attention o f a num ber o f researchers and has been successfully
applied on hydraulic valve actuator system s for position and load control. Due to the sim plic
ity o f building the control law as well as the robustness to m odel uncertainties and external
disturbances, M CS was chosen for the hybrid P-Q controller.

5.7

Concluding Remarks

The hydraulic m odification o f the m oulding m achine was successfully undertaken enabling
accurate P-Q control o f the screw m otion. This allowed different control strategies for the
filling and packing phase to be applied via M atlab-Sim ulink environm ent to investigate their
effectiveness and investigate the influence o f vibration on part quality control. The installed
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m icro-controller serves as the interface between the PC and m oulding m achine w hich runs rou
tine safety checks to m onitor the validity and sequence o f signals originated by the PC. It can
prevent accidents caused either by the user or from a hardw are failure. For optim ising the injec
tion cycle and reducing the num ber of trial and error cycles the proposed non-invasive m ethod
o f ultrasound was im plem ented successfully via the ultrasound data acquisition box hardware
(designed and build at the departm ent). This analyses the process-critical inform ation which
is then fed back and processed by the closed-loop control o f the injection m oulding process.
Follow ing on the extensive literature review in C hapter 4, a different control approach for fill
ing and packing (via m elt vibration) is proposed using the current (screw) configuration of the
injection m oulding m achine. Accurate control o f the m elt vibration with flow and pressure
profiles could aid the processability o f the polym er to obtain parts with different m echanical
properties. M oreover the solidification o f the part during cooling could be advanced by m elt
vibration to achieve fast quenching.

To successfully apply the proposed profiles, a controller capable o f responding rapidly to nonlinearities and param eter variation is essential. From all the control strategies reviewed the
M CS adaptive controller seems to be the m ost prom ising for P-Q control. The M CS can be
form ulated in a hybrid schem e with a bum pless transfer algorithm to ensure a sm ooth switching
betw een the phases. The m ain advantage of the M CS is that it requires no plant identification
while the adaptive gains can start from the value o f zero. There are issues with gain drift and
am plification o f noise during adaptation o f the M CS but these will be addressed in C hapter 6
where a m ore extensive analysis o f the approach is presented.
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Chapter 6

MCS Flow & Force Control

6.1

Introduction

This chapter gives an outline o f the M inim al Control Synthesis (M CS) theory and a detailed
analysis o f its application to the injection m oulding process is presented. The adaptive M CS
algorithm was initially proposed in the 1990s and successfully em ployed to cope with nonlin
ear problem s in the field o f robotics [137]. So far it has been successfully applied in certain
hydraulic applications, m ostly in research laboratories. The M CS algorithm can be used as
stand alone or in parallel with a classical controller (PI - PID) to achieve consistent dynam ic
perform ance o f the process (nonlinear) in real tim e without the need o f detailed knowledge of
the plant param eters.

This chapter starts with an initial analysis o f the classical M CS structure and som e extensions
that can be used to enhance its perform ance, described in section 6.2. C ontinuing, the ex
tension o f classical M CS to Flow M CS and Force M CS are presented in sections 6.3 and 6.4
respectively. The order o f the appropriate reference m odel for each case is estim ated based on
linearised m odels o f the filling and packing phase o f the injection cycle. Plant identification is
carried out with the use o f an MCS observer both in sim ulation and real time for an initial es
tim ation o f the adaptive gains o f the flow control reference model. This is presented in section
6.5. Both M CS extensions are coupled in a H ybrid Schem e with the use o f a bum pless transfer
algorithm while their adaptation behaviour is tested in sim ulation, as described in detail in sec
tion 6.6. A developm ent o f the classic M CS algorithm that im proves the efficiency and stability
especially when a feedback state is corrupted (noisy) is tested in sim ulation and presented in
section 6.7. Finally in section 6.8 the hybrid schem e of the proposed M CS structure is tested in
real tim e in the injection m oulding machine. Two viscosity grades o f polypropylene material
are used to test the robustness of the proposed controller at different operating conditions. The
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chapter concludes (section 6.9) with a discussion on the results obtained both in sim ulation
and real time, highlighting the advantages o f the developed hybrid MCS. An area o f potential
w here further work can be done is indicated.

6.2

MCS of MRAC

The m inim al control synthesis (M CS) algorithm is a sim plification o f the m odel reference
adaptive control (M RAC) first introduced by Landau [128]. Sim ilarly to M RAC the M CS algo
rithm aim s to achieve closed loop control regardless the presence o f nonlinear plant param eters
and external disturbances. It requires no plant m odel identification or linear controller synthe
sis and retains all the advantages o f the M RAC structure. However in order to avoid transients
during adaptation plant identification could be helpful for applications such as the injection
m oulding. In addition, the M CS simplifies the control system synthesis and im plem entation
required, w hile rem aining asym ptotically hyperstable [130]. U nlike M RAC, M CS does not
require the hyperstability check or the Lyapunov equation validation. Finally the m ain MCS
param eters to be selected by the designer are the adaptive weights a and (3 and the error m atrix
Ce [138].

6.2.1

A dvantages o f the M CS Algorithm

The m ain advantages o f the M CS algorithm for the control of the injection m oulding cycle can
be sum m arised as the following:

• It is not necessary to have a deep insight into the plant dynam ics o f the process. This is
very useful in cases where uncertainties exist and it’s difficult to derive a precise plant
m odel. It is necessary to have a 1st and 2nd order m odel for pressure and flow control
respectively (see sections 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2.2) to determ ine the M CS adaptation dynam ics
and ensure that the plant will follow sufficiently the trajectory o f the reference model.
• M C S can adapt rapidly and yield high speeds to cancel out high bandw idth disturbances
and internal param eter variations that occur in the system [139]. This is very critical at
the beginning o f the filling phase w here the plant has to follow a specific velocity profile
regardless to disturbances that may interrupt the injection cycle. Often variations can be
related to the therm al history o f the polym er and changes in the plasticization phase.
• M C S adaptive gains can start either from zero values or from estim ates which have been
derived from a system identification using an observer or from a previous injection cycle.
In cases where predeterm ined values are used the initial transient period and error can be
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significantly reduced. This is very critical in the filling stage that usually lasts for a very
short period o f time. M oreover once determ ined the M CS gains can also been locked
during the cycle at

a desired value resulting in a fixed gain controller.

• So far the stability

and the robustness o f the MCS algorithm have already been tested in

dem anding electro-hydraulic applications with prom ising results [139, 133].

6.2.2

Overview o f Basic M CS Equations

The plant state-space equation is described as:

x(f) = A p ( t ) - x ( t ) + B p ( t ) - u ( t ) + d ( t )

(6.1)

w here d(t ) is the disturbance vector.

T he linear reference m odel state vector is defined as:

Xni t ) = Am -xw ( r ) + B m -r(r)

(6.2)

The M CS algorithm can be sum m arised in the following equations:

T he control law equation is:

u(f) = K(r)-x(0+Ar*(/)T(f)

(6.3)

w here r( t ) is the reference signal and K(r) and K/?(t) are the adaptive gains:

K(f) = [ a y e (t) x r (x) d z + pye (t) x T (t )

(6.4)

K R(t) = f a y e ( z ) r ( z ) d z + $ye ( t ) r ( t )
Jo

(6.5)

Jo

In equations 6.4 & 6.5 { a , |3 > 0} are the scalar adaptive weights o f the integral (a ) and pro-
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portional (|3) part o f the adaptive gains K (r), K R(t).

The output error y e (t) is:

ye (t) = CeX, (t )

(6 .6 )

and the state error is determ ined as

(6.7)

To get a positive error m atrix C e the following condition m ust be valid:

C = B fP

( 6 .8 )

where P is a positive-definite solution o f the Lyapunov equation:

PAw + A i P = - Q , Q > 0

(6.9)

The input m atrix B e has the form of

Be = [ 0 . . . 0 1]J

( 6 . 10)

The output error m atrix C e for the MCS algorithm is described as:

Px,
6.2.3

( 6 . 11)

M CS with Integral Action

The integral action extension of the M CS algorithm has an additional term in the control signal,
described by the following control law [140]:
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K iX i ( t )

( 6 . 12)

Ki (?) = [ a y e (x) x f (t) d% + pye ( t ) x f (x)
Jo

(6.13)

u (t) = K (t) • x (t) + K r (t ) • r (?) +

The new integral adaptive gain A'/ (?) is given by:

w here the integral state error x,- (t) is:

Xi ( t ) = [ [ r ( T ) - x ( x ) ] J x
Jo

6.2.4

(6.14)

M agnitude Insensitive MCS

This extension to the M CS uses the sign function o f the state vector [141]. This has a great
advantage because the output value o f the state vector is a function o f the m agnitude and
the reference signal. If the states for a given system becom e very small or very large then
the adaptive weights m ust be readjusted to provide a satisfactory adaptation

rate. W hen the

state values are removed, the sign function o f the signal m ust rem ain to satisfy the Popov’s
hyperstability requirem ent. In this case the adaptive gains K ( f ) and K R(t) are m ainly error
driven and can be rearranged as follows:

K (f) = J

a y e (x) sgn (x r (x)) d'Z + $ye (t) sgn ( xT (x))

K R( t ) = f a ye (x )s g n (r(x ))d x + Pye (r )s g n (r(x ))
Jo

(6.15)

(6.16)

The sign function can take the following values:

-1 ex(0 1
sgn(x(t))=

1

E

x) 0

0, x = 0

>

J

(6.17)

To avoid the sharp sw itching action o f the sign, a sm ooth switching function can be used
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instead. By applying the follow ing expression to the variable x ( t ) it yields:

=

6.2.5

(618)

M CS Gain Locking

This is an extension of the M CS algorithm w here the adaptive gains can be locked during
the adaptation cycle [133]. It is necessary if the control signal reaches saturation where the
adaptive gains can be locked until the signal com es out o f saturation. In this case the M CS
algorithm operates as a fixed gain controller.

There are two gain locking m ethods that can be applied; com plete gain locking or integral gain
locking. In the first case both the integral and proportional part o f the gain is locked. This
action can be dangerous as com plete gain locking m ay result in instability o f the system [133].
The second m ethod is more safe to use since it locks the integral com ponent that can cause gain
“w ind-up” . As a result a sm oother control signal is achieved as the system is left to partially
adapt while it com es out o f saturation.

6.2.6

2nd-order M CS

The typical application o f the M CS algorithm is realised when the plant and the m odel have
second order dynam ics. In this case both o f the feedback states are used. An illustration o f the
M CS control scheme is shown in Figure 6.1.

MODEL

M CS

PLANT

REFERENCE

Figure 6.1: 2nd order M CS & M odel

The M CS control signal is given by the follow ing equations.
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X (t\

u{t) = K - x ( t ) + KR ( t ) - r ( t ) = \Ki{t) K2 (t)]•

+ KR ( t ) - r ( t )

(6.19)

a y e (z) • [x (z) i (x)] d z + $ye (t ) • [x (?) i (?)]

(6.20)

x(t)

T he adaptive gains K (r) and KR(t) are given by:

K = [K\ (t ) K2 (r)] = J

KR( t ) = f a y e ( z ) - r ( z ) d z + $ye ( t ) - r ( t )

Jo

(6.21)

The scalars a and (3 determ ine the adaptive effort o f the M CS controller and on m ost occasions
are tuned empirically. The output error signal y e (?) is:

ye (t) = Ce •x e (t)

(6.22)

The m atrix Ce m ust be pragm atically selected to satisfy the Lyapunov equation and for a
second-order M CS algorithm is given by [133]:

Ce = [®M 1]

(6.23)

The vector o f the generalised state error Xg (?) is given by:

xM ( t ) ~

x( t )

XM ( t ) ~

x{t)

x*(0 =

(6.24)

To m inim ise the steady-state error the integral action can be added in the original configuration
o f the M CS algorithm . An illustration o f the M C SIA control scheme is shown in Figure 6.2.
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MODEL
MCS

PLANT

Figure 6.2: 2nd order M C SIA & M odel

6.2.7

1st O rder M odel M CS

The 1st order m odel o f the M CS can be applied in plants where only one feedback state is
available. T he second feedback state may be either not m easurable or very noisy w hich can
drive the controller unstable [133]. In this case the perform ance o f the M CS is constrained to
1st order dynam ics. An illustration o f the M CS control schem e is shown in Figure 6.3.

S + CO,

MODEL

MCS

REFERENCE

PLANT

Figure 6.3: 1st order M CS & M odel

Since only one state is used only one com ponent o f the feedback vector is active. Hence the
1st order M CS control law is given by:

u ( t ) = K ( t ) - x ( t ) + K r (0 • r {t)

The adaptive gains K (f) and KR(t) are given by:
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(6.25)

K = [K\ 0] = f a y e (r )-x('z)d ': + $ye ( t ) - x ( iz)
Jo

(6.26)

KR( t ) = f a ^ (T )-r(T )< /T + pye ( f ) - r ( f )
Jo

(6.27)

In the output error signal y e (t) the coefficient Ce is scalar for a first order system:

(6.28)

Ce = 1

6.3

MCS Flow Control

The first application o f the M CS is “Flow M C S” w hich was used to control the actuator’s
velocity during the filling stage of the injection m oulding cycle. This new schem e was initially
tested in sim ulation using the non-linear m odel o f the plant (described in C hapter 2).

The control o f the ram ’s velocity is very challenging due to the non-linearities associated with
the hydraulic system (unequal area actuator, unknow n valve pressure and flow gain) and the
polym er load dynam ics (polym er viscous friction) during the m ould filling. The filling stage
typically lasts for a fraction o f the injection cycle (5%) and an adaptive controller that would be
able to accom m odate these uncertainties and follow dem anding (velocity) trajectories would
be very attractive for the plastics industry.

In the m odified hydraulic system a servo-proportional P-Q valve is used for the flow control
o f the (two) unequal area actuators. The valve has a very fast response com pared with the
actuator and hence the dynam ics are neglected for the sake o f simplicity. The overall dynam ics
o f the hydraulic-m ould system depends on the operating point and stage o f the filling process.
The linearised m odel (section 2.2.2.1) o f the plant for velocity control,

= ^ +a2 . f f 0l.J+ao»

describes sufficiently the inertia load dynam ics and has a relative degree o f

2

(2nd order dom 

inant 3rd order system). For this reason it is appropriate to use a m odel o f the sam e order,
“2nd order M C S”, to control the plant and ascertain the appropriate rate of adaptation. The
two “m easurable” feedback states o f the M CS loop are velocity and acceleration.

T he control schem e for the velocity M CS o f the plant is shown in Figure 6.4. It is desirable
to set the behaviour of the ( 2 nd order) m odel to have a rapid response w ith m ore dam ped
dynam ics than the plant. For the estim ation o f the m odel param eters an insight o f the plant
dynam ics is required.
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Figure 6.4: Velocity MCS & Model

Parameters from the linearised model or from system identification of the real plant can be
used. It is anticipated that during the adaptation procedure the plant poles will move in the
direction of the model poles improving the plant’s behaviour.
By com paring the closed loop transfer function o f the controlled plant,

Gp^

s2 + ( 2 ^ P d ) p - a i 1l, - K 2 ) s + u>2P (l-K,)

<6'29)

with that of the model,

G m (s ) =

cotM

(6.30)

s2 + 2 • C,M • COM • S +

an initial estimation of the model parameters,

com,

CO^

can be realised. In this case (2nd order

model) the parameters matrices A,„, B,„ of the linear reference model,

x,„ (/) = Am ■Xjn (t) + Bn, • r (t), can be set as:

o

o

(6.31)

cn

s:

3

—2£con

-

, Bw =

II

<

-COI

1

The dam ping ratio for the second order model is usually, 0 < £ ^ 1 and often set to 1. In this

L tf
required step-response settling time for each case.
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1

case the param eter matrices [139] are A,„ =

ts J

• B,„ =

" 0
16
-

~iJ

, where ts is the
-

The adaptive weights o f the controller can be set em pirically starting from low values, a =
0.1, |3 = 0.01, and increased to higher ones (by a factor o f 10) if the adaptation is slow. It is
reported [139], that suitable values for a servo-hydraulic test rig are a = 100, P = 10. Keeping
the w eight ratio, jj =

6.4

10,

usually ensures well dam ped error transients [130].

MCS Force Control

The second application o f the M CS is the “Force M C S” used to control the hydraulic differen
tial pressure (of the actuators) during the packing stage o f the injection m oulding cycle. This
new schem e was initially tested in sim ulation using the non-linear m odel o f the plant. A de
m anding task o f this study was to avoid unw anted oscillations that can take place at the tim e
o f sw itching from “Flow to Force M C S” since the control signal should be continuous. Any
fluctuations in the control signal could cause perturbations in the hydraulic pressure affecting
the quality o f the part, therefore a bum pless transfer algorithm was used for this task.

In the packing phase the plant has to follow a predefined pressure duty cycle from the start till
the end o f the packing phase. The initial condition for the reference m odel is determ ined at
the tim e o f the phase switch. The hydraulic differential pressure is m onitored and the value
during the phase switch is chosen. The m axim um value of pressure that the reference m odel
will reach is predeterm ined (depending on cavity size, clam ping pressure, etc.). A servoproportional P-Q valve with fast dynam ics is used for the control o f the hydraulic differential
pressure. A ccording to the linearised m odel (section 2 .2 .2 2 ) o f the plant for pressure control,
£(£) _

x(s)

/c m .
s2+b]-s+b()
A
sJ+a 2 -sz +ai-s+ao

^

m odel has a relative degree o f
&

1

( l s/order dom inant
v

3 rd order

system ). Follow ing the assum ption that a 1st order reference m odel can represent the plant
pressure dynam ics allowed a “ 1st order M C S” to be applied. It was expected that the 1st order
m odel w ould sufficiently control the plant and ascertain the appropriate rate o f adaptation. The
“m easurable” feedback state o f the M CS loop is the hydraulic differential pressure.

The control schem e for the pressure M CS is shown in Figure 6.5. The reference m odel m ust
be set to have faster dynam ics than the plant with a dam ped behaviour (because o f 1 st order
m odel). To determ ine the param eters o f the m odel inform ation is required about the response
o f the plant. Gain estim ates from the linearised m odel for pressure control can be used, either
the adaptive gains can be set to zero. To define how fast the plant should respond the model
param eters should be adjusted accordingly. It is anticipated that during the adaptation proce
dure the plant poles will move in the direction of the model pole im proving the response o f the
plant.
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Figure 6.5: Pressure MCS & 1st order Model

By com paring the closed loop transfer function of the plant-controller for this case (1st order
model) the parameters matrices A m, Bm of the linear reference model,
%n (0 = A m ■\ m (t) + Bm -r (r), can be set as:

A m — C0 W, Bm =

Am

(6.32)

The adaptive weights of the controller a , (3, can be set again empirically starting from low
values, as described earlier on in this chapter.

6 .5

H y d r a u lic P la n t Id e n tific a tio n

System identification is very useful in cases where plant uncertainties exist. The MCS iden
tification algorithm (“MCS observer”) allows the estimation of the plant param eter matrices
{Ap, Bp} and the unknown disturbance vector d (see eq. 6 . 1) from the controller gains {A7 ?, K}
where [142]

Bp = B,„ • K p 1

(6.33)

Ap = A„, —Bp • K

(6.34)
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as long as,

• the reference signal is persistently exciting
• the controller gains have reached a steady-state condition
• the control signal is not saturated
• det(K fl) ^ 0.

D ue to the nature o f the injection m oulding process at the start o f the cycle a good tracking of
the velocity reference m odel is required to keep the flow-front constant. This helps to maintain
the m ould filling uninterrupted without creating flow im balances at the runners (m ulti cavity
case). Since the filling phase usually last for a few seconds it would be an advantage to achieve
fast adaptation o f the M CS initially. In order to achieve that the adaptive gains should start
from a predefined value be reduce the transient period. It has been reported in sim ilar M CS ap
plications (control o f m ulti-axes tables) that a m inim um tim e o f 0 .8 -Is is required for the MCS
to com e near zero tracking error [133]. A lthough the injection m oulding is a different applica
tion still fast adaptation from the beginning o f the cycle would be an advantage especially in
the case w here the velocity reference would be m ore com plex. Therefore it was decided that
the “Flow M C S” could be tuned in advance for a range o f velocities. To get the first estim ate of
the adaptive gains, the M CSIA observer was im plem ented in the injection m oulding machine.
The hydraulic system was excited using a velocity reference signal o f 0.01 m/s at a frequency
o f 10Hz.

For the case o f the “Force M C S” no system identification was perform ed. During the pack
ing phase the initial volume inside the cavity continuously changes giving rise to the cavity
pressure. To run a system identification in this case, a very com plex m ould m odel would be
required (in sim ulation) w hich would be very tim e consum ing with no guaranteed result. For
the above reasons it was decided that the “Force M C S” would be tested first in sim ulation
with adaptation gains initially set to zero and if the behaviour was satisfactory then it would be
im plem ented in real time.

6.5.1

D esign o f M CS Velocity O bserver (Sim ulation)

T he design o f the M CS velocity observer was first im plem ented in sim ulation. A PID controller
was used to control the velocity o f the non-linear plant m odel (with no load) in parallel with
PI position control. The latter was used to avoid position drift due to the unequal area actuator
during the sim ulation and to m aintain the sam e operating point. The com m and signal to the
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plant was used as the reference model for the MCS Observer. The two measurable feedback
states in the MCS observer’s loop were plant velocity and acceleration. A schematic of the
system identification is shown below in Figure 6 .6 .

V e lo c ity
R e feren c e

v e lo c it y

INJECTION MOULDING
HYDRAULIC MACHINE
(No Load)
p o s it io n

referen c e

MCS
O b se rv er

A d a p tiv e
G a in s

Figure 6 .6 : Schematic of Observer

The model of the observer is set to have very fast dynamics with a damped behaviour. Some
more details are summarised below Table 6.1. The weighting parameters a , (3 are tuned em 
pirically.
Natural Frequency (Hz)

Damping Ratio (Q

Model Gain

alpha

beta

150

0.9

1

0.015

0.0015

Table 6 .1: MCS Observer Parameters

The first simulation results in Figure 6.7 show a good tracking of the model by the MCS
observer. The gains of the MCS observer initially are initially set to zero and start immediately
to evolve as soon as the system identification starts. By a closer inspection o f Figures 6.7 &
6 .8

it can be seen that after 14 iterations the error is minimum (at the -ve velocity) and the

adaptive gains attain a steady state condition. However after the 15th iteration the observer’s
model starts to drift in contrast with the plant’s output.
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Figure 6 . 8 : Adaptive Gains of Velocity MCS

To avoid the drift of the observer’s adaptive gains that was experienced in the first simulation,
an MCS with integral action (M CSIA) was used instead. In Figure 6.9 below it can be seen that
the tracking error is minimum again after 14 iterations (on both +ve, -ve velocity reference)
with no velocity drift as model reaches a steady-state condition.
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Figure 6.9: Reference, Model & Plant Velocity (M CSIA Observer)

The behavior of the adaptive gains with the MCSIA observer is shown in Figure 6.10. From
the beginning of the identification the integral action reduces the error during the initial stage
of the adaptation, part of which is due to the unequal area actuator.
Adaptive G ains of Velocity MCSIA
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Figure 6.10: Adaptive Gains of Velocity MCSIA

6 .5 .2

I m p le m e n ta tio n o f M C S IA O b s e r v e r (E x p e r im e n ta l)

A discrete PID controller was used to control the velocity of the screw during the identification
stage. Again a PI position controller was connected in parallel to cancel out any position drift
of the actuator. The injection barrel was kept empty at this stage (no load). The MCSIA
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observer was connected again in the same configuration as in simulation. The adaptive gains
were reset to zero and tuned for a range of velocity profiles (0.01 - 0.03 m/s). As previously
performed in simulation the same reference signal (0.01 m/s, 10Hz) was applied in the real plant
and the identification procedure was monitored in real time. The M CSIA observer parameters
were kept the same as in simulation. Some fine tuning in the PID and PI controller gains was
performed. During the identification stage both the observer’s model velocity and adaptive
gains follow a sim ilar pattern as previously predicted in the simulation. The M CSIA observer
comes near to a zero tracking error after 14 iterations with no drift being noticed, as seen in
Figure 6.11.
R eferen ce, Plant & Model Velocity (MCSIA O bserver)
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Figure 6 .11: Velocity Tracking

In real time system identification an almost identical control response was achieved, however
the adaptive gains as seen in Figure 6.12 were slightly higher. The difference in the adaptive
effort reveals that there might be a small mismatch between the simulation and the real plant
param eters or the fact that some non-linear effects may not have been included in simulation
(actuator piston leakage, difference in bulk modulus, etc).
Tuning of MCSIA O b serv er Adaptive Gains
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Figure 6 .12: Tuning of MCSIA Observer Adaptive Gains

The hydraulic piston A\ (low) and piston A 2 (high) pressures are shown in Figure 6.13. As it
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can be seen from the graph the pressure signal is very clear with a minimum of noise. This is
very important for the implementation of the “ Force M CS” during the packing phase of the
injection cycle.
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Figure 6.13: Screw Hydraulic Pressures

The com m and signal to the servo-proportional valve is shown below in Figure 6.14. The
com m and signal includes the effort of both the PI and PID controller. The nature of the unequal
area actuator of the injection moulding machine can be observed by the drive signal to the
servo-proportional valve. On the extending of the ram the valve’s spool supplies less flow to
the annulus area of the actuator which is smaller than the annulus area when retracting.
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Figure 6.14: Command Signal to the Servo-Proportional Valve

6.5.3

Analysis of Velocity Identification Stage

A second order model was used in the identification stage of the MCS observer. The closed
loop transfer function can be expressed as:
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If the m odel param eters are com pared with those o f the linearised m odel o f

the plant (which has a relative degree o f 2 ),
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(6.39)

Gain Estim ation for “Flow M C S”

A fter the first system identification the reference m odel param eters can be estim ated for the
control o f the plant. The M CS observer’s adaptive gains that have attained steady-state con
dition during the identification can be used for the initial estim ation o f “Flow M C S” adaptive
gains. D uring the plant identification there was no load (viscous friction during filling phase)
considered. However it is expected that the M CS algorithm , with non-zero adaptive gains and
appropriate weighting param eters set, will adapt rapidly to counteract this effect. Expressions
for the calculation o f the initial values for adaptive gains using steady values o f adaptive pa
ram eters obtained from the identification stage are given in (eq: 6.40-6.42):

K°Re-KPesl
Km =

&
1 ~ K ? - KPa
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KZ =

Km

Tp
*est

K p„,

T
2
1M

(6.40)

The first estim ated adaptive gains

, K° ,

for studied m odel of the plant are sum m arised

below in Table 6.2.
M CS O bserver Gains
KRid
0.54

K hD
0.448

K i id
0.0005

Estim ated Adaptive Gains
2.231

K°Jp
-1.205

K2
-0.011

^Pes,
0.55

Table 6.2: Estim ated Adaptive Gains

6.6

Simulation of Hybrid MCS

The “H ybrid M C S” scheme was initially tested in sim ulation with the use o f the non-linear
m odel o f the plant. Hybrid M CS was applied for the flow control o f the filling phase and load
control o f the packing phase. The adaptive M CS algorithm s were engaged successively at the
start o f each injection phase. This prevented the adaptive gains to drift and avoided parasitic
effects from noise in the feedback states o f the adaptive loop. The change o f slope in the hy
draulic or cavity pressure, was used to trigger the end o f the filling and the com m encem ent of
the packing phase for which the duration was predeterm ined. During all other tim es (plasti
cization - cooling phase) a predefined ~ 0 voltage was sent to the servo-proportional valve to
offset any noise superim posed to the spool com m and signal. In this way the whole injection
cycle was autom ated with the hybrid M CS schem e running in a sequence loop.

The “Flow M C S” algorithm was im plem ented using pre-estim ated adaptive gains from system
identification for the control of the filling phase. The “Force M C S” was realised with zero
adaptive gains for the control o f the packing phase. Both controllers were coupled in a “Hybrid
M C S” schem e using a “Bum pless Transfer A lgorithm ” the objective o f w hich was to match
the adaptive drive signal during the phase change and suppress any oscillatory behavior o f the
feedback states.

6.6.1

Turning of the “Flow MCS” Response

The standard form o f the m inim al controller synthesis algorithm was used with integral action
and m agnitude insensitivity (term ed ’M CSIA’). The reason that the integral com ponent used
was because during the identification stage the M C SIA out-perform ed the traditional M CS. A
second order reference m odel was used and a pragm atic choice o f C e = [<on 1] vector, while
the adaptive gains (Table 6.2) were estim ated from the system identification. The behaviour
o f the reference m odel was chosen to have fast dynam ics coupled together with a dam ped
behaviour (£ = 0.9). The m odel o f the system given by a 2nd order transfer function (with
servo-proportional valve drive as input and velocity as output) was approxim ated from real
data obtained by feeding a chirp signal to the system . It should noted that identified natural
frequency was estim ated without the m ould consequence. The natural frequency o f the real
plant according to a system identification procedure that was carried out using the “System
Identification Toolbox in M atlab” was found to be 44H z (section 2.2.2.3). The m odel’s natural
frequency was set at 150Hz w hich is about three times greater than the identified plant’s natural
frequency. This has the aim o f achieving a system that adapts quickly to sudden disturbances
and viscous load variations that occur during the filling phase. The adaptive weights a , |3 were
tuned empirically. Parameters of the reference m odel and initial values for adaptive gains of
Flow M CS selected on the basis o f the identification stage are given below in Table 6.3.
N atural Frequency

M odel Gain

D am ping Ratio

alpha weight

beta weight

(om (H z )
150

Km
1

Cm
0.9

a
0.015

0.0015

Forw ard Adaptive Gains
Kr
2.231

p

Feedback Adaptive Gains
Ki
-1.2

k2
-0.011

Table 6.3: Param eters o f the Filling R eference M odel

6.6.1.1

Simulation of Flow MCS

D uring the first sim ulation o f the “Flow M C S” the plant exhibited an oscillatory behaviour
during the filling phase. Since the m ain objective o f the controller was to control the setpoint velocity any changes to the stiffness o f the m ould would result in change in velocity,
w hich would in turn be controlled by the “Flow M C S” scheme. This im plies that for setpoint flow control there is no need to use a higher order, 3rd order M CS (more com plex)
w hich incorporates position feedback. Since the acceleration o f the screw was m easurable
an additional acceleration feedback was initially considered in the M CS structure, w hich had
2nd order m odel. Sim ulation studies showed that for the given controller arrangem ent that
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included acceleration feedback, the set-point tracking was unstable. Presum ably the reason
for this instability originates from the m ism atch between m odel (2nd order) and the plant (3rd
order) due to the m ould stiffness. In addition, different dynam ics in the m ould change the
overall plant dynam ics which does not always fit the model.

A solution to this problem was given by weighting the acceleration differently than the velocity
feedback, a tactic which is closer to the M RAC approach. Stability over a w ide range of
operating conditions for the plant was guaranteed by setting the acceleration feedback to be
100 tim es sm aller than that o f the m odel. The w eight ratio o f the adaptive gains was initially
set at, jj = 10. However it was observed that for higher values o f the velocity dem and, the
plant exhibited m ore oscillatory behaviour during the transient period. The transients were
im proved by increasing the adaptive w eight param eters ratio, Ka $, from 10 to 50 with a small
com prom ise in the tracking error. The com m and signal to the plant was also filtered with a
low pass filter (150 Hz) to sm ooth som e sharp transients com ing from the adaptive effort of
the second state (acceleration feedback). This introduced a sm all tim e lag in the control loop,
but w ith no serious consequences in the overall perform ance. The param eters used for the
reference m odel are sum m arised in Table 6.4 below. The adaptive gains for the case with the
weighted acceleration state were set to start from zero initial conditions.
Natural Frequency

M odel Gain

Dam ping Ratio

alpha weight

beta weight

0)m (H z )
150

Km
1

CM
0.9

a
0.05

0.001

p

Table 6.4: Filling Reference M odel Param eters with W eighted A cceleration Feedback

W ith the new reference m odel param eters the response o f the controlled system was signif
icantly improved. Further sim ulation studies were also carried out with one state feedback
(M C SIA with m agnitude insensitivity). The reference model param eters are presented in the
Table 6.5 T he weighting param eters alpha and beta were tuned again em pirically with the
adaptive w eight ratio, ATa p, set at 40.
beta weight

Natural Frequency

M odel Gain

D am ping Ratio

alpha w eight

®M (Hz)
150

Km

Cm
0.9

a

p

20000

500

Forw ard Adaptive Gains

1

Feedback Adaptive Gains

Kr

KX

k2

2.231

-1.2

-0.011

Table 6.5: Param eters of the Filling R eference M odel with One Feedback State
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In both situations the plant behaviour was similar, with the latter case being less oscillatory in
the transient period. Robustness of the “Flow M CS” with single and dual state feedbacks were
tested for a series of different velocity trajectories (0.0! -0.02-0.03-0.04m/s) and found to have a
very good adaptation behaviour. In Figure 6.15 the velocity transient response of the plant with
the MCS with dual state feedback is presented. The filling velocity is set at 0.02 and 0.04m/s
at the upper right and left windows respectively. At the lower windows velocity disturbances
that occur due to the rise in the viscous friction (as the cavity is filled) are highlighted. After
each disturbance the velocity error is quickly reduced to zero due to the adaptive effort of the
MCS.
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Figure 6.15: Model and Plant Velocity Response with Dual State Feedback MCS

In Figure 6.16 the same case as shown in Figure 6.15 is presented but now with the MCS with
single state feedback.
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Figure 6 .16: Model and Plant Velocity Response with Single State Feedback MCS
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Due to the lack of the acceleration feedback the transients are less oscillatory however it takes
longer for MCS to reduce the error back to zero. Overall the MCS with single state feed
back provides a more stable plant behaviour when compared with the dual state feedback MCS
case. Different model natural frequencies were also tried (o)p =

C0/> = co^, C0/> = 2 • 0)a/)

but the response o f the plant in most situations became very sluggish and as a result the adap
tive weights needed to be re-tuned. The adaptive gains in the case of MCS with single state
feedback reached values of a steady-state condition which were higher than the initial estimate
as can be seen in Figure 6.17 (in 0.02 & 0.04m/s case). These values can be used to replace the
first estim ation of gains and improve the adaptation dynamics of the MCS in the next cycle.
In the second case where the velocity setpoint was higher (0.04m/s) the adaptive effort was
greater as well.
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Figure 6.17: Adaptive Gains with Single State Feedback MCS

6 .6 .2

T im in g o f “ F o rc e M C S ” R e s p o n s e

For force control the standard form of the minimal controller synthesis algorithm with integral
action was used. The normalised differential hydraulic pressure of the plant was used as the
scalar feedback state. The second state (1st derivative o f the plant AP pressure) of the plant,
the unfiltered derivative of pressure was not suitable for control purposes in the real system,
because of the pum p’s pressure ripple in the hydraulic line being superimposed on true signal.
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For this reason and the fact that the linearised pressure m odel had relative degree o f one, a
first order reference m odel was used and a pragm atic choice o f Ce = [1] was selected. The
adaptive gains were set to start from zero values. The behaviour o f the adaptive m odel was
chosen to have relatively fast dynam ics coupled with a dam ped behaviour (£ = 1). The m odel
natural frequency was set at 100Hz, which is alm ost tw ice the plant natural frequency during
the filling phase. The param eters o f the reference m odel and adaptive gain initial values are
sum m arised below in Table 6.6.
Natural Frequency

M odel Gain

Dam ping Ratio

alpha w eight

beta weight

coM (Hz)
100

Km
1

Cm
1

a
100

10

p

Table 6.6: Param eters o f the Packing R eference M odel

6.6.2.1

Simulation of “Force MCS”

T he first sim ulation o f the “Force M C S” algorithm was perform ed using a sim ple design to
change from one adaptive scheme to another (Flow to Force M CS). The hydraulic differential
pressure was used as the trigger signal to switch to the packing phase. The reference m odel was
set to have a first order exponential behaviour with a settling tim e o f 4 seconds. The m axim um
differential pressure was set at 40bar. R eference model initial pressure condition was set to
zero.

On the left hand side of Figure 6.18 the plant’s (AP) hydraulic pressure tracked sufficiently
well the reference m odel and eventually reduced the tracking error to zero over 0.2 seconds.
However at the tim e o f the sw itching (velocity to pressure control) there was an associated
delay o f 0.025s, for the reference m odel to reach the plant differential pressure. This occurred
because the integrator o f the reference model was set to start from zero bar pressure. C on
sequently there was a large (+ve) initial pressure error w ith a high adaptive effort required to
im prove the tracking.
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Figure 6.18: Reset of Discrete Model Integrator

To elim inate this transient, which potentially degrades the packing perform ance the discrete
time integrator of the reference model was reset to the plant differential pressure at the time of
switching. A schematic illustration of the 1st order model is shown in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Reset of 1st Order Model Integrator

With the reset of the integrator during the switch, the tracking error was minimised. It was
expected that less adaptive effort would be required and unwanted oscillations that occurred in
the velocity of the plant would be considerably damped. With the integrator reset, the command
signal after the switch decays gradually to zero controlling the pressure o f the plant smoothly
(R.H.S o f Figure 6.18).
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Overall the Force MCS algorithm was found to have robustness for a wide range of (AP) pres
sures from 20 to 60bar. Although the adaptive gains started from zero, then adapted sufficiently
fast to minimise the tracking error. The adaptive weights were tuned empirically (first used in
simulation).

6.6.2.2

In te rn a l M onitoring o f Velocity C ontrol

Another important factor that must not be overlooked during packing is the screw velocity,
regardless of the fact that the main controlled param eter is pressure. As the gate solidifies
at the end o f packing it is not possible to inject any further material inside the mould cavity,
and the screw velocity decreases to a very low value close to zero. Before the screw stalls,
the “Force M CS” must be stopped otherwise the pressure error will increase rapidly and the
controller’s effort will increase rapidly, driving the system unstable. In Figure 6.20 the packing
phase takes place over the period of 8.28 to 10.5 seconds while the plant velocity becomes
highly oscillatory as the “Force M CS” tries to minimise the tracking pressure error at the end.
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Figure 6.20: Oscillatory Behaviour of Velocity at the end of Packing Phase

The same situation might also occur if the initial material (shot) size during the plasticization
phase is less than that required. Therefore the screw at the end of its travel will hit the nozzle
and stall. This new extension of the MCS algorithm with internal m onitoring of velocity will
stop the adaptation on time and guarantee stability.
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6.7

Improvements of Packing Phase & Associated Feedback Noise
in the Force MCS

R esetting the integrator of the Force M CS proved to be an effective way for rem oving unwanted
transients and ensuring a sm ooth transition between the injection phases. However noise can
have a particularly dam aging effects in the MCS because the algorithm tends to adapt to the
noise present in the feedback signals. In addition, the pressure feedback has a bandw idth
sufficiently high that it includes the noise com ing from the hydraulic pum p. Therefore the
adaptive gains can drift w hich would not be the case if the system had no noise at all.

So, in order to enhance the bum pless transfer algorithm and im prove the noise problem , a
variation o f the adaptive w eights during the cycle would be beneficial. This m eans that the
adaptive weights can increase or decrease the adaptive effort according to the requirem ents o f
the plant. To achieve this the adaptive effort of the M CS was m apped with the tracking error
o f the plant. This m ethod was initially tested in sim ulation where the adaptive w eights were
set to start either from zero or from their m axim um level. Results showed that the problem
o f feedback noise from the sensors to the M CS m ust be taken under consideration during
initial design o f the controller. Although the M CS perform ed really well with no noise, in the
presence o f noise it becam e unstable.

6.7.1

Fixed Weighting Parameters alpha and beta

In the first sim ulation the hybrid MCS was tested with the adaptive weights held constant
during the packing phase. The adaptive gains were reset to higher ones after a few sim ulations
to reduce the tracking error. W hite noise was superim posed on the pressure feedback to the
M CS to m atch the level m easured on the test rig. The adaptive weighting param eters alpha and
beta were set to 100 and 10 respectively and kept constant. During the adaptation the tracking
error reduced to zero withing 0.6 seconds and stayed low until the controller becam e unstable.
The adaptive gains as seen in Figure 6.21 started picking up the noise from the feedback state
im m ediately after the start o f the adaptation.
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Figure 6.21: Adaptive Gains of MCSIA

At 5.9 seconds the tracking error increased considerably saturating the servo-valve drive signal
as seen in Figure 6.22. Despite the instability occurrence, at the end of the packing phase it
can be seen that the MCS algorithm tracked the pressure reference trajectory well.
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6 .7 .2

A d a p tiv e W eigh ts V s E rro r R ate

In next group of simulations the new method of variable adaptive weights was tested. It was
clearly observed that the scheme produced better results over the fixed adaptive weight case.
Adaptive coefficients, a , (3, were proportional to the plant’s tracking error and were set em 
pirically. Two different cases are presented in the two following two subsections 6.7.2.1 and
6.7. 2 .2 , with the adaptive weight initial conditions set to zero and high values respectively.

6.7.2.1

Z ero Initial A daptive W eights

The adaptive weights started from 0 with purpose to guarantee a smooth transition from one
phase to the another and also to release the adaptive effort gradually. On the other hand because
these factors were error dependent the values of alpha and beta could be set at very large values
com pared with the case where they were fixed. In Figure 6.23 the adaptive weights reached
a high value of alpha (240) and beta (24) minimizing the tracking error. If the error is now
com pared with the previously presented case (with fixed alpha

100

and beta

10)

it can be

observed that although the error might be 40% higher for a fraction of time it reduced faster to
zero, with the adaptive effort reducing to zero as well.
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Figure 6.23: Variable W eighting Parameters

Since the adaptive effort is m inimised gradually, the noise in the feedback states is not amplified
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by the adaptive gains that decay (K\ and K r ) back to zero (for Kr. K\ case) as shown in Figure
6.24.
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Figure 6.24: Adaptive Gains of MCSIA

As a result a sm oother transition is achieved, without saturating the drive signal.
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In addition, if the pressure tracking in Figure 6.25 is com pared with the previous case (Figure
6.22 a = 100, P = 10 ) it can be seen that the plant achieves a better tracking of the reference
model at the beginning (from 4.45s to 4.8s).

6 .1.22

High In itial A daptive W eights

In this case the adaptive weights were set to start from high values ( a = 250, (3 = 25, Ka p = 10)
to examine the effect that they have during the transition and on the tracking error. In this case
the plant error was substantially decreased, since the adaptive effort has a instant effect at
the time of switching between phases. Again the high adaptive weights at the beginning of
the packing phase, Figure 6.26, reduced rapidly the tracking error to zero while thereafter the
adaptive effort of the MCS was set low as the error was considerably small.
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Figure 6.26: Variable Weighting Parameters

The adaptive gains for this case are presented in Figure 6.27. The downside of setting the
adaptive weights high initially was that the adaptive gains (K\ and K r ) undergo a large tran
sient during the switching stage.
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Consequently these gain transients have a direct effect on the MCS control signal to the valve
which value goes negative, as seen in Figure 6.28.
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This has a more dom inant effect in the plant’s velocity that may becom e oscillatory and drive
the system unstable, when the plant is still under pressure control. Overall the tracking error
was rapidly reduced (from 4.45s to 4.6s) to zero where the plant followed closely the reference
signal. In the sim ulation studies it was shown that the variable adaptive weights, a , (3, can
dram atically reduce the noise sensitivity problem o f the M CS scheme. The adaptive effort was
safely increased (doubled) when the error was large and reduced to low levels when the error
was small. The plant pressure error was efficiently reduced w ithout saturating the drive signal
since the higher adaptive effort was only available when the tracking error was large.

6.7.3

Adaptive Gains Safety Lim it

In the presence o f noise in the feedback signal it is likely that if the M CS algorithm is not
properly tuned the system may becom e unstable. A quick m odification in the M CS enabled
accom m odation o f such cases where the adaptive gains reach excessive values. Such conditions
were exam ined in sim ulation showing that this m easure was very effective, especially in the
initial stage where the M CS algorithm is being com m issioned and tested for a new plant. Once
a safety lim it is reached the adaptive gains are reset to their initial conditions and adaptation
can start again. The safety limit for this test was set em pirically since from sim ulation the
operating window of the adaptive gains was known. Two different cases are presented in the
two following subsections 6.7.3.1 and 6.7.3.2 describing results obtained with and w ithout the
adaptive gain safety limit action.

6.7.3.1 Without Gain Limit

In Figure 6.29 the adaptive gains of the “Force M C S” started to becom e unstable around 4.7
seconds in the presence o f noise in the feedback signal. In the controller’s effort to reduce the
p lan t’s error the gains reached excessive limits, around 400% larger than usual.
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Figure 6.29: Adaptive Gains Case Without Gain Limit Safety

Consequently the MCS control signal became oscillatory driving unstable the system as it can
be seen in Figure 6.30. This effect was more noticeable in the velocity profile of the plant
rather than in the pressure which was the controlled parameter.
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6.7.3.2

With Gain Limit

In this simulation the same operating plant conditions were used as in previous section, with
the MCS safety limit action enabled. The maximum value o f the adaptive gains was set. It
can be seen in Figure 6.31 that the system becomes oscillatory around 4.7 seconds. However
once the gains exceeded the permissible level they were reset back to zero to prevent valve
saturation.
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Once the process is stopped the control engineer can identify the cause of instability and reeval
uate the parameters of the MCS algorithm. In Figure 6.32 it can be observed that the velocity
of the plant became zero while the trapped hydraulic pressure holds the plant pressure at 30bar.
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6 .8

I m p le m e n ta tio n o f H y b r id M C S

So far in simulation the hybrid MCS performed well with promising results for the control of
the filling and packing phase of the injection moulding cycle. For this reason it was decided
to verify the suitability of the proposed scheme in the real plant. The Simulink model o f the
hybrid MCS was implemented in the hydraulic plant of the injection moulding machine via
Real Time Windows Target of Matlab.
The first experiment was performed with the same hybrid MCS parameters as used in sim ula
tion. The “Flow M CS” was used with a weighted acceleration feedback state (2nd order MCS
with 2 feedback states, velocity and acceleration) while the “Force M CS” was used with one
feedback state (pressure). In the experiments two different shape specimens (rectangular cavity
shape in this chapter and tensile specimen cavity shape described in Chapter 7) were moulded
with low and high viscosity polypropylene. A range of trigger signals (hydraulic pressure, cav
ity pressure, ultrasound) were used to initiate the start of the packing phase with the ultrasound
trigger found to be the most accurate.
In section 6.8.1 the first experim ent is described in which low viscosity polypropylene was
used as the moulding material. A rectangular shape cavity was used with the gate at the centre
of the part. This section also describes the initial tuning of the hybrid scheme by altering

the weighting parameters of the MCS. In section 6.8.2 the second experim ent is described in
which high viscosity polypropylene was used. This altered the viscous load conditions during
the filling and packing phase of the cycle. To examine the robustness of the hybrid MCS
algorithm a variety of reference setpoints and trajectories were used for the flow and pressure
control of the plant. The more intelligent version of the “Force M CS” was implemented with
variable adaptive weights dependent on the pressure error of the plant. The efficiency of this
method and advantages that has in a real plant are justified. The overall performance of the
hybrid MCS is summarised in the concluding section.

6.8.1

M oulding of Rectangular Part with Low Viscosity Polypropylene

To test the suitability of the proposed bumpless transfer in the real plant the adaptive weight
parameters a , (3 of the force MCS were set to lower values ( a = 15, (3 = 1.5 ) than those used in
simulation for safety reasons. In the first trial there was poor tracking of the velocity reference
signal and the adaptive gains (of the Flow MCS) reached higher values than those initially
predicted. This was anticipated since the first estim ate of the adaptive gains was made without
taking into account the materials viscous friction during the filling phase.
To reduce the transient error, the settled steady state adaptive gain values from the first test
were used for the start of the next one. The response was greatly improved with good velocity
tracking at the setpoint of 0.01 m/s, as seen in Figure 6.33.
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At the start of the injection there is an overshoot in the velocity of the screw which mainly
comes from the adaptive effort of the acceleration feedback state. Sim ilar behaviour was ob
served in simulation tests as well. However this transient settles fast (within 0.2s). The position
of the screw, also shown in the figure, has a constant slope for the duration of the filling phase.
During the packing phase the slope changes continuously as the velocity decays to zero.

The adaptive gains during the filling phase, Figure 6.34, change in order to maintain the ve
locity constant regardless the nonlinear behaviour of the viscous friction and stiffness of the
polym er melt inside the injection barrel. The effort of the second state is less dom inant because
the acceleration state is weighted to guarantee stability.
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The reference model for the packing phase was set to have a maximum value of 70bar with
4s settling time. As it can be seen in Figure 6.35 the tracking of the pressure reference signal
was poor suggesting that higher values o f the weight parameters, a and p, could be used (as in
simulation, a = 100, p = 10).
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As shown in Figure 6.36 the adaptive gains

K\

and

Kr

reached their maximum value of 0.37

and 0.51 respectively at the point where the pressure error was maximum. If these values were
set as the initial conditions (for the adaptive gains), would help the MCS to adapt faster and
reduce the transient error to zero.
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The com m and signal to the servo proportional valve is shown in Figure 6.14. Higher adaptive
weights o f the “Force M CS” could possibly allow the control signal to develop faster and
avoid the mismatch that takes place from 8.25s to 8.3 seconds. A sm oother transition could be
guaranteed in this case.
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The results of the pressure control under hybrid MCS are shown in Figure 6.38. The hydraulic
and cavity pressures during the injection m oulding cycle can be clearly distinguished with the
rise of the cavity pressure at the start of the packing phase. The ultrasound detects the pressure
rise inside the cavity (around 8s) as well as the fall in pressure back to atmospheric level at the
end of the injection cycle.
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Figure 6.38: Control of the Injection M oulding Cycle with Hybrid MCS
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6 .8 .2

M o u ld in g o f R e cta n g u la r P art w ith H igh V isco sity P o ly p ro p y le n e

To test the robustness of the hybrid scheme the second experiment was carried out with the
same shape cavity but different moulding parameters. The material used this time was a high
viscosity grade polypropylene with different viscous behaviour characteristics. The viscous
friction and the damping effect on the screw motion during the filling and packing phase were
both higher. The adaptive gains in both MCS schemes remained the same. The screw velocity
shown in Figure 6.39 follows accurately the reference model which is set at 0.01 m/s.
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The switch from the filling phase to packing is initiated by the ultrasound trigger. The end
of the packing phase was initiated by the screw velocity profile, with a saturating point being
set at 0.003m/s. Overall the adaptive gains followed a sim ilar behaviour as in the previously
described case in section 6 .8 . 1 .

6.8.2.1

A daptive W eights Vs P la n t P ressu re E r r o r

In this experiment the new method with variable adaptive weights was applied. To achieve a
smooth transition the weights started from zero and increased according with the plant pressure
error. This was a very efficient approach as the MCS adapted less during periods were the plant
error was small. The adaptive weights a and (3 were set higher than before where values of
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a = 100, P = 10 could be reached. In this case the adaptive weight ratio was set to, Ka p = 10.
The adaptive weight, a , shown in Figure 6.40 (P is not shown since it is proportional to a )
rose twice during this part o f the cycle reaching a value peak of a = 68 (and correspondingly
P = 6.8) in order to minimise the error.
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The adaptive gains were kept the same as in previous experim ent (Figure 6.36) but faster adap
tation was achieved as the weighting parameters were increased. In Figure 6.41 the adaptive
gains start to settle after 9.5s and the weighting parameters a and P drop to the values of 20
and 2 respectively.
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At the time of the switching (phase change) the hydraulic plant pressure (AP) was 53bar as it
can be seen in Figure 6.42. The plant pressure exhibited very good tracking of the pressure
reference model which was set to reach a maximum pressure of 70bar with 4s settling time.
Control of the packing phase stops as soon as the pressure reference setpoint is reached (70
bar) and/or the velocity drops to a value below 0.003m/s. This stops the MCS adaption process
before the screw stalls. Otherwise the adaptive effort would increase enormously (and saturate
the servovalve) as the MCS would try to control the pressure of the screw which would not
physically move (screw would have reached the end of its travel, hits the nozzle).
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Figure 6.42: MCSIA Pressure Tracking

The com m and signal to the plant during the packing phase was a bit noisy due to the continuous
variation of the adaptive effort as seen in Figure 6.43. Filtering of the com m and signal or the
plant error would be an appropriate action to smooth the control signal.
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Figure 6.43: Command Signal to Servo-Proportional Valve

In Figure 6.44 the results of the pressure control under hybrid MCS are shown. The cavity
pressure does not reach as high a level as in the previous case where low viscosity polypropy
lene was used. This happened because higher local pressures could be reached near the cavity
pressure transducer diaphragm when low viscosity polypropylene is used.
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Figure 6.44: Control of the Injection Moulding Cycle

6.8.2.2

2nd O rd e r “ Flow M C S ” w ith O ne S tate F eedback

The second order “Flow M CS” exhibited a robust behaviour for the control of the filling phase
in both cases where two different viscosity grades of polypropylene were used. Both of the
feedback states were used, velocity and acceleration, with the latter been weighted less to
optimise the performance o f the controller. Previously tested in simulation, with the 2nd order
MCS utilising a single feedback state achieved a sim ilar behaviour with that of dual feedback
states. For this reason it was decided to test the suitability o f the 2nd order MCS (no integral
action but with magnitude insensitivity) with single feedback state (velocity) for the cases were
the acceleration of the plant is not measurable. The model reference parameters summarised
in Table 6.7 were used in the experiment. M ost o f these values are the same as those used in
the simulation studies.
Natural Frequency

Model Gain

Damping Ratio

COM(H z)
150

Km
1

Cm
0.9

Forward Adaptive Gains
K

alpha weight
a
20000

beta weight
p
500

Feedback Adaptive Gains

r

K x

42

12

Table 6.7: Parameters of the Filling Reference Model with Single Feedback State
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The proposed MCS scheme was tested for a set of different velocity setpoints (0.01 to 0.03m/s).
All exhibited a stable behaviour with very good tracking of the reference setpoint. Two of these
cases are shown in Figures 6.45 and 6.46 with the response of the adaptive gains being similar.
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Figure 6.45: Velocity Tracking at 0.02m/s and Adaptive Gains
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Figure 6.46: Velocity Tracking at 0.03m/s and Adaptive Gains
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It should be noted that a smooth ramped reference model was used. Good tracking o f the ref
erence was achieved in both cases while the overshoot at the beginning was reduced compared
with cases described in sections 6.8.1 and 6.8.2 (Figures 6.33 & 6.39).

6.8.2.3

C hange from High to Low P ressu re R eference Profile

In some cases due to the design of the runner-gate path in a mould, the gate does not solidify
com pletely at the end of the packing phase. As a result, a small quantity of material comes
out o f the pressurised cavity affecting the dim ensional properties of the part. Provision for
such behaviour can be taken if the pressure reference model switches to a lower level to ’stop’
gradually the packing phase while allowing more time for the gate to solidify (2-3). This
new pressure reference trajectory was successfully tested in one of the experiments as seen in
Figure 6.47. A high adaptive effort was provided to maintain stability while at the same time
following closely the reference model.
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Figure 6.47: Low Pressure Reference M odel at the end of Packing Phase

On this occasion the adaptive gains go very high and low at the same time, as there is a large
step change in the pressure reference. The adaptive gains try to respond to the plant param eter
changes as some high frequency pressure perturbation occur during this transition. As the
hydraulic pressure reduces at the same time the large pressurised volume in the cavity tries to
expand as the gate has not solidified yet. Therefore an interaction between the two systems
(mould dynamics and hydraulics with injection barrel bulk modulus) takes place during the
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step change which justifies the intense adaptive effort o f the M CS to m aintain close tracking
o f the pressure reference.

6.9

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter two extensions o f the M CS algorithm w ere presented, the “Flow M C S” and
“Force M C S” for the closed loop control o f the injection m oulding cycle. A bum pless trans
fer schem e was integrated within the hybrid M CS to m atch the adaptive effort o f the two
controllers and ease the adaptation during the sw itching betw een filling and packing. The se
lection o f the reference m odel in the two MCS algorithm s proved to be critical as the stability
o f the adaptation is guaranteed. The adaptation behaviour is m ainly dependent on the adap
tive weights (a , (3) and the selection o f the adaptive w eight ratio (Ka p). The form er affects
the speed o f adaptation while the latter determ ines the relative effort o f the proportional and
integral parts o f the adaptive gains.

An initial estim ation of the reference m odel param eters for the Flow M CS enabled the con
troller to start with predeterm ined gains. This effectively reduced the transient velocity error
while the adaptive gains quickly developed to counteract the disturbance o f the nonlinear vis
cous load (both in sim ulation & experim ental). The 2nd order m odel M CS used for the filling
phase was tested with both dual and single feedback states exhibited a robust behaviour (less
overshoot in 2nd case) for different operating conditions and viscosity grades o f polypropy
lene used. An initial tuning o f the adaptive weights im proved the adaptation perform ance.
For the second phase (packing) the 15? order M CS w ith one feedback state and zero adaptive
gains, followed sufficiently well (starting with zero gains) a variety o f reference m odels with
the adaptive weights been adjusted according to the plant error. This allowed larger adaptive
w eights to be selected w ithout com prom ising the stability. The overall efficiency o f the M CS
was im proved and the algorithm becam e less sensitive to noise. An extension o f the MCS
schem e w hich would have both the adaptive w eights and adaptive w eight ratio variable is an
area w here further investigation should be conducted.
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Chapter 7

Melt Polymer Vibration Control

7.1

Introduction

In this C hapter the effect o f m elt vibration in the injection m oulding process has been inves
tigated experim entally. As previously reported in C hapter 4, vibration can lower the viscosity
o f the polym er to im prove processability, enhance orientation and reduce surface defects. The
aim o f the these experim ents was to investigate the feasibility of applying m elt vibration on
sem i-crystalline polypropylene with a conventional injection m oulding m achine controlled by
the adaptive M CS algorithm . A one-stage injection m oulding m achine was used with no other
com ponents interfering betw een the nozzle and the m ould, such as in Scorim and Rheojector [105]. A variety of flow and pressure profiles were applied during the filling and packing
phase, w here the screw vibrates (at different frequencies and am plitudes) and transm its the en
ergy into the m elt polym er to lower its viscosity. The hybrid M CS algorithm was used for the
closed loop control o f the screw m otion, as presented in detail in C hapter 6. The m ould tem 
perature was kept constant during the experim ents and no cooling profiles were investigated
w ith the m elt vibration during injection. The parts produced under vibration were examined
for im provem ents in dim ensional capability and part warpage (caused by asym m etric distribu
tion o f residual stresses). The parts were then tested with an Instron tensile test m achine to
estim ate their tensile m odulus. The m echanical properties o f these parts were com pared with
parts produced with conventional m oulding and showed significant im provem ents.
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7.2

Experimental Setup

For the vibration o f the m elt polym er the screw m otion during injection was controlled (only)
by the P-Q servo-proportional valve (M oog). The screw flow and pressure profiles were set
to follow a predeterm ined trajectory (reference signal) where a sinusoidal signal was super
im posed on the reference signal to force the screw to vibrate. The screw was set to oscillate
at frequencies ranging from 8Hz to 20Hz with different am plitudes for the filling (0.01 m/s to
0.04m /s) and packing phase (5bar to lObar). For the switching from flow to pressure control
the cavity pressure was used and different switching levels (5, 10, 45, 80, 90bar) were chosen
to test the robustness o f the M CS controller. In each experim ent the prepared shot size was kept
sm all in order to transm it efficiently the vibration force field in the polym er inside the cavity.
As reported in the literature [78], low frequencies o f shear vibration (5-20Hz) can reduce the
viscosity o f the m elt and ease the processability o f the melt, resulting in a better orientationm orphology at the core of the part. Once the viscosity is lowered via vibration, faster filling
and packing can be achieved im proving the pow er consum ption and cycle time. The average
processing tem perature o f polypropylene was set to 220°C while the mould tem perature was
m aintained constant at 50°C.

D ue to tim e constraints it was not possible to develop closed loop cooling control for the mould,
to com bine rapid cooling with vibrational profiles that could further enhance the m echanical
properties o f the parts (Section 4.5.4). An advantage in the experim ental setup would be to
have an injection screw with a check valve (ring) which would reduce the leakage past the
screw during injection and im prove the transm ission o f vibration to the m elt polymer.

7.2.1

W arpage M easurem ent

To investigate the influence of m elt vibration in the stress distribution in the parts, warpage
was m easured in each m oulded specim en 24-hours after the end o f the process. This tim e was
allow ed since the shrinkage o f the part may continue outside the m ould in sem i-crystalline
PP for a few hours at room tem perature. To m easure w arpage the one side o f the part was
fixed w hile the difference in hight with the other side was m easured with a digital caliper. To
know exactly the m om ent when the tip o f the caliper would touch the tested part an analogue
m icrom eter was set to sense any m inor part m ovem ent. The experim ental arrangem ent is shown
in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: W arpage M easurem ent Experimental Setup

The same procedure was followed for all the parts tested for warpage to avoid any discrepancy
in the measurement. The rest o f the dimensions (length, width, thickness) in the parts were
m easured as well with a m icrom eter for later comparison.

7.2.2

Tensile M odulus M easurem ent

To estim ate the Tensile M odulus of the parts an Instron 4303 (25kN) series testing machine
was used. The polym er specimens were placed between the two clam ps of the Instron. The
upper jaw moves upward and applies an increasing stress onto the specimen, which is recorded
as a function o f time on the PC. As the crosshead speed is known (lOm m /min) the program
estimates the elongation from the time measurement. The distance between the clamps was the
same for all the tests. After each run the upper clam p was lowered for the next specimen to be
tested. The tensile test method (No. 83) used was Instron’s standard for polym er plastics. At
the end o f the test all the data were processed by Instron’s software as presented in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Analysed Data of Plastic Specimens from Instron’s Software

7 .3

M e lt V ib r a tio n d u r in g th e P a c k in g P h a se

For the first experiment the vibration of the melt polymer was only applied during the packing
phase where the mould rectangular cavity was used. No cavity insert was used at this point
to change the shape of the moulded part. During the filling phase the velocity of the screw
was maintained constant at 0.02m/s. For the control of the pressure profile a reference signal
at 80bar with a sine-wave of 5bar amplitude and 8Hz frequency were used. The results of
the pressure vibration control under the hybrid MCS controller are shown in Figure 7.3. The
start o f the packing phase can be clearly distinguished with the rise in the cavity pressure that
reached a level o f 250bar. By observation of the right window (magnification) it can be seen
that a smooth transition was achieved between the two phases. The vibration had a small effect
on the cavity pressure which exhibited low oscillatory behaviour from the period of 7.5s to
8.6s. It was clear that vibration with a larger sine amplitude would have a more pronounced
effect in the vibration of the screw and cavity pressure which reflects the state of the melt
polym er inside the cavity.
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Figure 7.3: Melt Vibration at 8Hz during the Packing Phase, 80bar

During the injection cycle the MCS controller performed well and good tracking of the refer
ence signal was achieved for both velocity and pressure (vibrational) profile. At the beginning
of the filling phase there was a small overshoot above the 0.02m/s setpoint, Figure 7.4, however
the tracking error was quickly reduced to zero. A smooth transition to the packing phase fol
lowed with the screw following closely the reference signal (left window). Due to the nonlinear
load effect o f the melt polym er that solidifies continuously during injection, a small pressure
(tracking) error occurred in the beginning which was quickly reduced to zero.
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Figure 7.4: Reference Velocity and Pressure M odels for Melt Vibration at 8Hz during the
Packing Phase

On the other hand the adaptive weights of the Force MCS were adjusted according to the
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8.6

pressure error to allow larger values to be selected w ithout com prom ising the stability. It is of
great im portance to achieve close tracking o f the reference trajectories to distinguish the effect
that different vibrational profiles have on the m echanical properties o f the parts.

7.4

Melt Vibration during Filling and Packing Phase

Follow ing a stable and satisfactory perform ance o f the Force M CS in controlling the vibrational
pressure profile during packing the sam e m ethod was extended for the filling phase where shear
vibration was applied in the m elt polymer. For these experim ents the rectangular cavity with a
special insert was used to m ould tensile specim en parts (gate at the side o f the specim en) which
could be tested afterwards for their m echanical properties. As investigated in section (Section
7.3) a larger am plitude o f sine-wave would have a m ore significant effect on the m elt vibration,
therefore an am plitude o f lObar was used for the pressure profile. A series o f experim ents
with different frequencies (8-20Hz) and am plitudes (fill velocity 0.01 m/s to 0.04m /s and pack
pressure 5bar to lObar) were carried out with satisfactory tracking perform ance for both filling
and packing phase. For one of these experim ents the following am plitude and frequency were
used as presented in Table 7.1.

Vibration Parameters

Filling Phase

Packing Phase

C ontrol Setpoint
Switching at Pcav
Frequency of Vibration
Am plitude o f Vibration

0.02m /s

lOObar
90bar

20Hz
0.025m /s

20Hz
lObar

Table 7.1: Vibration Param eter Settings during Injection

The effect o f shear vibration during filling is very im portant as it can influence the orientation of
the solidifying layers as well as the thickness of the skin and subsequent layers in the part. The
excessive shear that takes place does not allow the part layers below the skin to solidify under
isotherm al conditions and therefore the crystallinity in the part can be greatly influenced. A d
ditionally m elt shear vibration could reduce m ould filling im balances that have been reported
to occur due to non-sym m etrical shear distribution o f the m elt as it travels through the runner
flow paths [143]. It is expected that shear vibration during filling would reduce variation in
the m elt viscosity inside the runners which can increase shear heating o f the m elt and result in
high flow rates (may result in jetting) in m ulti cavity m oulds.

The results of both shear and pressure vibration applied during injection are presented in F ig
ure 7.5. The applied vibration in both phases had a significant effect on the viscosity o f the
m elt polym er as the cavity pressure reached the level o f 540bar. W ithout vibration the m ax
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imum cavity pressure reached (for lOObar reference signal) under same operating conditions
was 440bar. This clearly indicates that the melt viscosity was lowered during vibration due
to the extensive shearing that took place in both the filling and packing phases. The extensive
shearing of the melt increased the melt temperature in the cavity (due to shear heating) which
delayed the solidification of the skin and subsequent layers towards the core. Therefore the
melt polym er at the core of the part was more time under pulsating flow which improved the
molecular orientation in the part. However more extensive experimental analysis (with optical
microscopy) would be required to verify this changes in the morphology of the parts. In the
right window of Figure 7.5 it can be observed that the frequency of oscillation of the screw po
sition is reflected on the cavity pressure which perturbed at the same frequency. This indicates
that the melt polymer was vibrated during injection (5.6s to 6.5s) with the cavity pressure os
cillating at the frequency of 20Hz with an amplitude varying from 5bar to 25bar. This favours
the reduction of warpage which is dependent on the cavity pressure variations prior to the glass
transition period, Tg [144]. In addition, the duration and level of the cavity pressure reached
improves the stress distribution in the part and reduces the stresses [145]. Therefore with melt
vibration such processing conditions can be attained more efficiently without the need to pro
cess the material at high temperatures. All the above findings indicate that the polym er could
be processed at a lower temperature as the viscosity could be regulated according to the fre
quency of vibration. That would be of great significance in polymers that are more prone to
degrade at high processing temperatures (at the gate entrance due to shear heating).
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Figure 7.5: Melt Vibration at 20Hz during Filling and Packing Phase, lOObar

The tracking perform ance of the Flow MCS and Force MCS controller is shown in Figure 7.6.
During the filling phase the screw followed closely the model response which deviated slightly
from the reference. Better tuning of the MCS controller adaptive weights could improve the
perform ance and reduce the error. For the packing phase satisfactory tracking o f the model
response was achieved (by the screw with a phase lag) if it was considered that there was a
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big change in the melt stiffness due to the smaller cavity (with insert) used. In addition, at
the end o f the packing phase a big percentage of the part had already solidified which made
the control of the pressure in the cavity more difficult. This effect resulted in saturation of the
servo-proportional valve. It is considered that a smaller vibration amplitude would improve the
tracking response of the plant without saturating the valve.
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Figure 7.6: Reference Velocity and Pressure Models for M elt Vibration at 20Hz during Filling
and Packing Phase

7.4.1

Effect of Vibration on Viscosity

From the presented experimental data presented so far it has been clear that vibration reduces
the apparent viscosity and improves the processability of the polymer, especially during the
packing phase. A closer inspection of the experimental data during the filling phase shows that
shear vibration also influences the viscosity of the polymer. A comparison o f the hydraulic
pressures during the filling phase with and without vibration is shown in Figure 7.7. In the
left window o f the Figure where no vibration was applied the hydraulic pressure, Pa2 rises
from 42bar to 88bar (Pal from 25bar to 26bar) at the end of filling phase, while in the case
with vibration Pa2 rises from 42bar to 80bar (Pal from 24bar to 25bar). Therefore there is a
reduction in the hydraulic pressure drop from 62bar without vibration to 55bar with vibration
to fill the mould. The melt viscosity could have been reduced further if the leakage past the
screw was less (if screw was equipped with a check valve).
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7.5

E ffe c ts o f V ib r a tio n o n P a r t Q u a lity & M e c h a n ic a l P r o p e r tie s

To investigate further the effect of vibration on part quality and mechanical properties two more
sets of experiments were carried out. In the first test arbitrary vibrational settings were chosen
and the parts produced were tested for dimensional tolerance and warpage. It should be noted
that long parts as the one used for the experiments have a higher tendency to warp as they have
no other surfaces at right angles (ribs) to restrict warpage. The settings used for each test are
presented in Table 7.2. The switching point was set at different levels of cavity pressure such
as at 5bar, lObar, 45bar and 90bar. In all tests a smooth transition during the switching was
obtained with stable plant behaviour.
V ibration P a ra m e te rs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Frequency, f fm (Hz)
Amplitude, A/,// (m/s)
Frequency, f pack (Hz)
Amplitude, A pack(bar)
M aximum, Ppack (bar)
Duration, Tpai± (s)
Switch P-Q at Pcav (bar)

10
5
80
2

12.5
5
80
2
80

20
5
90
3
90

20
5
90
3
45

20
0.01
20
5
90
3
10

20
0.03
20
5
90
3
45

20
0.04
20
6.5
90
3
90

20
0.04
20
8
90
3
90

5

Table 7.2: Frequency and Amplitude o f Vibration during Injection

The analysis of the experimental results is presented in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: M elt Vibration during Filling and/or Packing

As it was anticipated warpage decreased (from 13.78mm down to 9.13mm) with vibration,
as the residual stress distribution is more uniform throughout the part. This is attributed as
well to the lowered viscosity during processing which allows extensive shearing of the melt
especially at the core layers. Part shrinkage was also reduced due to the improved orientation
of the molecules (results in more uniform shrinkage throughout the part) with the length of
the part having a smaller deviation (from 147.59mm to 147.91mm) from the cavity dimension
(Lcav = 148 mm).
Although there are clear benefits from melt vibration at the same time there is a variety of
settings to select. It is not straightforward to identify the effect of each individual param eter on
the mechanical properties and quality of the part especially when several process parameters
change at the same time (e.g. cooling profiles). However the trend in those preliminary tests
shows that when vibration is applied both at filling and packing the dim ensional capability is
increased and warpage is reduced. It is important for vibration to be applied before and during
the transition through the Tg as afterwards would have no effect. The switching point also
seems to play a key role since the transition to packing must not be early (extensive shrinkage,
part with poor dimensional tolerances) neither be delayed (results in excessive cavity pressure,
part flashing). Also improvements in the surface appearance of polypropylene (PP) moulded
under vibration, have been reported [146] were failure cracks of the impact surface of PP were
denser and more hom ogeneous when compared with conventional moulded parts.
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7.5.1

Further Experim entation with M elt Vibration and Analysis o f Experim en
tal Data

In the first part o f the experim ents it was found that application o f m elt vibration at high fre
quency in both filling and packing phase reduces shrinkage and warpage. B ased on these
conclusions it was decided to further investigate the effect o f vibration with varying only the
reference pressure level and cooling time. The filling vibration am plitude and P-Q switching
level (PCav = C) were kept constant for all tests. The packing pressure was changed at incre
m ents o f lObar from 80bar to lOObar. The cooling tim e o f the parts was varied from half to
three m inutes (0.5, 1, 2, 3min). To com pare the “w ith” vibration parts with those produced by
conventional m oulding, a set o f conventional parts was produced with varying packing pressure
and packing tim e and with a constant cooling tim e o f lm in. The process param eter settings
used in both tests are presented in Table 7.3.

Conventional Moulding

Filling Phase

Control Setpoint
Switching at Pcav
Duration of Packing

0.02m /s

Vibrational Moulding

Filling Phase

Control Setpoint
Sw itching at Pcav
Frequency o f Vibration
Am plitude o f Vibration

0.02m/s

Packing Phase

80bar- lOObar
90bar
2s-4s
Packing Phase

80bar- lOObar
90bar
20Hz
20Hz
lObar
0.025m /s

Table 7.3: Process Param eter Settings for Conventional and Vibrational M oulding

A com parison betw een parts m oulded with vibration and conventionally follows where all
the m oulded tensile specim ens were tested for dim ensional accuracy, Young’s M odulus and
warpage. The analysis o f the first experim ental set is presented in Figure 7.9. In the left
window, the results from conventional m oulding are presented while in the right window the
ones with vibrational m oulding.
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Figure 7.9: Conventional and Vibrational M oulding at 80bar

By com parison of the results it can be seen that with vibration the parts have a better dim en
sional capability and improved mechanical properties. This is apparent in the thickness dim en
sion where with vibration small deviation ( ± 0 .0 15mm) exist between m easurements near the
gate (Thick G) and the other side of the part (Thick O). The same applies also for the width di
mension which was close (deviation of 0.38mm in worst case) to the nominal value (20mm). It
should be noted as well that shrinkage for polypropylene in the across flow direction is slightly
greater that the shrinkage in the flow direction [60]. The part length is also increased as the
shrinkage is reduced. This is attributed to the enhanced orientation of the crystalline area by
vibration which also shifts the glass transition to a higher temperature to advance the crystal
lization of the amorphous region. As a result most of the part crystallizes during the process
and a small percentage after being ejected. On the other hand, parts moulded without vibration
are more prone to crystallise for several hours after ejection being free to shrink further as they
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Modulus (MPa)

Part Warpage - Modulus vs. Cooling Time, 20Hz - 80bar

Part Warpage - Modulus vs. Packing Time, 80bar

are not restricted any more by the cavity form. There is an improvement in the modulus by
7.4% and a more significant improvement in warpage by 11% with vibration.
In the next Figure 7.10 the tests are identical with the previous apart from the packing pressure
which was increased to 90bar.
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Figure 7.10: Conventional and Vibrational M oulding at 90bar

For both tests the increase in the packing pressure to 90bar improved the dimensions o f the
parts (Length, Thickness, Width). The lObar increase in the packing pressure improved the
(“w ith” vibration) part modulus by l% and reduced the warpage by 3%. In addition, the parts
moulded with vibration had an increase in the modulus by 9% and reduction in part warpage
by 13%, when compared with the conventional moulded parts. In addition, the part length was
further increased by 1% as pressure advances crystallization and reduces shrinkage. In both the
previous case (vibration-80bar) and now the modulus of the part was reduced with extensive
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cooling time (when comparing cooling case from 2min to 3min) as the molecules have more
time to relax and become randomised (reduces warpage). Depending on the application of the
part this might be desirable or not, for example shorter cooling time results in higher residual
stresses, higher modulus but low level of environmental stress crack resistance (low impact
resistance as well).

In the last test the hydraulic pressure reference was increased to lOObar. The analysis of the
results is presented in Figure 7.11 which shows that the higher hydraulic pressure especially in
the vibration case improved the mechanical properties and quality o f the parts.
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Figure 7 .11: Conventional and Vibrational M oulding, at lOObar

All the dimensions ( L x W x T ) of the specimens moulded under vibration were within ± 0.03% ,
± 1 .7 % and ±0.75% tolerance of the nominal dimensions (148mm x 10mm-20mm x 4m m ) for
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the length, w idth and thickness respectively. It should also be noted that polypropylene has a
higher tendency for shrinkage in contrast with am orphous polym ers. C om pared with conven
tional m oulding (last case, lOObar) m elt vibration reduced part warpage by 30% and increased
the tensile m odulus by 10%. In addition, the higher m odulus indicates that the parts moulded
under vibration crystallised m uch faster. Im provements in the Young’s m odulus o f polypropy
lene parts due to the effect o f vibration am plitude have also been reported in a recent study
using a custom m ade vibration injection m oulding m achine [147].

M elt vibration was successfully applied in a conventional injection m oulding m achine where
parts properties were enhanced. It was verified that with m elt vibration, parts can be m oulded
at low er tem perature and/or hydraulic pressure, retaining the sam e properties as with parts
m oulded w ith conventional m ethod at higher processing hydraulic pressure. Therefore a new
generation o f injection m oulding m achines could be easily m odified to apply vibration to the
m elt polym er for parts where high dim ensional tolerances are required. M oreover the efficiency
o f the m elt vibration in conventional m oulding m achines could be im proved w ith different
screw designs.

7.6

Concluding Remarks

The application o f m elt vibration was investigated in the injection m oulding process using a
m odified conventional m oulding machine. The adaptive M CS algorithm was used to control
flow and pressure during the cycle with very good adaptation and reference m odel tracking. A
sm ooth transition betw een the phases was achieved at different cavity pressure switching lev
els (lObar, 45bar, 90bar) used to change from flow to pressure control. Unlike other proposed
vibration assisted injection m oulding m ethods [105] w hich are open-loop controlled, the flow
and pressure profiles of the screw were controlled in a closed-loop system. A lthough no sim 
ulation was perform ed to test the suitability o f the M CS algorithm under such advanced P-Q
profiles w here the load exhibits a nonlinear nature (load stiffness changes continuously), the
hydraulic screw in m ost experim ents exhibited good tracking o f the reference profiles.

T he application o f m elt shear vibration was tested w ith a variety o f flow and pressure profiles
and found to have a profound influence on the viscosity o f the polym er w hich favours the
m echanical properties (m odulus, warpage, dim ensional capability) o f the parts. All tests were
carried out w ith constant m ould tem perature, although it would be an advantage in the future to
test different cooling profiles with vibration profiles. In addition, m elt vibration could also be
applied during plasticization to further reduce the viscosity o f the m elt and im prove m oulding
m achine efficiency and reduce cycle times.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
In this work the m oulding control of high quality parts with new m ethods to enhance their
m echanical properties were the main goals. In order to achieve this, the m onitoring and iden
tification o f the process param eters that cause quality variations was o f prim e im portance.
T he polym er m aterials used in the experim ental part were: sem i-crystalline polypropylene and
am orphous polycarbonate. Two non-invasive m onitoring m ethods were set in place in order to
provide critical inform ation in real tim e about the m elt polym er behaviour. Sim ulation stud
ies o f the filling and packing phase, alongside experim ents undertaken on an Arburg 25-tonne
injection m oulding m achine, provided the experience for a good understanding o f the relation
betw een the m achine process param eters and the in-m ould param eters. This knowledge led
to the design o f portable non-invasive m onitoring equipm ent which makes use o f ultrasound
waves. Inform ation provided by this m onitoring system enabled the fast set up o f the controller
to estim ate the duration o f the injection phases in real time. N o need o f intervention by an oper
ator would be necessary even if a new m ould is to be used. The m ajority of the control methods
found in the literature generally necessitate a com plex m athem atical m odel to describe the pro
cess. Often the derivation o f such m odels is tedious; m oreover they need revising every tim e
process param eters change (m ould, m aterial, processing conditions). In this work an adaptive
controller based upon m inim al control synthesis (M CS) was used and applied to the injection
m oulding process. The use the adaptive M CS controller, in com bination with the m odifica
tion o f the hydraulic system , enhanced the perform ance o f the injection m oulding machine.
This m odification allowed the screw to follow dem anding flow and pressure trajectories and
to vibrate the m elt polym er in order to enhance the m echanical and physical properties of the
m oulded parts. Parts produced with the vibration m ethod had im proved dim ensional accuracy,
tensile m odulus and reduced warpage, when com pared with conventional m oulded parts.
T he developm ent and com pletion o f this com plex m onitoring and control system involved ad
dressing a num ber o f tasks. Key aspects, contributions, and findings o f the work are as follows:
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• Preliminary testing to understand and identify the phases of the injection moulding
process. The departm ental Arburg 25-tonne injection m oulding m achine was used for
this purpose. The control lim itations of the m oulding m achine were identified, w here the
duration o f the injection phases (fillin g , packing and cooling) was preset before the start
o f the injection. In addition, the velocity and pressure setpoints to be reached during fill
ing and packing respectively, could not be altered during the process. Available m oulds
were used at this prelim inary stage, until a new m ould was designed and m anufactured.
A longside the experim ental studies, a detail m odel o f the hydraulic circuit and m ould
flow paths was used in the sim ulation of the injection filling and packing phase. For the
sim ulation, rheological data for isotactic polypropylene were used in order to estim ate
param eters such as: m axim um injection pressure, filling time, hydraulic pressure, cavity
pressure, leakage past the screw, etc.

• Insights into the injection process in respect of the effect of the processing param
eters (m elt tem perature, injection rate & pressure, cooling time, etc.) on the in-mould
parameters (cavity pressure, solidification time, part weight, dim ensional capabilities,
skin thickness, warpage, etc.). These were gained through sim ulation and experim enta
tion. It was found that accurate estim ation o f the transition tim e from filling to packing
phase and prediction o f part solidification were param eters o f utm ost im portance in order
to control part quality. Therefore two non-invasive m ethods were proposed and designed.
The first m ethod used a pair o f therm ocouples em bedded close to the cavity surface to
estim ate the extent of solidification in real time. This approach does not require a com 
plex heat transfer m odel because real time tem perature data are used to estim ate the heat
transfered from the m elt part to the m ould. The second m ethod uses ultrasound waves
that propagate through the melt polym er in order to identify phase changes, determ ine
the extent o f solidification o f the part (in real tim e) while also m easure the part thickness
(off-line) before part ejection.

• The concept of a new mould which allowed parts with different shapes (tensile spec
im ens and rectangular parts) to be moulded with the proper cavity insert. The gate
position could be changed from the centre to the side, to test the effect o f flow orien
tation in the m echanical properties o f the parts. In addition, a transparent polym er was
used w ith color additives to visualise the flow orientation in the parts. The m ould was
m anufactured from a tough alum inium alloy with a high therm al conductivity, to m in
im ise the heating-up tim e and to allow therm ocouples to detect the heat transients during
injection. The therm ocouples and ultrasound transducers were em bedded at the m ould
while the cavity pressure transducer (tip) was positioned flush to the cavity surface. The
instrum ented m ould enabled testing o f the functionality o f the two proposed m ethods
for m onitoring the m elt behaviour and verification o f the hypotheses made. From the
solidification rate (both therm ocouple & ultrasound m ethods had sim ilar results) it was
estim ated that nearly 50% o f the part had solidified by the end o f the filling phase (with
no cooling). This makes the shearing o f the m elt at the core (of the part) m ore difficult
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because the m olecular chains get isolated from the above layers and have m ore tim e to
relax and becom e random ised. These results led to the publication (A ppendix A.6) of
a journal paper published at the IM echE Journal o f Engineering M anufacture, Part B
[148].

• The modification of the hydraulic circuit in order to enhance the controllability of
the moulding machine and change the processing parameters during the injection.
A servo-proportional flow and pressure control valve was used to bypass the side m an
ifold o f the original hydraulic circuit which was used to preset the hydraulic flowrate
and pressure during injection. In order to control the new valve (the screw m otion) and
the other operations (m ould open-close, injection unit forw ard-retract) o f the m oulding
m achine via a PC, the electrical circuit o f the m achine was bypassed by safety hardware
to prevent any hazardous situation. All the signal inform ation (tem perature, pressures,
propagation tim e o f ultrasound waves) from the instrum ented m ould and hydraulic cir
cuit (screw position, velocity and hydraulic pressure) were processed by the closed-loop
control system.

• The development of a hybrid MCS adaptive controller with a bumpless transfer
scheme for the control of the filling and packing phases. The hybrid M CS was first
tested in sim ulation using a nonlinear m odel o f the plant. Robustness to a range of
operating conditions validated the perform ance o f the hybrid M CS which was next im 
plem ented experimentally. Dual (velocity & acceleration) and single (velocity only)
feedback signals were tested with the “Flow M C S” controller. A system identification
allowed the estim ation o f the initial adaptive gains w hich considerably im proved the
transient response (enhanced adaptation) at the start o f the filling phase. The adaptive
w eight ratio was changed from the generally accepted value to im prove the perform ance
and stability o f the control scheme. In the case o f the “Force M C S” controller the adap
tation effort was m odified such that it was proportional to the plant’s pressure error. This
perm itted high adaptive weights to be safely used at the beginning o f the packing to re
duce the error rapidly, as well as to reduce the sensitivity o f the MCS to noise in the
feedback states w hich could result in gain drift or saturation o f the adaptive gains. A
bum pless transfer algorithm was developed to avoid discontinuity in the control signal
during the sw itching from flow to pressure control. O therw ise pressure perturbations
could occur during the transition which would disrupt the flow orientation (in the cavity)
and possibly result in part surface defects and poor dim ensional capability. Overall the
hybrid M CS controller exhibited a robust behaviour to all operating conditions during
the experim ents which included changing o f the m ould cavity and polym er material.

• A good understanding of the melt polymer flow orientation during injection and
the influence of injection velocity and pressure on the formation of the part layers.
It is w ell known that conventional injection m oulded part consists of: a thin oriented skin
layer at the surface, a second layer which is highly oriented and the core layer which has
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no preferred orientation. To influence the m olecular orientation at the core layers, a new
method was proposed where m elt vibration was applied by vibrating the screw during
the filling and packing phases. To achieve this a sinusoidal reference signal with varying
am plitude and frequency was superim posed on the control signal that drives the servoproportional valve to force the screw to oscillate. The vibrational energy is transferred
to the m elt polym er lowering the viscosity and im proving the m olecular orientation as
filling and packing proceed under continuous pulsating shear flow. This hypothesis was
supported by the profile o f the cavity pressure w hich was increased exponentially with
tim e while at the sam e tim e was oscillated at a frequency of 20Hz with an am plitude
varying from 5bar to 25bar. In addition, higher cavity pressures were achieved during
vibration which exceeded nom inal values (with conventional m oulding) by lOObar. The
duration and level that the cavity pressure reached during vibration, im proves the stress
distribution in the part and reduces the stresses, therefore it reduces part warpage. C om 
pared with conventional m oulding, polypropylene parts (tensile specim ens) m oulded un
der m elt vibration had a reduction in part warpage by 30% and increased tensile m od
ulus by 10%. The higher m odulus is also an indication that the parts, during vibration
m oulding, crystallised faster as vibration shifts the glass transition tem perature higher.
M oreover sensitive polym ers (which degrade at high tem peratures) could be processed
at low tem peratures where m elt vibration would be used to low er the viscosity and ease
the processability. This m ethod could be easily applied to m odem conventional injection
m oulding m achines w ithout the need of additional com ponents to initiate m elt vibration
as others m ethods have proposed (such as Scorim, etc.).

8.1

Future Work

This work has identified new directions for the m onitoring and control o f the injection m ould
ing process as well as new m ethods to enhance the m echanical and physical properties o f the
parts. Suitable area for further w ork include:

• Experiments with melt vibration to investigate further the effect of frequency and
amplitude of vibration in the shear thinning behaviour of polymers. Vibration in
conjunction with variable cooling profiles could control efficiently the m elt viscosity
during m oulding, degree o f crystallinity and size o f spherulites to produce parts with
different m echanical properties according to the application. In addition, vibration could
be also applied during the plasticization phase to further reduce the viscosity o f the poly
mer. M ulti gate cavities should be also tested (with vibration profiles) to investigate the
effects in part orientation. The parts produced should be tested with Optical M icroscopy
and other advanced m ethods (SEM , W AXD, DSC) to elucidate further the im pact of
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vibration frequency and am plitude on the degree o f crystallinity, m orphology and orien
tation in the parts. Param eters such as density and m olecular w eight of parts should also
be m easured and com pared with the initial values to avoid vibration settings that could
degrade the m elt polymer.

• Use of the proposed melt vibration method for applications of micro-moulding.
Low ering the viscosity o f the m elt during injection could allow to fill and pack cavi
ties with thicknesses less that a m illim etre. As m elt vibration shifts the glass transition
tem perature higher and advances nucleation, the parts m oulded could be com pared with
conventional m oulded parts with and without nucleating agents. In particular, when us
ing m etallic pigm ents to colour the polymer, vibration could overcom e current problem s
o f surface defects and differential cooling. M elt vibration would be beneficial when ad
ditives are required to be m ixed with polym ers during the process, resulting in a better
blending. However experim ental testing is required to verify these hypotheses.

• Carry out further tests with the hybrid MCS controller with a range of polymers
and cavity sizes to validate the robustness of the proposed strategy. A self-com m issioning
procedure could be designed where the hybrid M CS would autom atically tune the ini
tial adaptive gains (to im prove the transient response). This inform ation could be pro
vided from plant identification procedure running in parallel with the M CS during the
injection m oulding cycle (when necessary). In addition, a m echanism that could adjust
autom atically the adaptive weights ratio, would be an advantage in cases where the load
conditions change considerably to im prove perform ance and guarantee stability.

• Commercialise the ultrasound monitoring kit to be used with the moulding machine
controller to estimate the duration of the injection phases in real time. This would
considerably reduce the setup tim e for a new m ould (only one cycle is necessary) and
the inform ation could be used for real tim e quality control and for statistical process
control analysis. M oreover ultrasound could be used to extract inform ation such as melt
tem perature and pressure [149] as well as the degree o f crystallinity. A t the m om ent the
two leader com panies in instrum entation, D ynisco and K istler do not have such a kit and
rely com pletely to cavity pressure transducers (which are very costly) to switch from
filling to packing phase. In addition, if a m iniature version o f the ultrasound transducer
is used, new m oulds could be m anufactured w ith ready-em bedded ultrasound sensors to
m onitor a num ber of in-m ould param eters in real time. Such an approach could lead to
all-phase control (Section 1.3.1) o f the injection m oulding process.

Thus there seem s to be a great potential to control the m elt polym er behaviour with m elt vi
bration in order to enhance the quality o f the parts and im prove the injection cycle (time)
efficiency. The use o f the ultrasound is very prom ising and could be used in the future for rapid
optim isation o f the process settings.
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Appendix

A .l

Material Dosage Shot Size

The m aterial dosage shot size m ust be set according to the volum e o f the cavity neglecting
any com pressibility effects. An excess volum e o f m aterial m ust be included to account for the
leakage past the screw and additional volum e required for the packing phase.

Vcav = A cav x hcav = 7.04 • 10-3 x 4 • 10-3 = 2.82 • 10-5 m3

If 10% is allow ed for the excess volum e required during packing the new required cavity vol
um e will be:

Vcav+ex.voi = 1.1 x 2 .8 2 - 10“ 5 = 3.1 • l ( r 5m3

To define the dosage shot scale (active range of the screw) of the injection m oulding m achine
a set o f experim ents was carried out with different shot sizes. In Figure A .l, the experim en
tal results o f the screw stroke versus the dosage shot are plotted. A 20% o f leakage flow is
included.
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Screw Stroke, W eight of Injected Material (+ 20% Leakage) & Part Volume Vs D osage S h o t

I.050E-05

2 700E-05
2 475E-05

0 OOOE.OO

0 0E*00

D osage Shot (slider S27)
Stroke Vs D ossage - B - Weight of Injected Material PP —X—W eight of Injected Materia PC —©—Part Volume

Figure A. 1: Polym er Dosage Shot Size Vs Screw Stroke

According to the required volume of the new moulds cavity, the slider setting must be set to
21.

A .2

C a v ity P r e ss u r e P r o file

A typical cavity pressure profile is shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: Typical Cavity Pressure Profile during the Injection M oulding Cycle
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D uring the injection m oulding cycle the following stages can be identified from the cavity
pressure profile:

a. Beginning o f the injection phase, m ould is closed and the filling o f the cavity starts.
b. Polym er is injected at constant screw velocity. M elt m aterial touches the pressure sensor.
c. Cavity is 95% full. Transition from filling to packing phase.
c-d. Pressure is regulated and the m elt m aterial starts to get pressurised inside the cavity.
d. M axim um cavity pressure according to the packing pressure control.
d-e. Reduction in cavity pressure due to volum etric shrinkage. A dditional m elt polym er is
injected to com pensate for changes in volume. Profile o f cavity pressure depends on the
profile o f the holding pressure.

e. Sealing o f the gate, constant volum e in the cavity,
e-f. Pressure slowly drops to atm ospheric level.
f. Shrinkage o f the part inside the cavity, any changes in pressure are related to dim ensional
changes o f the part.

A.3

Properties of Aluminium Alloy 7075 T6

The m aterial that has been selected for the m anufacture of the m ould is a high strength A lu
m inium A lloy (7075_T6) that is used in the industry for plastic injection m oulds. It provides
very good m achinability and hardness. The key feature o f using this Alum inium Alloy is the
advantage o f high strength (sim ilar to steel) and high therm al conductivity (6.5 tim es higher of
steel). Som e im portant m echanical and physical properties com pared with those o f steel are
provided in Table A. 1 below.
M aterial

Steel (mild)

A lum inium 7075-T6

Tensile Strength (MPa)
Shear Strength (MPa)
M odulus o f Elasticity (GPa)
T herm al C onductivity (W /mK)

480

570

350
207
20

330
72
130

Table A .l: M echanical Properties o f Steel and Alum inium , from [71]
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A .4

H e a t T r a n sfe r C o n s ta n ts

The free convection constants for isothermal surfaces are presented in Figure A.3.

34 6
§

7 -4

Free C onvection from Vertical Planes and Cylinders

TABL E 7-1

Constants for use with Eq. (7-25) for isothermal surfaces
Geometry
Vertical planes and cylinders

Horizontal cylinders

Gi/Pr/

C

m

10 '-KV
I0M 0*

Use Fig. 7-7
0.59

Use Fig. 7-7

I0fl 10M

0.021

IOMO,J

0.10

5

i

4
2
5
x

4
4
30
22. I6t
4
4
4

10 s -!04
I0J-1 0 ‘'

0.4
Use Fig. 7-8
0.5.3

lO M O 12
10 "'-10 10 MO-’
lOM O 4
10J- I 0 7

0.13
0.675
1.02
0.850
0.480

4
r
\
0.058
0.148
0.188
i

107- 1 0 ,J

0.125

i

76

1

0 -1 0

0
Use Fig. 7-8

Ref{s).

i

4

4
76t
76f
76
76

Upper surface of healed plales
or lower surface of cooled plales

2 x 10‘-8 x 10*

0.54

4

44,52

Upper surface of heated plates
or lower surface of cooled plales

8 x 10M 0"

0.15

1
T

44, 52

Lower surface of heated plales
or upper surface of cooled plates

I0s-10"

0.27

4

1

44, 37,75

Vertical cylinder,
height = diameter
Characteristic length = diameter

10M 06

0.775

Irregular solids, characteristic
length = distance fluid particle
travels in boundary layer

lOMO*

0.52

0.21

77

i
4

78

t Preferred.

Figure A.3: Free Convection Constants for Isothermal surfaces, from [72]
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A.5

Density Variation of Polypropylene Vs Temperature
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Figure A.4: Density Variation of Polypropylene Vs Temperature, from [150]
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Use of non-invasive measurement methods to aid the
control of part quality in the injection moulding
process
D Fronimidis1*, K A Edge2, K A Stelson3, A R Mileham1 and M A Sokola2
'Department o f Mechanical Engineering, University o f Bath, Bath, UK
2Centre for Power Transmission and Motion Control, University o f Bath, Bath, UK
3Department o f Mechanical Engineering, University o f Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

Abstract: The ability to monitor and detect changes in the morphology o f injection moulded parts
during the manufacturing cycle is a key issue for improving the process. Knowledge o f the extent o f
solidification o f the part during the packing and cooling phase enables better control o f the process
and good repetition of product quality. A novel way o f extracting process information from two
existing non-invasive methods is presented here. One method uses piezoelectric transducers
generating/recording ultrasound waves that propagate through the polymer melt, while the other
utilizes fast-response thermocouples embedded close to the mould cavity. The ultrasound wave
speed variation and amplitude attenuation are monitored. These are then utilized with the aid o f an
off-line data processing algorithm to identify phase changes during the injection cycle (instead of
monitoring variations in cavity pressure), as well as to predict accurately the extent o f solidification
o f the produced part. The extent o f solidification is also predicted with the thermocouple method.
The results o f both methods can be used to improve the control o f product quality, with the
ultrasound method providing significant additional information.
Keywords: injection moulding, polymer solidification, ultrasound wave

NOTATION
A
b
c
^av
C\
Cs
C
L
q
Rc
Tm
Ts
Tx

T2

area o f the mould cavity
half-thickness o f the moulded part
specific heat o f the polymer
average ultrasound velocity through the mould
cavity
ultrasound velocity through the liquid polymer
ultrasound velocity through the solid polymer
thermal capacitance o f the thermal section
latent heat o f crystalline polymers (for amorphous
polymer is zero)
heat flux
thermal convective resistance at the mouldpolymer interface
temperature o f the mould
temperature o f the solidified polymer
temperature from the thermocouple close (5 mm
depth) to the cavity surface

The M S was received on 5 April 2004 and was accepted after revision fo r
publication on 28 M ay 2004.
* Corresponding author: Department o f Mechanical Engineering, Univer
sity o f Bath, 8E-2.8, Claverton Down, Bath BA2 7A Y, UK.
SCO 1804
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temperature from the thermocouple close (15 mm
depth) to the cavity surface
t/T total internal energy o f the moulded part
zs
thickness o f the solidified layer o f the polymer
p

1

density o f polymer

INTRODUCTION

Injection moulding is a widely used process for the
manufacturing o f complex shape products. Every time a
new mould is used, expert knowledge is required to
finely tune the injection moulding machine. To reduce
the initial set-up time and predict physical and anisotropic
properties (related to the oriented structure) o f the
moulded part accurately, non-invasive monitoring tech
niques are preferred. Previous researchers have used ultra
sound sensors to describe the polymer’s behaviour during
extrusion and injection moulding [1, 2], Some other
groups have used ultrasound to describe the influence of
blowing agents and fillers on the rheology o f the polymer
[3, 4],
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In this research study the attenuation and speed varia
tion o f the longitudinal ultrasound wave propagating
through the mould cavity are shown to have a strong
relationship with the temperature and pressure variation
o f the molten polymer. In addition, the injection phases
can be accurately identified as well as the moment during
cooling where the part detaches from the wall. This is
used as an initial indication o f the extent o f solidification
o f the part.
The results are validated using a previously developed
thermal-based method [5], which processes real-time
data from fast-reacting thermocouples. This enables the
thermal change that occurs inside the mould during
injection to be monitored, assuming perfect coupling
between the part and the cavity and with no loss of
energy being transferred to the environment. The
extent o f solidification o f the moulded part was deter
mined in real time. Alternatively, a theoretical method
for calculation o f the extent o f solidification has been
reviewed in reference [6],

2

2.1

Thermocouple monitoring of solidification

The first technique makes use o f real-time temperature
measurements at two different depths close to the
cavity wall. The high thermal conductivity o f aluminium
helps the transient temperature effects to be transferred
rapidly. The sensors are assumed to be in the centre of
a thermal section. An algorithm takes into account the
heat conducted from the first thermal section to the
second section and relates that to the growth of solid
layers within the molten part (Fig. 2). Information
about the polymer properties and dimensions of the
cavity are used to estimate the reduction in the internal
energy and solidification rate o f the part. A perfect
thermal contact is assumed at the polymer-mould
interface and the thermal convective resistance is
neglected.
The heat flowrate into the mould q(t) is proportional
to the extent of the solidified layers of the polymer [5]:
dU

J

Ts - T „

. ,d z s _ dzs
d/
Hd /

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

For the monitoring of the in-mould parameters a specialpurpose aluminium mould was designed with a rectangu
lar cavity (160 mm x 44 mm x 4 mm). This makes the
geometry simple and facilitates understanding the beha
viour o f the polymer melt during the injection cycle. An
insert was used to produce tensile testing specimens [7].
The mould was instrumented with temperature, cavity
pressure and ultrasound sensors (Fig. 1). Insulation
between the mould and the injection moulding platens
was used to reduce the heat loss to the surroundings
and stabilize the cooling phase o f the moulded part.
Two polymeric materials were used for the experiments:
amorphous polycarbonate (PC) and semi-crystalline
polypropylene (PP).

C avity - Polym er
Flow D irect on

\

U ltrasound
R eceiv er

Upon integration o f the above equation the solidified
layer profile zs is expressed by [5]
ZsM

2.2

tv

wRc Jo

r 2(r)]dt

(2)

Ultrasound monitoring of solidification

The second technique makes use o f ultrasound waves
generated by piezoelectric transducers operating at high
frequency (4 MHz). These waves propagate through the
mould sections and polymer melt in the cavity. As the
state o f the polymer changes from liquid to solid an
increase in the wave speed and attenuation in the ampli
tude is observed. These real-time data are captured and
Cover Plate

|\
WMPJmfciZi,

„ Ultrasound
r. Transmitter

P ressure
T ra n sd u c e r

T h e rm o c o u p les
Cavity Mould Sectio n

S p ru e M ould S e c tio n

Fig. 1 Position o f th erm ocou p les and ultrasound sensors in the m ould
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:z=o
solid layer

liquid layer
liquid layer

.zs

solid layer

z=0

Fig. 2

S olid -liq u id layers o f the cavity m odel

and cooling times for the moulding of the parts (PP)
were 1.5, 15 and 25 s respectively.

analysed to identify the trajectories and transitions o f the
phases, variation in process parameters and solidification
rate of the part. The extent o f solidification is defined by
the average wave speed through the thickness o f the
cavity [5]:

*,(0

Q / c’a v ( 0

=

~

b c,/cs - 1

1

3.1

The ultrasound waves that propagate through the cavity
show a variation in the propagation period and ampli
tude during the injection cycle. In Fig. 3 the variation
o f the received signal during the injection o f PP is
shown for different mould temperatures.
Parameters such as mould temperature and pressure
affect the crystallization kinetics and consequently the
way that the polymer chains are formed. Unsurprisingly
the higher the temperature o f the mould the longer it
takes for the part to solidify and detach from the
mould wall. The sudden change in sound delay at the
beginning of the injection (falling from 7.3 to 6.6 ps)
cycle indicates that nearly half of the part solidifies
when the polymer comes in contact with the mould

(3)

Data for the ultrasound wave speed through the liquid
layers have been obtained experimentally.

3

Ultrasound data analysis

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the experimental work the injection moulding
machine was carefully set up to produce tensile testing
specimens with appropriate dimensional accuracy.
Physical properties will change due to the variation in
mould and processing temperature. The filling, packing

2

6.6

0

8

20

18

12

24

28

32

Time (sec)
\+
Fig. 3

Mould at 30 °C

^

Mould at 4 0 JC

* Mould at 50 °C

— Mould a t 6 0 °C [

Received ultrasound signal through the m ou ld cavity during the injection o f PP at 200 °C
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Mould at 30 °C
Fig. 4

Mould at 40 °C

- Mould at 50 °C

■- Mould at 60 *C

A m plitude o f the received ultrasound signal through the m ould cavity during the injection o f PP at
200 °C

wall. The core solidifies less rapidly and during this phase
the packing pressure plays an important role in the core
orientation of the produced part. The differences in
sound delay were also correlated with the measured
thickness o f the produced parts. For a mould tempera
ture varying from 30 to 60 °C the increase in thickness
ranged from 4.00 to 4.01 mm.
In Fig. 4 the amplitude o f the received ultrasound
signal from the start of the filling phase exhibits a near
linear rise for the first 5 s. It then approaches a steady
state level immediately after the packing phase and
remains roughly constant for most o f the cooling
phase. During the cooling phase small changes occur in
the molecular properties o f the polymer. At the end of
that phase the sudden attenuation o f the received
signal indicates that the part has detached from the
mould wall as the amplitude decays to zero.
Similar behaviour in the sound delay and amplitude var
iation was also observed in the moulding of PC. However,
changes in sound delay were less observable (<0.015 ps
compared with those for PP moulding, which were
around 0.05 ps) at mould temperatures of 80 up to
110 °C. The amplitude of the received signal follows a dif
ferent pattern during solidification, which reflects the cool
ing behaviour of amorphous materials. Cooling time is
much shorter compared with moulding of PP since no
crystal formation takes place in amorphous polymers.
In Fig. 5 the correlation coefficient between successive
reflected signals during the injection cycle o f PC is
plotted alongside the cavity pressure profile.
Major variations in the correlation coefficient that
occur during the injection cycle characterize most of
Proc. Instn M ech. Engrs Vol. 218 Part B: J. Engineering M anufacture
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the phases, such as:
(a) mould closing (first peak: interfaces change);
(b) end of filling and transition to packing phase (2nd
peak);
(c) packing phase (coefficient decays to 1);
(d) end o f cooling and part detachment from the wall
(3rd peak).
The major changes in the reflected signals are due to the
molecular changes that take place early in the packing
phase.
3.2

Temperature data analysis

In the filling stage the molten plastic enters the cavity and
a thermal shock is created at the mould walls. Both
thermocouples embedded close to the cavity wall
accurately track this transient, as shown in Fig. 6. At
the same time as the internal energy o f the mould
increases, the heat conducted from the first to the
second thermal section decreases.
The first thermocouple, which is closer to the interface
(wall/PP), receives the thermal flow transient first. These
experimental temperature data are processed in real time
and the extent of solidification is predicted. The model
given by equation (2) assumes that both thermocouple
readings start from the same set point.
In Fig. 7 the extent of solidification for the injection
moulding of PP is shown for different mould temperatures.
The pattern of the extent o f solidification for most cases
(mould at 30 up to 60 °C) is mainly the same since no
external cooling is used for the mould. Given that the
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Therm al transients near the cavity w all during the injection o f PP at 200 °C versus cavity pressure

mould is symmetrical, the model predicts the solidifica
tion o f the half-part (2 mm). The part can be safely ejected
when:
(a) the extent of solidification reaches 100 per cent of the
part thickness;
(b) the temperature gradient o f the mould reaches the
steady state condition o f the preset temperature
level (30 up to 60 °C).

3.3

Comparison of the two methods

The ultrasound and thermocouple methods used to
monitor the in-mould parameters and track the phase
SCO 1804

Cavity Pressure

< IM echE 2004

changes were very reliable. In Fig. 8 the extent of
solidification [see equations (2) and (3)] of the produced
part (PP at 200 °C and mould at 50 °C) is estimated
using (a) the average ultrasound speed and (b) thermal
changes that predict the heat being transferred to the
mould.
The solidification results of two predictions show a
small disparity due to the position of the sensors (Fig.
1) in each method. The thermocouples were placed
near the gate at the injection point while the ultrasound
sensors were on the other side. Consequently, the part
side, which is near the hot gate, takes longer to cool
compared with the other side, which has no thermal
influence.
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C O N C L U S IO N S

The polymer molten behaviour during the injection cycle
has been evaluated based on real-time ultrasound and
temperature data.
Ultrasound measurement has proved to be a powerful
method used to characterize the polymer rheological
behaviour and the physical dimensions of the produced
part. The development o f an off-line data processing
algorithm helped to process the data efficiently and
produce meaningful results. Trajectories and transition
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o f phases that can be used for control purposes were
precisely identified (Fig. 5) and compared with cavitybased pressure profiles. Ultrasound sensors can be
easily placed in any mould position to extract informa
tion about cycle changes, especially in complex shape
cavities. Overall they have an advantage in moulds
where cavity pressure sensors are not desirable for
aesthetic reasons.
On the other hand, the use o f thermocouples is an
economic and reliable method, which provides sufficient
information for determining the extent of solidification
SCO 1804
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o f the produced part (in real time, see Fig. 7), thus
reducing the cycle time. They can also be used for control
o f the packing pressure, if it is desired to control packing
pressure as a function of the degree of solidification.
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